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WAHC’20 Chairs’ Welcome Message
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the 8th annual Workshop on Encrypted Computing
and Applied Homomorphic Cryptography. WAHC was created in 2013 as a forum to organize
and foster discussion of a wide variety of aspects of encrypted computing and secure
computation.
In a world where distance is no longer an obstacle for cooperation, secure computation is
becoming a key feature of current and future information systems. Distributed network
applications and cloud architectures are at danger because lots of personal consumer data is
aggregated in all kinds of formats and for various purposes. Industry and consumer electronics
companies are facing massive threats like theft of intellectual property and industrial
espionage. Public infrastructure has to be secured against sabotage and manipulation. A
possible solution is encrypted computing: Data can be processed on remote, possibly insecure
resources, while program code and data is encrypted all the time. This allows to outsource the
computation of confidential information independently from the trustworthiness or the
security level of the remote system. The goal of the workshop is to bring together researchers
with practitioners and industry to present, discuss and to share the latest progress in the field.
We want to exchange ideas that address real-world problems with practical approaches and
solutions.
The workshop is typically uniformly attended by academia, government, and industry, with
attendees both from prior years with experience in the domain and new attendees learning
from the community. Specific encrypted computing technologies focus on homomorphic
encryption and secure multiparty computation but also need to interoperate with existing
technologies and infrastructures. The technologies and techniques discussed in this workshop
are key to extending the range of applications that can be securely and practically outsourced.
This year we’ve had 12 submissions, all of which contained unique and interesting results.
Each was reviewed by three to four Program Committee members. While all the papers were
of high quality, only four full papers were accepted to the workshop (33% acceptance ratio).
In addition, 2 papers were accepted as presentations during the demo session. We want to
thank the authors for their submissions, the members of the Program Committee for their
effort, and the HomomorphicEncryption.org consortium for supporting us.
2020 has been a very special year for the world and for the scientific community. As a
consequence, WAHC took place as a virtual event. We want to thank 142 registered attendees
for their interest in the workshop. The highest number of simultaneous participants was 88.
Hope to see you in 2021!
The organizers
Michael Brenner, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany
Tancrède Lepoint, Google, USA
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Improved privacy-preserving training using fixed-Hessian
minimisation
Tabitha Ogilvie, Rachel Player, and Joe Rowell
Information Security Group, Royal Holloway, University of London
ABSTRACT

learning models are too complex to train on a general purpose
machine, so outsourcing this computation to the cloud is a popular
option. Moreover, it is common that the training data is sensitive
or legally protected: for example, it could be the medical data of
patients, the employment status of vulnerable members of society,
or the �nancial records of a company. This motivates the problem
of privacy-preserving machine learning training, which is the focus
of this paper.
Speci�cally, we are interested in outsourcing the training of a
machine learning model to the cloud, while keeping the training
data con�dential. This is a di�erent context to that considered in
many priors work on privacy-preserving training. For example,
some prior works, such as [37, 40, 54], have sought to train models
in a joint manner, or to train models on aggregated data, as in [10].
In our context, we do not want the cloud to learn from our data at
all, but rather to perform the training as a service.
In our situation, we consider a client who possesses a quantity
of data that they wish to use to build a machine learning model,
but they lack the computational resources to handle this training
locally. They would like to outsource the training to the cloud, but
do not want the cloud to have access to their training data in the
clear. Using homomorphic encryption [? ] is a plausible solution for
this scenario. The client encrypts their training data and transmits
it to the cloud, who then homomorphically trains the model. The
result is an encryption of the model, which is transmitted back
to the client, who decrypts to obtain the model. We note that the
security of homomorphic encryption depends on the absence of
decryption oracles. For this reason, all the methods suggested in
this paper would result in one-trip protocols: the client transmits
encrypted data, the cloud returns an encrypted model.
Many works have shown that homomorphic encryption can be
valuable at performing privacy-preserving inference on encrypted
data [8, 12–14, 39, 59? ]. Privacy-preserving inference refers to
the situation where the machine learning model has already been
trained and is held on the cloud. The client then asks the cloud to use
the model to make a prediction on a new datapoint, while keeping
this datapoint con�dential. In contrast, leveraging homomorphic
encryption to train the model itself in a privacy-preserving way
has been less widely studied.
Two common types of machine learning model are logistic regression and ridge regression. Logistic regression predicts the value
of a dependent variable, e.g. malign or benign, based on the values
of a set of independent variables. This technique is widely used
in many disciplines, including genetics [53], healthcare [58], and
economics [55]. Ridge regression is a form of linear regression that
uses L2 regularisation to avoid over�tting. Its usage is ubiquitous
in statistics, machine learning, and data mining [33, 38, 49, 56].
To train either a logistic regression or ridge regression model,
we must minimise an appropriate cost function. To train these

The �xed-Hessian minimisation method can be used to implement
privacy-preserving machine learning training from homomorphic
encryption. This is a relatively under-explored part of the literature,
with the main prior work being that of Bonte and Vercauteren
(BMC Medical Genomics, 2018), who proposed a simpli�ed Hessian
method for logistic regression training over the BFV homomorphic
encryption scheme. Our main contribution is to revisit the �xedHessian approach for logistic regression training over the CKKS
homomorphic encryption scheme. We improve on the prior work
in several aspects, most notably showing how the native encoding
in CKKS can be used to take advantage of SIMD operations. We
implement our new �xed-Hessian approach in SEAL and compare it
to more commonly-used minimisation methods, based on Gradient
Descent and Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent. We �nd that
the �xed-Hessian approach exhibits fast run time and comparable
accuracy to these alternative approaches. Moreover, it can be argued
to be more practical in the privacy-preserving training context, as
no step size parameter needs to be chosen.
As an additional contribution, we describe and implement three
distinct training algorithms, based on Gradient Descent, Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent, and a �xed-Hessian method respectively, to achieve privacy-preserving ridge regression training from
homomorphic encryption. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
�rst time homomorphic encryption has been used to implement
ridge regression training on encrypted data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy ! Public key (asymmetric) techniques.

KEYWORDS
homomorphic encryption; �xed Hessian; logistic regression; ridge
regression; privacy-preserving training
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is becoming increasingly prevalent, with individuals, groups and companies outsourcing heavy computation to
dedicated cloud computing services. At the same time, interest in
machine learning techniques has grown, with many researchers
and organisations keen to harness the predictive power of the data
they already possess or have access to. In particular, many machine
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the �rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
8th Workshop on Encrypted Computing & Applied
Homomorphic Cryptography (WAHC’20), December 15, 2020, Virtual Event
© 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).
https://doi.org/10.25835/0072999
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two types of machine learning model, in this paper, we consider
the use of three possible minimisation methods: Gradient Descent,
Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent, and Newton-Raphson
and Hessian-based methods. We mainly focus on the third of these
three methods: that is, using a �xed-Hessian minimisation. The
main prior work in this setting is that of Bonte and Vercauteren [11],
who used a �xed-Hessian method and the BFV [23] homomorphic
encryption scheme to homomorphically train a logistic regression
model.

1.1

proposed a �xed-Hessian minimisation, the other �nalists proposed
solutions using Gradient Descent [15, 35]. The work [35] has since
been updated [17, 30]. The iDASH 2017 Track 3 data set was also
considered by Crawford et al. in [20]. Instead of using iterative
methods, they opt for formulating the model parameters as the
solution to a closed form approximation. Other works considering logistic regression training using homomorphic encryption
include [4, 19, 25, 36, 50].
In Section 5 we consider the use of homomorphic encryption
to enable a single client to completely outsource ridge regression
training to a server. As far as we are aware, the use of homomorphic
encryption for ridge regression training has not been considered in
the literature. However, solutions based on multi-party computation
have been proposed. For example, Nikolaenko et al. [43] considered
many users contributing data to an evaluator who outputs a model
in the clear. Other works considering privacy-preserving training
using multiparty computation include [1, 24, 29, 32, 37, 40, 57].

Contributions

Our main contribution is to present a new implementation of
privacy-preserving logistic regression training using �xed-Hessian
minimisation. Our starting point is the work of Bonte and Vercauteren [11], which we improve upon in several aspects. First, we
switch the underlying homomorphic encryption scheme from BFV
to CKKS [18]. This enables us to use the native CKKS encoding to
take advantage of SIMD operations while still being able to compute on non-integers. In contrast, [11] used F-NIBNAF encoding [?
] to convert real numbers into sparse integer BFV plaintext polynomials and so were unable to achieve SIMD speedups. Next, we
adopt a data preprocessing step similar to [35] and [36] to save
layers during polynomial evaluations. In addition, instead of using
the 1-degree Taylor approximation to the sigmoid function, we
used the Chebyshev polynomial approximation used in [7]. We also
adapted the approximation of the inverse function, using a linear
approximation as the starting point and increasing the number of
iterations from one to three. Finally, we increased the number of
updates to the weights vector from one iteration to four.
We implement our new �xed-Hessian approach for logistic regression in Microsoft SEAL [52] version 3.5.1 and compare it to
more commonly-used minimisation methods, based on Gradient
Descent and Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent. Our results
are presented in Table 1, which shows that our �xed-Hessian approach achieves comparable accuracy and AUC to prior work, at a
greater security level and with a faster runtime. In more detail, for
a 5 fold CV average, applied to the Edinburgh dataset, our �xedHessian approach achieves 88.26% CV accuracy with a training
time of 27 seconds per fold, while the Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent approach of [35] achieves 88.90% with 42 seconds per
fold. Moreover, we argue that the �xed-Hessian approach is more
practical in the privacy-preserving training context, as no step size
parameter needs to be chosen.
As an additional contribution, we describe and implement three
separate privacy-preserving training algorithms for ridge regression. To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst time homomorphic encryption has been used to implement ridge regression
training on encrypted data. All the implementations reported on
this work are publicly available on Github [46, 47].

1.2

1.3

Structure of the paper

We recall relevant background in Section 2. We describe our new
�xed-Hessian minimisation approach for logistic regression in Section 3. We report on an implementation of our �xed-Hessian approach, and compare it with other minimisation methods for logistic
regression, in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe and implement
three di�erent approaches to privacy-preserving training using
ridge regression.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 CKKS
The CKKS scheme [18] is a homomorphic encryption scheme that
supports approximate arithmetic on �oating point numbers. The
key idea of CKKS is to interpret noise not as an error term but as
part of the usual errors observed when computing with �oating
point numbers. We now recall the main features of the scheme that
are relevant for our purposes, following the presentation of [35]
and [7]. For additional details, including noise analysis, we refer
the reader to [18].
CKKS has a native encoding function from the message space
to the plaintext space, arising from the canonical embedding2 . In
more detail, the message space of CKKS is C# /2 , and the encoding
function is given by
Encode((< 1, ..., < # /2 )) = b4 · q 1 (< 1, < 2, ..., < # /2 )e

where q (·) is the complex canonical embedding and 4 is the ‘scale’;
that is, the desired degree of precision. Like several other homomorphic encryption schemes, CKKS supports the encoding of multiple
messages from the message space " into a single plaintext which
enables “slotwise” operations on the messages.
The plaintext space of CKKS is R = Z[- ]/(- # + 1), where
# is a power of 2. We employ the RNS variant [17] for e�cient
implementation, so that the initial ciphertext modulus is given by
Œ!
& ! = 8=1
?8 for distinct primes ?8 , and lower level ciphertext
Œ
moduli are given by &; = ;8=1 ?8 , 0 < ;  !. Writing R; = R/&; R,

Related work

The work of Bonte and Vercauteren [11] was a contribution to
Track 3 of the iDASH 2017 competition1 , which concerned using
homomorphic encryption to train a logistic regression model using
a genomic data set of 1579 samples over 18 features. While [11]

2 For a comprehensive explanation of this embedding, and other algebraic background,
we refer the reader to [16? ].

1 https://www.humangenomeprivacy.org/2017/
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Algorithm 1 AllSum(ct.<)
Input: A ciphertext ct.< corresponding to the message
(< 1, < 2, ..., < # /2 )
Output: a ciphertext
ctall corresponding to⌘ the message
⇣Õ
Õ# /2
Õ# /2
# /2
<
8 , 8=1 <8 , ..., 8=1 <8
8=1

we have that a level ; ciphertext is a pair of polynomials (2 0, 2 1 ) in
the ciphertext space R;2 .
The CKKS scheme is comprised of the following algorithms,
speci�ed below: KeyGen, SwitchKeyGen, EvalKeyGen, RotKeyGen,
Enc, Dec, Add, AddPlain, Mult, MultPlain, Rescale, Rotate.
j4=2 , an error 4
j4AA ,
• KeyGen(1_ ): Sample a secret B
and a random ring element 0
R! . Set the secret key as
sk
(1, B) and the public key as pk
(1, 0) 2 R!2 , where
1 = 0B + 4 mod 2! . Output (sk, pk).
• SwitchKeyGen(sk, B 0 ): Parse sk as (1, B). For B 0 2 R, sample
a random 0 0
R 2! and an error 4 0
j4AA . Set the switching key swk
(1 0, 0 0 ) 2 R 2L 2 , where 1 0 = 0 0B 0 + 4 0 + & ! B
mod & 2! . Output swk.
• EvalKeyGen(sk): Output evk
KSGen(sk, B 2 ).
• RotKeyGen(sk, ^): Output rk (^)
KSGen(sk, B (^) ).
• Enc(pk, <): for a plaintext < 2 R, sample E
j4=2 and
4 0, 4 1
j4AA and set ct = E · pk + (< + 4 0, 4 1 ) mod & ! .
Output ct.
• Dec(sk, ct): Parse ct as (2 0, 2 1 ) 2 R;2 . Set < 0 = 2 0 + 2 1 · B
mod &; . Output < 0 .
• Add(ct1, ct2 ): for two ciphertexts ct1, ct2 2 R; , output
ctadd = ct1 + ct2 mod &;
• AddPlain(ct, 2): for a ciphertext ct = (1, 0) 2 R;2 and a
plaintext 2 2 R, output ctaddp = (1 + 2, 0) mod &;
• Mult(ct1, ct2, evk): for two ciphertexts ct1 = (1 1, 0 1 ), ct2 =
(1 2, 0 2 ) 2 R;2 , let (3 0, 3 1, 3 2 ) = (1 11 2, 0 11 2 + 0 21 1, 0 10 2 )
mod &; . Set ctmult = (3 0, 3 1 ) + b1& ! 1 · 3 2 · evke mod &; .
Output ctmult .
• MultPlain(ct, <): for a ciphertext ct 2 R;2 and a plaintext
< 2 R, output ctmultp
< · ct mod &; .
• Rescale(ct): for a ciphertext ct 2 R; , output ctrs = bct/?; e
mod &; 1 .
• Rotate(ct, rk (^) , ^): for a ciphertext ct = (1, 0) 2 R; , output ctrot
(1 (^) , 0) + b& ! 1 · 0 (^) · rk (^) e mod &; .

ctall
ct.<
for 8 = 0, . . . , log # /2 1 do
ctall
Add ctall, Rotate(ctall, 28 )
end for

and CKKS [18] homomorphic encryption schemes, having functions for encoding, encrypting, and all evaluation operations. In
SEAL, the ciphertext modulus & ! is speci�ed via a set of bit lengths,
{1 0, ..., 1: }. SEAL will then �nd primes ? 0, ..., ?: with log ?8 ⇡ 18 .
These primes serve a variety of di�erent functions, which specify
how their bit lengths should be chosen. The prime ? 0 is the decryption prime, so must be larger than the scale 4, giving 1 0 > log 4.
The di�erence (1 0 log 4) gives how many bits of precision we
are guaranteed before the decimal point. The intermediary primes
? 1, ..., ?: 1 are the rescaling primes, so should be set close to 4,
giving 18 = log 4, 1  8  : 1. The �nal prime ?: is the so-called
special prime [27] which is used during key switching, and SEAL requires these to be at least as big as all other primes in the ciphertext
modulus, so that 1: 1 0 .
The SEAL library follows the Homomorphic Encryption Standard [2] in order to ensure security of the parameters chosen. In
particular, the underlying Learning with Errors (LWE) [? ] instance
is parameterised by the ring dimension # , the ciphertext modulus
& ! , a discrete Gaussian error distribution with standard deviation f
and a secret distribution (. We will always use an error distribution
with f = 3.2 and a uniform ternary secret distribution, which are
are the default choices in SEAL. Following [2], we target 128-bit
security and assume that the logarithm of the cost of lattice reduction with blocksize V in dimension 3 is 0.292V + 16.4 + log(83) [?
Œ
]. In SEAL, as the product & ! = :8=0 ?8 forms the initial ciphertext modulus, in order to achieve 128-bit security we must have
Õ:
8=0 18  log & ! , where the value of log & ! for a given # is as
above. If a ciphertext modulus is speci�ed by {1 0, ..., 1: }, the resulting parameters can handle circuits of depth : 1.

When multiplying two ciphertexts that correspond respectively
to messages < 1 , < 2 , each encoded with scale factor 4, the resulting
ciphertext ctmult will correspond to the message < 1 · < 2 with
a scale factor of 42 . We choose all of the intermediary primes,
? 2, ..., ? ! 1 to be approximately equal to 4. Thus, after a rescaling,
ctrs = Rescale(ctmult ) will correspond to the message < 1 · < 2
with a scale factor of approximately 4.
We denote by ct.< a ciphertext that corresponds to the message
<. We sometimes make explicit the messages <8 in the ‘slots’ by
writing < = (< 1, < 2, ..., < # /2 ). In Algorithm 1 we recall a useful
algorithm, AllSum, previously described in the literature [28, 36],
which we will make extensive use of. Given a ciphertext ct.<,
where < = (< 1, < 2, ..., < # /2 ), AllSum generates a ciphertext ctall
⇣Õ
Õ# /2
Õ# /2 ⌘
# /2
that corresponds to
8=1 <8 , 8=1 <8 , , ..., 8=1 <8 . This algorithm uses SIMD to generate the sum of # /2 complex numbers
using log # /2 additions.

2.2

2.3

Machine learning training models

2.3.1 Logistic regression. Logistic regression is a machine learning classi�cation technique that predicts the value of a dependent
variable, e.g. malign or benign, based on the values of a set of independent variables. In this work, we consider a binary logistic regression classi�cation, where the value to be predicted takes one of
two values, ~ 2 {±1}. Given model parameters V = (V 0, V 1, ..., V3 ),
we calculate the probability that ~ = 1 given covariate values
(G 1, ..., G3 ) 2 R3 as:
P(~|V, x) = f (~V T x) .

SEAL implementation of CKKS

All experiments in this paper were written in the Microsoft SEAL
homomorphic encryption library [52], version 3.5.1. The SEAL library implements the RNS variants [17? ] of both the BFV [? ]
3

where we de�ne G 0 = 1. To �t this model to our training data we
need to maximise the likelihood estimator:
=
=
÷
÷
P(~8 |, Vx8 ) =
f (~V T x) .
8=1

8=1
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This is equivalent to minimising the following cost function:
(V) =

=
’
8=1

log(1 + exp( ~8 V) x8 )) .

We can measure the predictive power of a ridge regression model
using the coe�cient of determination, or A 2 , statistic:
Õ=
)
2
(( res
8=1 (~8 V G8 )
2
A =1
=1
.
Õ
=
2
(( tot
8=1 (~8 ~)

(1)

For logistic regression we use two metrics to measure the quality
of a derived model on a test set: AUC and accuracy. Accuracy
corresponds to the proportion of the test set that the model correctly
classi�es against a threshold of 0.5. AUC stands for Area Under
the receiver operating curve (ROC), and can be understood as the
probability the derived model will rank a positive sample randomly
chosen from the test set higher than a negative sample randomly
chosen from the test set [41].

A perfect model would have A 2 = 1, while a model that always predicts the mean ~ would have A 2 = 0. A model can receive a negative
A 2 score, indicating that, on average, it is worse at predicting ~8
than simply guessing the mean.

2.4

In this section we recall the common approaches for homomorphically minimising a cost function, such as the logistic regression
cost function given by Equation (1). These are Gradient Descent,
Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent, and Newton-Raphson
and Hessian Based Methods.

2.3.2 Ridge regression. Ridge regression is a form of linear regression that uses L2 regularisation to avoid over�tting. Given a set of
= vectors with 3 features, G8 2 R3 , and = output variables ~8 2 R,
linear regression aims to �nd weights V 0, V 1, ..., V3 2 R such that
~8 ⇡ V 0 + V 1G81 + V 1G82 + ... + V 1G83

2.4.1 Gradient Descent. Gradient Descent is perhaps the simplest
minimisation technique, proceeding by taking successive steps
“downhill”. We use the observation that, at a given value of the
parameters V 2 R (3+1) , 3 1, we decrease the value of (V) fastest
by taking a step in the direction of the negative of the gradient
vector, r (V). Thus, we should perform updates of the form:

for each 8. Augmenting each feature vector by setting G80 = 1, we
can rewrite this as ~8 ⇡ V) G8 . Ridge regression �ts a linear model
while penalising large values of V 9 for 0 < 9  3 in order to stop
the model from over�tting to the training data. The cost function
for ridge regression is given by:
(V) =

3
=
1 ’ 2 ’
(_
V8 +
(~8
2 8=1
8=1

V) G 8 ) 2 )

V (:+1) = V (:)

(2)

If U > 0 is small enough, (5) guarantees that (V (:+1) )  (V (:) ). In
other words, the value of our cost function shrinks every iteration.
However, choosing U too small will result in very slow convergence.
Typically the value of U will be chosen using line search [22, 26],
or changed every iteration as a function of the previous values of V
[5]. These techniques are di�cult to achieve homomorphically.
Whenever is convex and di�erentiable, and its gradient is
Lipschitz continuous with constant !, we have that:

Letting ˜ be the (3 + 1) ⇥ (3 + 1) diagonal matrix with 0 in the upper
most entry and 1s otherwise, we can rewrite this as:

where
~1
©~ ™
≠ 2Æ
~ = ≠≠ . ÆÆ
≠ .. Æ̈
´~=

and

G 10
©G
≠ 20
- = ≠≠ .
≠ ..
´G=0

(3)

- ) ~)
G 11
G 21
..
.
G=1

...
...
...

(V (:) )

! (0)
V
2:

V<8=

2
2

,

2.4.2 Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent. Although Gradient
Descent is guaranteed to converge for the right cost functions and
the right choice of step size, it can exhibit a kind of “zigzagging”
behaviour. To combat this, and hopefully achieve faster convergence, Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent (NAD) maintains
a momentum term. Intuitively, this can be understood as kicking
a ball down a hill rather than taking �xed steps. Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent maintains two terms: V (:) , the model

(4)

The inverse of the matrix - ) - + _ ˜ can be found via Cholesky
decomposition for _ > 0 with complexity $ (3 3 ) [43]. However,
this technique is di�cult to achieve homomorphically. Therefore,
in this work, we will seek to minimise the cost function (2) directly.
For numerical stability and comparability, we scale each covariate
to the range [0, 1], and centre the regressand via ~8 7! ~8 ~.

(V<8= ) 

where V<8= is the global minimum, and we take a �xed step size
U  1/!. Thus we can understand the convergence rate of Gradient
Descent under this conditions to be $ (1/:), where : is the number
of iterations. Equivalently, if we want our solution V to satisfy
(V : )
(V<8= )  n, we need to complete $ (1/n) iterations. More
details can be found in [44].

G 13
G 23 ™Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ̈
G=3

so that ridge regression di�ers from logistic regression in that it
has a closed form solution, given by:
V = (- ) - + _ ˜) 1- ) ~.

(5)

Ur (V)

where U is the step size or learning rate. Recall that, if V = (V 0, ..., V3 )
the coordinates of r (V) are given by
✓
◆
m
m
m
r (V) =
,
, ...,
.
mV 0 mV 1
mV3

where the parameter _ is the regularisation parameter, re�ecting
how much we want to penalise large coe�cients. This parameter
is typically set via cross validation.
By di�erentiating Equation (2), we �nd that the 9 th component
of the gradient vector is given by
Õ=
8
>
G (V) G8 ~8 )
9 =0
>
< 8=1 8 9
>
m
=
>
mV 9 >
>_V 9 + Õ= G8 9 (V) G8 ~8 ) 9 < 0
8=1
:
r (V) = ((- ) - + _ ˜)V

Optimisation techniques
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�xed diagonal matrix ˜ . The diagonal entries of this matrix ˜ are
given by:
3 ’
=
’
˜ :: = 1
G G 98 .
(9)
4 8=0 9=1 9:

parameters, and E (:) , the momentum term. Adopting the notation
of [15], updates are then given by [42]:
⇢ (:+1)
V
= E (:) U: · r (E (:) )
(:+1)
E
= (1 W: ) · V (:+1) + W: · V (:)

We show how to homomorphically evaluate the entries of ˜ in
Algorithm 2.
Substituting (V) with ˜ results in losing the guarantee of quadratic convergence Newton-Raphson normally provides. However,
˜ , it is argued in [11] that, by using the results
since (V)
from [9], the resulting Newton-Raphson sequence is monotonically
decreasing, exhibits guaranteed convergence, and still converges
linearly, with rate 2 < 1.
Fixing the matrix ˜ means the updates (c.f. Equation (7)) that
we require to evaluate are now given by:

where 0 < WC < 1 is a smoothing parameter.
We set WC = 1 C: /C:+1 , according to the Fast IterativeqShrinkage1+ 1+4C:2

Threshold Algorithm [6], where C 1 = 1 and C:+1 =
. For
2
this choice of WC and a good choice of UC , Nesterov’s Accelerated
Gradient Descent exhibits convergence at rate $ (1/: 2 ) in the number of iterations :.
2.4.3 Newton-Raphson and Hessian Based Methods. We proceed
from the observation that the vector V that minimises the cost
function will return a gradient vector of zero [11]. For example,
for the logistic regression cost function of Equation (1), and for
9 2 {0, . . . , 3 }, the 9 th component of this gradient vector at a point
V 2 R (3+1) is given by
r; (V) 9 =

=
’
m
=
(1
mV 9 8=1

f (~8 V T xi ))~8 G8 9 ,

V (:+1) = V:

where the matrix
element-wise by

(V) 2

m2
(V)8 9 =
=
mV 9 mV 9

3

(V (:) ) 1 r(V (:) ),

R (3+1)⇥(3+1)

=
’

:=1

(6)

(7)

is the Hessian matrix, given

3.1

IMPROVED FIXED-HESSIAN TRAINING FOR
LOGISTIC REGRESSION

In this section we describe our improvements to the �xed-Hessian
minimisation approach of [11], in the context of logistic regression
training over CKKS. We �rst present an overview of our approach.
Recall from Section 2.4.3 that we are interested in evaluating the
update (7) homomorphically. Doing so directly presents three di�culties. Firstly, we need to approximate the sigmoid function using
a polynomial. Secondly, evaluating the value of the Hessian (V: )
at each iteration is extremely costly in terms of levels. Thirdly, performing a matrix inversion for an arbitrary matrix each iteration is
very challenging. To address the �rst problem, we adopt the linear
approximation to the sigmoid function given in [7], given by:
1
5
+ G,
2 32

3.2

Homomorphic evaluation of ˜

We �rst show how to homomorphically evaluate the entries of ˜ .
We begin by rewriting Equation (9) as follows:

(8)

found by approximating the sigmoid function with Chebyshev
polynomials.
For the second and third di�culties, we take a similar approach
to [11], who proceed by replacing the full Hessian (V) with a

Encoding

An appropriate choice of encoding for the training data can enable
us to reduce the number of levels required in Algorithm 4. We use a
“feature by feature” encoding, similar to [36]. Speci�cally, we de�ne
I 98 := ~ 9 G 98 , and then construct (3 + 1) messages
⇣I I
I=8 ⌘
18 28
/8 =
,
, ...,
2 R= .
2 2
2
As long as =  # /2, these messages can be encoded into the plaintext space and then encrypted, giving (3 + 1) ciphertexts ct./8 for
0  8  3 that encrypt the training data. The factor 1/2 saves levels
during training due to the choice of sigmoid approximation. For a
higher degree approximation, a di�erent constant factor should be
used: for example, [18] uses a factor of 1/8. A more compact encoding method exists [35], but it requires extra levels to compensate.

(1 f (~: V T xk ))f (~: V T xk ) (~: ) 2G: 9 G:8 .

f (G) ⇡

(10)

Since we have replaced the Hessian with a diagonal matrix, to
perform the matrix inversion ( ˜ ) 1 we simply need to �nd the
values 1˜ for 0  :  3. We show how to do so in Algorithm 3.
::
Note that, like the sigmoid function, this matrix inversion needs
to be approximated with a polynomial evaluation. The authors of
[11] use Newton-Raphson in one variable applied to the function
5 (G) = G1 0, where 0 is the number they wish to invert. In [11],
a �xed starting value and one iteration is used. In contrast, we
increase the number of iterations, and use a linear approximation
as the initial value, to minimise the relative error. Our approach is
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.
Putting everything together, having evaluated ( ˜ ) 1 , we are
able to evaluate an approximation of the circuit given by Equation (10). We show how to do so in Algorithm 4.

where we de�ne G80 = 1. To �nd the root V 2 R (3+1) to r; (V) = 0,
we use the Newton-Raphson root �nding method. Given the right
kind of function and a suitable starting point, Newton-Raphson
guarantees very fast convergence [9].
For our running example of Equation (6), in the multivariate
equation r; (V) = 0, these updates are given by
V (:+1) = V (:)

˜ 1 r(V (:) ) .

˜ :: =

3 ’
= ~ G
= I
3
’
’
’
I 98
9 9: ~ 9 G 98
9:
=
2
2
2
2
9=1
8=0
8=0 9=1

(11)

where the �rst equality exploits the fact that ~8 2 {±1} and the
second comes from swapping the order of summation and using the
5
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Algorithm 2 Homomorphic evaluation of the entries of ˜ .
Input: Ciphertexts {ct./ 9 } 9=0,...,3
Output: Ciphertexts {ct. ˜ 9 } 9=0,...,3
1: ctsum
ct.I 0
2: for 9 = 1, ..., 3 do
3:
ctsum
Add(ctsum, ct.I 9 )
Õ
4: end for
ù the kC⌘ entry of ctsum corresponds to 38=0 I2:8
5: for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
6:
ct. ˜ 9
Mult(ctsum, ct.I 9 )
7:
ct. ˜ 9
RS(ct. ˜ 9 )
I Õ
8:
ù the kC⌘ entry of ct. ˜ 9 corresponds to :2 9 38=0 I2:8
9:
ct. ˜ 9
AllSum(ct. ˜ 9 )
10:
ù Every entry of ct. ˜ 9 corresponds to ˜ 9 9 as de�ned in
(11)
11: end for

Algorithm 3 Invert(ct. ˜ 9 , pt.)1, pt.)2, ^): Homomorphic evaluation of 1˜ for : = 0, ..., 3
::

Input: Ciphertexts {ct. ˜ 9 } 9=0,...,3 , plaintexts pt.)1, pt.)2 , and a
number of iterations ^
Output: Ciphertexts {ct. 9 } 9=0,...,3 where 9 corresponds to ˜1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

de�nition of I8 9 . We can therefore evaluate the diagonal entries of
˜ using Algorithm 2, which consumes one level, and from line 5 can
be evaluated in parallel. For ease of exposition, in Algorithm 2 we
omit the relinearisation steps that follow all ciphertext-ciphertext
multiplications. In our implementation, we parallelised the loop
given by lines 5 - 9 as each of the ciphertexts can be operated on
independently. We remark that the usage of SIMD in this Algorithm
enables the complexity of the algorithm to stay constant in the size
of the dataset = so long as =  # /2, and beyond this range the
complexity of the modi�ed procedure would only increase linearly
in b 2=
# c.

3.3

Homomorphic evaluation of

˜

12:
13:
14:

9

to )1 + )2 ˜ 9

To choose - , we need to have some idea about the maximum
possible absolute value of each ˜ :: . Examining (11), we see this
⌫ (3+1)=
cannot exceed
, where ⌫ is an upper bound on the absolute
4
value of each feature. If the client is uncomfortable sending this
⌫ (3+1)=
value of - =
in the clear, they could instead encrypt the
4
values )1 and )2 and transmit them with the training data. In Algorithm 3 we assume the )1 and )2 are encoded in to the plaintexts
pt.)1 and pt.)2 respectively. In our implementation, we parallelised
the entirety of this process into 3 + 1 threads.

1

3.4

Putting it all together

Having evaluated the entries of our �xed Hessian, we are able to
evaluate Equation (10), the updates on the weights V. This is done
in Algorithm 4, which consumes 1 + 3(` 1) levels, where ` is the
number of iterations.
Component wise, using Equation (6) and Equation (8), we must
evaluate:
!
=
=
’
I8 9 ’
5I8 9 V (:) · z8
(:+1)
(:)
V
( 9) = V ( 9) + 9
.
2
8·2
2
8=1
8=1
Õ I
Note that =8=1 28 9 can be precomputed as it does not depend on
V: , while only V) z8 cannot be computed feature-by-feature, as the
inner product requires all 3 + 1 features. In our implementation, we
initialise all weights to zero, so the �rst iteration is given simply
Õ I
by V (1) = 9 =8=1 28 9 . In our implementation we parallelised the
loop given by lines 11 - 18.
Algorithms 2, 3 and 4, employed consecutively, constitute the
entire learning process. In total, this process consumes 2 + 2^ +
3(` 1) levels, where ^ corresponds to the number of iterations

3G 2(:) .

However, the speed at which this converges is very sensitive to the
initial value. In everyday usage, practitioners have the advantage of
being able to see the number they are trying to invert, and so can
use lookup tables or approximate G1 over a tight range to minimise
the initial error and guarantee fast convergence [45]. Since we are
working over encrypted data, we use a linear approximation,)1 +)23.
We use the results from [51], who show that, in order to minimise
the relative error in both the initial and �nal approximations over
a range [0, 1], one should take:
8(0 + 1)
)1 (0, 1) = 2
,
0 + 601 + 1 2

99

Newton-Raphson is given by [51]:
✓
◆ 2^
(- 1) 2
'<0G (`) =
.
- 2 + 6- + 1

Having homomorphically evaluated the entries of the matrix ˜ ,
it is necessary to calculate their inverse. This is achieved in Algorithm 3, where we present a general procedure for �nding 31 for an
arbitrary value 3 which can be bounded to an interval [0, 1]. This
Algorithm is fully parallelisable, and consumes 1 + 2^ levels, where
^ is the number of iterations.
If the number we want to invert is 3, we are seeking a root to
the equation 5 (G) = G1 3, which has Newton-Raphson updates of
the form
G (:+1) = 2G (:)

for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
ct. 9
Mult(pt.)2, ct. ˜ 9 )
ct. 9
RS(ct. 9 )
ct. 9
Add(pt.)1, ct. 9 )
ù We have (homomorphically) initialised
for k=1,...,^ do
cttemp
Add(ct. 9 , ct. 9 )
ct. 9
Mult(ct. 9 , ct. 9 )
ct. 9
RS(ct. 9 )
ct. 9
Mult(ct. 9 , ct. ˜ 9 )
ct. 9
RS(ct. 9 )
ct. 9
Subtract(cttemp, ct. 9 )
end for
end for

8
)2 (0, 1) = 2
0 + 601 + 1 2

Taking 0 = 1 and 1 = - for - a value we will discuss later, we
now have that the maximum relative error after ^ iterations of
6
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Algorithm 4 Homomorphic evaluation of �xed-Hessian updates
to the weights {V 9 } 9=0,1...,3 for logistic regression

permitted by the security analysis, and then compose & ! to permit
the computation.
We choose to decrypt using 10 bits of precision, so that for
Gradient Descent using a degree 3 sigmoid approximation as in [36]
the bit length of log & ! is given by 2· (log 4+10)+(4(` 1)+1) log 4,
while for Nesterov’s, using the same approximation, a lower bound
on log & ! is given by 2 · (log 4 + 10) + (6(` 1) + 1) log 4. For
our �xed-Hessian method, a lower bound on log & ! is given by
2 · (log 4 + 10) + (2 + 2^ + 3(` 1)) log 4.
In the original implementations [35, 36], the parameter log 4
was set to 28 bits, respectively 30 bits. At the higher security level
of 128-bit, this permits 7, respectively 5, iterations. We report on
implementation using these values of log 4, but we also calculated
that the same number of iterations can be performed at this security
level, while increasing both the values of log 4 to 31 bits. We also
experimented by calculating the maximum values of log 4 that
would permit us to perform an additional iteration: these are 27
bits for Gradient Descent, and 26 bits for Nesterov. The 26-bit scale
proved too low to complete the algorithm, while we observed the
Gradient Descent algorithm was non-deterministic, so we report the
averages over 5 runs. We retain the original encoding style: either
feature-by-feature, as in this work, or a more compact database
encoding, as in [35]; as well as the original degree deg 6 of the
sigmoid approximation.
We note that our re-implementation of [35] uses one value of 4
throughout, while the authors of [35] suggest performing several of
the plaintext multiplications at a lower precision in order to reduce
the bits of ciphertext modulus consumed in these operations and so
increase the number of updates to the parameters V. They suggest
encoding certain plaintexts at 20-bit precision while encoding the
data at 30-bit precision, and this modi�cation would have enabled us
to calculate an extra iteration while maintaining the same security
level. Unfortunately, SEAL calculated that there weren’t enough
appropriate 20-bit primes to use in the RNS modulus, and so we
were unable to implement this improvement.
For our own �xed-Hessian method we needed a higher precision
of around log 4 = 40 as many of the numbers 1:: were very close
to zero. We set the number of iterations in Algorithm 3 as ^ = 3,
so that at 39-bit precision we could perform 5 iterations, while at
45-bit precision we can perform 4 iterations. The results of our
comparison can be found in Table 1.

Input: Ciphertexts {ct. 9 } 9=0,...,3 , {ct./ 9 } 9=0,...,3 , a plaintext
pt.0 1 which has 58 in every slot, and an iteration number `
Output: Ciphertexts {ct.V 9 } 9=0,1...,3
1: for 9 = 0, 1..., 3 do
2:
ctallsum 9
AllSum(ct./ 9 )
3:
ct.V 9
Mult(ct. 9 , ctallsum 9 )
4:
ct.V 9
RS(ct.V 9 )
5: end for
6: for : = 2, ..., ` do
7:
ctip
RS(Mult(ct.V 0, ct./ 0 ))
8:
for 9 = 1, ..., 3 do
9:
ctip
Add(ctip, RS(Mult(ct.V 9 , ct./ 9 )))
10:
end for
11:
for 9 = 0, ..3 do
12:
ctgrad
RS(Mult(pt.0 1, ct./ 9 ))
13:
ctgrad
RS(Mult(ctip, ctgrad ))
14:
ctgrad
AllSum(ctgrad )
15:
ctgrad
Subtract(ctallsum 9 , ctgrad )
16:
ctgrad
RS(Mult(ct. 9 , ctgrad ))
17:
ct.V 9
Add(ct.V 9 , ctgrad )
18:
end for
19: end for

in Algorithm 3, and ` corresponds to the number of updates to the
weight vector V as in Algorithm 4.

4

IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISON

In this section we report on an implementation of our improved
�xed-Hessian minimisation method for logistic regression that was
introduced in Section 3. We also present (in Table 1) experimental
results that enable us to compare our approach to prior works [35,
36] that also implement homomorphic logistic regression training
using (respectively) Gradient Descent minimisation and Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent.

4.1

Experimental set up

We compare our �xed-Hessian minimisation (FH) for logistic regression to the Gradient Descent (GD) approach of [36] and the
Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent (NAD) approach of [35]
for a 5 fold CV average, applied to the Edinburgh dataset. This
dataset contains 1253 observations, each with one classi�cation and
9 covariates [34].
For a fair comparison, we have altered the underlying Learning
with Errors (LWE) parameter sets used by [36] and [35] in order
to increase the targeted security level from 80-bit to 128-bit. In
more detail, we always use the SEAL recommended parameter set
(# , log & ! ) for ring dimension # = 215 to achieve an estimated
128-bit security according to the Homomorphic Encryption Standard [2]. The number of iterations `, and the requirement to decrypt
with a certain precision, imposes a minimum bit length of & ! . We
set ` so that log & ! is as close as possible to the maximum value

4.2

Analysis and discussion

When running logistic regression on the Edinburgh dataset in the
clear, we observed a maximum possible CV accuracy of 91% and
CV AUC of 0.96. Therefore, the results of Table 1 suggest that both
the �xed-Hessian method and the Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient
Descent method proposed in [35] o�er a promising solution to outsourced logistic regression model training based on homomorphic
computation.
However, Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent requires the
choice of a step size U: , and, unlike the smoothing parameter W: , it
is not clear how to choose this value. In [35] and [36] the authors
10 , and we adopted this
use a harmonic learning rate of U: = 1+:
approach for our re-implementation. Although this is more general
7
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`

Time

AUC
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Acc. (%)

We were unable to increase the iteration number for Gradient
Descent and Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent, so we cannot present a full comparison analogous to Table 1 for the # = 216
parameter set. For both these minimisation methods, we found
that accuracy and AUC decreased sharply after around 4 iterations,
which we suspect is due to noise corruption from the higher degree
sigmoid approximation coupled with a lower precision. Plaintext
experimentation indicates that this would increase the Gradient
Descent CV accuracy to 86% and the Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent accuracy to 90%. For the �xed-Hessian method in this
setting, we obtained a CV accuracy of 91% and CV AUC of 0.95:
these results are close to the best possible.
In summary, our experiments show that the �xed-Hessian method
can be preferred to Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent for
outsourcing logistic regression model training, as it o�ers very high
accuracy and fast running times, while avoiding the requirement
to �nd and set an appropriate step size U.

F
27
3
8 102.18s 0.89
82.53
GD [36]
F
28
3
7 59.12s
0.93
83.65
F
31
3
7 58.62s
0.95
80.46
D
30
3
5 42.51s
0.96
88.90
NAD [35]
D
31
3
5 42.57s
0.94
88.74
F
39
1
5 45.70s
0.94
88.50
FH (Ours)
F
40
1
4 27.18s
0.92
88.26
F
45
1
4 30.98s
0.92
88.26
Table 1: Comparison of our �xed-Hessian minimisation (FH)
for logistic regression to the Gradient Descent (GD) approach
of [36] and the Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent
(NAD) approach of [35]. All rows correspond to parameter
settings targetting 128-bit security. The column ‘Enc’ denotes
the type of encoding, either feature-by-feature (F) or database (D). The column ‘deg 6’ denotes the degree of the sigmoid
approximation. The column ‘`’ denotes the number of iterations. The column ‘Time’ gives the training time in seconds.
The column ‘Acc.’ gives the accuracy. All computations were
carried out across 10 cores on a computer with two “Intel
Xeon E5-2690v4 @ 2.6GHz” and 256GB of RAM.

5

than a �xed value, it still requires the selection of a numerator as
in some cases the value of 10 will be much too large.
In practice, we might choose the step size U: using a backwards
line search: selecting a value, performing an update, and then calculating accuracy and either proceeding or taking a smaller step
depending on whether the accuracy increases. We could alternatively use a grid search, which entails training various models with
various steps sizes and then either selecting the model that shows
the best CV performance or retraining with a new step size based
on which selections performed best. Either of these methods could
lead to security concerns associated with creating an interactive
protocol where the server can in essence ascertain which ciphertexts correspond to “good” models and which do not, as well as
increasing the computational cost. We will discuss the di�culties of
choosing U further in the context of ridge regression in Section 5.

4.3

5.1

Gradient Descent and Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent

We �rst outline how to evaluate a Gradient Descent approach to
ridge regression training homomorphically, and then explain how to
extend these methods to compute Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient
Descent updates.
The Gradient Descent updates for ridge regression are given by
V9

V9

U

m
mV 9

(12)

where the right hand side is given by
(1

Extensions for larger ring dimension

_U { 9<0} )V 9 + U

=
’

~8 G8 9

| {z }
8=1

3
’

:=0

.9

Using a larger ring dimension # = 216 would enable us to increase
the number of Gradient Descent iterations from 7 to 15, Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent iterations from 5 to 10, and �xedHessian iterations from 4 to 10. A parameter set with # = 216 is not
recommended in the Homomorphic Encryption Standard [2] and
hence is not directly available in SEAL. Similar to the suggestion
in [21], for # = 216 , with an error distribution f = 3.2, and a uniform ternary secret distribution, we can chose a ciphertext modulus
of bitsize log & ! = 1775. The LWE estimator3 of [3] estimates this
parameter set to have 128-bit security, assuming (in line with [2])
that logarithm of the cost of lattice reduction with blocksize V in
dimension 3 is 0.292V + 16.4 + log(83).
3 https://bitbucket.org/malb/lwe-estimator,

RIDGE REGRESSION TRAINING

In this section, we consider how to achieve privacy-preserving ridge
regression training. Recall from Section 2.3.2 that we are interested
in minimising the ridge regression cost function (Equation (2))
and could do so, for example, using Gradient Descent, Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent, or a �xed-Hessian approach.

V: U
|

=
’

G8 9 G8:

{z

8=1

" 9:

}

and U is the Gradient Descent learning rate. We can �x a learning rate U, which enables us to save time and levels by precomÕ
puting the quantities . 9 = U =8=1 ~8 G8 9 , 0  9  3 and " 9: =
Õ=
U 8=1 G8 9 G8: , 0  9, :  3. The precomputation of . and " 9:
is given in Algorithms 5 and 6 respectively. Each algorithm consumes 2 levels and they can be run in parallel to each other. In our
implementation, Algorithm 5 is entirely parallelised, whereas for
Algorithm 6 we only calculate the inner loop given by lines 8 - 12
in parallel.
To encode the training data, we opt again for a “feature by feature”
encoding, creating messages ~ and - 9 where
~ = (~1, ~2, ..., ~= ),

commit fb7deba
8

- 9 = (G 19 , G 29 , ..., G= 9 )
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Note that in practice, the vector - 0 consists entirely of 1s, so does
not need to be transmitted. We also de�ne two sets of plaintexts, ⇠
and , which can be constructed by the server. The set consists of
3 + 1 plaintexts, each corresponding to a row of the (3 + 1) ⇥ (3 + 1)
identity matrix, so that multiplying by pt. 9 corresponds to deleting
all but the 9 th slot in the underlying message. The set ⇠ is the same
except instead of 1s on the diagonal, we have the �xed learning
rate U.

We then AllSum and multiply by 9 . Summing all the resulting
ciphertexts and subtracting from ct.. , we calculate a ciphertext
ctgrad that has its 9 th entry
U

8=1

8=1

G8 9 G81, ..., UV3

=
’
8=1

:=0

V:

=
’

G8 9 G8:

8=1

process. Updating the parameters V consumes 2 levels per (full)
iteration, so that the total number of levels consumed by Algorithm
(7) is 2(` 1), bringing the number of levels required to evaluate
the entire process to 2 + 2(` 1).
If instead we wish to perform Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient
Descent, we require an extra multiplication each iteration. We
recall that Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent maintains a
momentum term E (C ) 2 R (3+1) , and has updates given by [42]:
V (C +1) = E (C )
E

(C +1)

= (1

UC r (E (C ) )

WC )V

(C +1)

+ WC V

(13)

(C )

(14)

where 0  WC  1 is a smoothing parameter. We observe that
the update given by the �rst line is simply the Gradient Descent
update applied to E in place of V, and so can be accomplished with
Algorithm 7. For the second line of the update, we can use SIMD
techniques to update every component of E simultaneously, giving:

Having calculated the ciphertexts ct.. and {ct." 9 } 9=0,...,3 , we
are able to perform Gradient Descent updates to the parameters
V 9 as follows. The weights are encoded as a single message V =
(V 0, ..., V3 ). We compute the updated parameters one feature at a
time, �rst multiplying ct.V by ct." 9 to obtain a ciphertext that
corresponds to
=
’

3
’

Algorithm 7 Homomorphic evaluation of ` iterations of Gradient
Descent for ridge regression
Input: Ciphertexts ct.. , {ct." 9 } 9=0,...,3 , plaintexts {pt. 9 } 9=0,...,3
and pt._ which corresponds to the message (0, _, _, ..., _), and an
iteration number `
Output: A ciphertext ct.V, corresponding to the values
(V 0, V 1, ..., V3 ) after ` Gradient Descent updates.
1: ct.V
ct..
2: for 8 = 2, ..., ` do
3:
ctgrad
ct..
4:
for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
5:
/
RS(Mult(ct.V, ct." 9 ))
6:
/
AllSum(/ )
7:
/
RS(Mult(pt. 9 , / ))
8:
ctgrad
Subtract(ctgrad, / )
9:
end for
10:
/
RS(Mult(ct.V, pt.U))
11:
/
RS(Mult(/, pt._))
12:
ct.V
Subtract(ct.V, / )
13:
ct.V
Subtract(ct.V, ctgrad )
14: end for

Input: Ciphertexts {ct.- 9 } 9=0,...,3 and plaintexts {pt.⇠ 9 } 9=0,...,3
Output: Ciphertexts {ct." 9 } 9=0,...,3 , where ct." 9 corresponds to
the message (" 90, " 91, ..., " 93 ), with " 9: de�ned by
Õ
" 9: = U =8=1 G8: G8 9
1: for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
2:
ct." 9
Mult(ct.- 9 , ct.- 9 )
3:
ct." 9
RS(ct." 9 )
4:
ct." 9
AllSum(ct." 9 )
5:
ct." 9
Mult(ct." 9 , pt.⇠ 9 )
6:
ct." 9
RS(ct." 9 )
7:
for : = 0, .., 9 1 do
8:
/
Mult(ct.- 9 , ct.-: )
9:
/
RS(/ )
10:
/
AllSum(/ )
11:
ct." 9
Add(ct." 9 , RS(Mult(pt.⇠: , / )))
12:
ct.":
Add(ct.": , RS(Mult(pt.⇠ 9 , / )))
13:
end for
14: end for

G8 9 G80, UV 1

U

exactly as is required in (12), so that we can update all parameters
simultaneously. We initialise all weights to zero, so that the �rst
iteration is simply V = . . Algorithm 7 perform ` iterations of this

Algorithm 6 Homomorphic evaluation of " 9

=
’

~8 G8 9

8=1

Algorithm 5 Homomorphic evaluation of . = (.0, ..., .3 )
Input: Ciphertexts {ct.- 9 } 9=0,...,3 and ct.~, plaintexts
{pt.⇠ 9 } 9=0,...,3
Output: A ciphertext ct.. which corresponds to the message
Õ
(.0, ..., .3 ), with . 9 de�ned by . 9 = U =8=1 ~8 G8 9
1: ct..
ct.0
2: for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
3:
/
Mult(ct.. , ct.- 9 )
4:
/
RS(/ )
5:
/
AllSum(/ )
6:
/
Mult(pt.⇠ 9 , / )
7:
/
RS(/ )
8:
.
Add(ct.. , / )
9: end for

(UV 0

=
’

RS(Mult(pt.(1 WC ), ct.V (C +1) )) +RS(Mult(pt.WC , ct.V (C ) ))
(15)
This increases the number of levels required per iteration from 2
to 3. In our implementation we use the FISTA schedule for WC [6]
which gives W 0 = 0, so that we can initialise both ct.V
ct.. and
ct.E
ct.. . This brings the total number of levels required for
ct.E

G8 9 G83 ) .
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Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent training to 2 + 3(` 1).
For reasons of space, we omit details of the full algorithm giving the
homomorphic evaluation of ` iterations of Nesterov’s Accelerated
Gradient Descent for ridge regression.

5.2

place of pt.⇠ 9 .
To homomorphically evaluate the entries of given in Equation (16),
Õ
we �rst rearrange the entries ˜ :: as ˜ :: = _ :<0 + 39=0 "˜ 9: , so
that the entries ct. ˜ :: can be easily evaluated as the homomorphic
sum of the (3 + 1) ciphertexts ct." 9: as generated in lines 4 and
10 in Algorithm 6 and a plaintext pt._. We can therefore calculate
(3 + 1) ciphertexts ct. 9 which each correspond to ( ˜ 9 9 , ..., ˜ 9 9 )
using as part of the calculation of ct."˜ 9 . In particular this process
consumes no extra levels.
To invert these entries, we call Algorithm 2, observing that the
scaling of the features G8 9 enables us to bound the values ˜ :: to
the range [1, =(3 + 1)], so that we can take

Fixed-Hessian

Having described how to achieve ridge regression training using
either Gradient Descent or Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent, which both require a learning rate U, we now propose a
�xed-Hessian method for ridge regression training, which draws
heavily from the results of Lindsay and Böhning [9] and Bonte
and Vercauteren [11]. To make our work speak more naturally
to theirs we replace the minimisation of (2) with the (equivalent)
maximisation of
3
=
1 ’ 2 ’
(V) =
(_
V8 +
(~8 V) G8 ) 2 ) ,
2 8=1
8=1

)1 =

(V) 9: =

_ 9=:,9<0 +

99

99

!

99

how to perform ` �xed-Hessian updates to the parameters V in
Algorithm 8, which consumes 1 + 2(` 1) levels, bringing the total
level consumption to 1 + 2(` + ^ + 1). As before, we parallelise the
loop given by lines 6 - 10.

This Hessian is already “�xed”, but as in Section 3 we simplify our
computation by replacing with a diagonal matrix ˜ 2 R (3+1)⇥(3+1)
with diagonal elements given by
˜ :: = _ :<0 +

3 ’
=
’

G8 9 G8: .

99

ciphertext ct. which corresponds to ( ˜1 , ˜1 , ..., ˜1 ), enabling
00
11
33
us to use SIMD operations.
Observe that if we initialise the parameters to zero, we have
that the �rst iteration is given simply by V 9 = ˜1 .̃ 9 . We outline

G8 9 G8: .

8=1

1
.
1 + 8=(3 + 1) + = 2 (3 + 1) 2

To save time and levels when updating the weights V, we now use
plaintext multiplication by pt. 9 to create (3 + 1) ciphertexts ct.⌘ 9 ,
where ⌘ 9 has ˜1 in the 9 th slot and zeroes elsewhere, as well as a

(V) 2 R (3+1)⇥(3+1) is given element
=
’

)2 =

At this point, we have (3 + 1) ciphertexts ct. 9 which each correspond to (an approximation of) ( ˜1 , ..., ˜1 ), using 2 + 2^ levels.

which has gradient vector given component wise by
=
’
m
= (_V 9 9<0 +
G8 9 (V) G8 ~8 )) .
mV 9
8=1
Therefore, the full Hessian
wise by

8(1 + =(3 + 1))
,
1 + 8=(3 + 1) + = 2 (3 + 1) 2

(16)

Algorithm 8 Homomorphic Evaluation of ` iterations of �xedHessian Updates for Ridge Regression
Input: Ciphertexts ct.. , ct. , {ct.⌘ 9 } 9=0,...,3 , {ct." 9 } 9=0,...,3 , a
plaintext pt._ corresponding to (0, _, ..._) and an iteration number
`
Output: A ciphertext ct.V which corresponds to (V 0, V 1, ..., V3 )
after ` �xed-Hessian updates
1: ct..
RS(Mult(ct. , ct.. ))
2: ct.V
ct..
3: pt._
RS(Mult(pt._, ct. ))
4: for : = 2, ..., ` do
5:
ctgrad
ct..
6:
for 9 = 0, ..., 3 do
7:
/
RS(Mult(ct.V, ct." 9 ))
8:
/
AllSum(/ )
9:
/
RS(Mult(pt.⌘ 9 , / ))
10:
ctgrad
Subtract(ctgrad, / )
11:
end for
12:
/
RS(Mult(ct.V, pt._))
13:
ct.V
Subtract(ct.V, / )
14:
ct.V
Add(ct.V, ctgrad )
15: end for

9=0 8=1

We assume all entries G8 9 are scaled to the range [0, 1] so that by [11,
˜ . Then, by [9, Theorem 4.1], using
Lemma 1] we have
˜ to perform Newton-Raphson updates gives us linear monotonic
convergence. However, unlike for logistic regression, our cost function is not bounded above, so we lose the guaranteed convergence
property in [9].
Substituting the full Hessian for our diagonal matrix with entries
given by (16), updates are now given component wise by:
1
V9
V9 +
r (V) ,
(17)
9,9

where the right hand side of Equation (17) is given by
©
™
≠
Æ
≠’
Æ
=
3
=
’
’
≠
Æ
_ :<0
1 ≠
Æ
(1
)+
~
G
V
G
G
8 89
8 9 8: Æ .
:
≠
9,9
9,9 ≠ 8=1
Æ
8=1
:=0
≠| {z }
| {z }ÆÆ̈
≠
"˜ 9:
´ .̃9
Comparing this to . 9 and " 9: as given in (12), we see that the only
di�erence is the factor of U, so that we can homomorphically evaluate a ciphertext ct..̃ which corresponds to (.̃0, ..., .̃3 ) and ciphertexts {ct."˜ 9 } 9=0,...,3 where ct."˜ 9 corresponds to ( "˜ 90, ..., "˜ 93 )
using Algorithms 5 and 6 respectively, simply substituting pt. 9 in

16:
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5.3

Descent

Implementation and comparison

log 4

`

Time

A2

40
9 207.27 0.4165
30
13 450.53 0.4058
40
6 127.71 0.4054
NAD
30
9 415.54 0.4566
FH
40
6 137.68 0.3206
Table 2: Comparison of a �xed-Hessian minimisation (FH)
for ridge regression to a Gradient Descent (GD) approach and
a Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Descent (NAD) approach.
All rows correspond to parameter settings targetting 128-bit
security and in all cases a feature-by-feature encoding is used.
The column ‘`’ denotes the number of iterations. The column
‘Time’ gives the 5 fold average training time in seconds. The
column ‘A 2 ’ gives the average 5-fold CV coe�cient of determination. All computations were carried out in the same
manner as Table 1.

We implemented ridge regression training homomorphically using
all three minimisation algorithms in SEAL. In order to evaluate their
e�ectiveness, we used the Boston Housing dataset available through
scikit-learn [48] which consists of 506 records with 13 covariates.
The goal is to predict the median house price for a region from
13 characteristics of the neighbourhood [31]. By using the closed
form for the parameters V, this dataset achieves a maximum cross
validation (CV) A 2 of about 0.7.

GD

5.3.1 Parameter selection. For each minimisation approach we
adopt the SEAL recommended parameter set for ring dimension
# = 215 to achieve an estimated 128-bit security according to the
Homomorphic Encryption Standard [2]. This �xes a maximum bit
length of ciphertext modulus & ! . On the other hand, the number of
iterations `, and the requirement to decrypt with a certain precision,
imposes a minimum bit length of & ! . We set ` to the maximum
value permitted by the security analysis. To implement ` iterations
of Gradient Descent and decrypt at 10 bits of precision, we require a
minimum bit length of & ! of 2(log 4 + 10) + 2` log 4. For Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent, a minimum bit length of & ! is given
by 2(log 4 + 10) + log 4(2 + 3(` 1)). For our �xed-Hessian method,
we set ^ = 2 iterations of Newton-Raphson to invert the entries of
˜ (Algorithm 2). Then, a lower bound on the minimum bit length
of & ! is given by 2(log 4 + 10) + log 4(1 + 2(^ + ` + 1)).
We set log 4 = 40 and tested all three methods at this precision.
Using such a high scale is necessary for the �xed-Hessian method
due to the very small values being operated on, which risk being
lost at lower precision. We are additionally able to present results
for a lower precision for the Gradient Descent methods.
For all three minimisation methods we set the regularisation
parameter _ = 1.
Unlike for logistic regression, we used a �xed learning rate U for
both Gradient Descent variants. We did not observe a better rate of
convergence when trying either harmonic or anneal learning rates.
For Gradient Descent, we chose U = 0.00125, while for Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient Descent we chose U = 0.00099, and again set
the smoothing parameters WC according to the FISTA framework.

di�erent choices of U the situation would be reversed. Given the dif�culties associated with choosing this value securely, we would still
suggest a �xed-Hessian method is better for outsourced training.

5.4

Future work

Our results for the three iterative approaches that we examined
for ridge regression give convergence that is either unstable or
slow. It would therefore be interesting to instead homomorphically
evaluate the closed form solution to ridge regression directly.
Table 2 also gives an interesting insight on CKKS precision and
noise. Comparing the two parameter settings for Gradient Descent,
even though decreasing the precision enabled us to perform 4 more
iterations, the accuracy of the derived model actually fell slightly.
This suggests that the speed of convergence of Gradient Descent
was insu�cient to overcome the noise being accrued in the lower
bits of the ciphertext at low precision. Future work could seek to
make these observations precise, for example by comparing the
rate of precision lost in CKKS operations and the rate of precision
gained each iteration.
Along similar lines, it would also be helpful to have a stronger
understanding of the noise growth in CKKS, both as a result of
encoding and operations, particularly in the context of these minimisation methods. Such results could be helpful not only in the
choice of log 4 but also in the judicious use of bootstrapping.

5.3.2 Results and discussion. In Table 2 we present the results of
our implementation. Given the maximum CV A 2 for this dataset is
around 0.7, we see that the accuracy achieved by all three minimisation methods is quite disappointing. This may be a consequence of
how slowly the ridge regression cost function converges to a minimum: for example, plaintext experiments give that, for example,
even in 50 iterations, GD still only exhibits an average CV accuracy
of 65%. This means that good accuracy cannot be attained in the
very limited number of iterations a�orded to us by (leveled) CKKS.
We found suitable learning rates U for both Gradient Descent
variants via plaintext experiments. We found that these learning
rates had a huge impact on the accuracy of the derived model:
choosing U too small led to very slow convergence as expected,
while choosing U even 10 4 too large led to the parameters growing
uncontrollably in magnitude. We suspect this behaviour occurs for
ridge regression as its loss function is not Lipschitz continuous,
unlike logistic regression. Hence, although Table 2 shows worse results for the �xed-Hessian method, we remark that for even slightly
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ABSTRACT
Machine learning is an important tool for analyzing large data
sets, but its use on sensitive data may be limited by regulation.
One solution to this problem is to perform machine learning tasks on encrypted data using homomorphic encryption,
which enables arbitrary computation on encrypted data. We
take a fresh look at one speci�c task: training a logistic regression model on encrypted data. The most important factor in
the e�ciency of a solution is the multiplicative depth of the
homomorphic circuit. Two prior works have given circuits
with multiplicative depth of �ve per training iteration. We
optimize one of these solutions, by Han et al. [14], and give
a circuit with half the multiplicative depth per iteration on
average, which allows us to perform twice as many training
iterations in the same amount of time.
In the process of improving the state-of-the-art circuit for
this task, we identify general techniques to improve homomorphic circuit design for two broad classes of algorithms:
iterative algorithms, and algorithms based on linear algebra
over real numbers. First, we formalize the encoding scheme
from [14] for encoding linear algebra objects as plaintexts in
the CKKS homomorphic encryption scheme. We also show
how to use this encoding to homomorphically compute many
basic linear algebra operations, including novel operations
not discussed in prior work. This “toolkit” is generic, and can
be used in any application based on linear algebra. Second,
we demonstrate how generic compiler techniques for loop
optimization can be used to reduce the multiplicative depth of
iterative algorithms.

KEYWORDS
homomorphic encryption, ckks, logistic regression, model
training, linear algebra

1

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing allows anyone–from individuals to enterprises–
to migrate on-premise workloads to a third-party. Although it
can greatly increase the computing power available to users
with limited budgets and computational capability, cloud computing may not be possible in all settings. For example, the
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European Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) regulates data protection and privacy in the EU, and
also restricts what information can be transferred outside the
EU. Outsourcing computation to the cloud could violate the
GDPR if the data to be processed is sensitive and the cloud
provider is based outside the EU. One way to maintain data
privacy and GDPR compliance is to encrypt the data before
sending it to the cloud. By utilizing homomorphic encryption
(HE), which enables arbitrary computation on encrypted data,
the data owner can outsource the computation while ensuring
that the cloud provider learns nothing about the sensitive data.
While the use case is simple, actually deploying such a solution is a complex task. The main challenge is designing the
homomorphic version of the function to be evaluated. First,
the input data must be encoded as homomorphic plaintexts.
There are many possible ways to encode the same data, but
the encoding will impact the e�ciency of the resulting circuit.
Next, the function must be implemented using only the native
operations (or “gates”) of the HE scheme. Since HE schemes
only de�ne basic functionality like adding or multiplying plaintexts, it can be challenging to implement high-level operations
like rounding, evaluation of non-polynomial functions, and
many other operations. Finally, the circuit must be optimized
to reduce its multiplicative depth, the maximum number of
multiplications along any path through the circuit. A circuit’s
multiplicative depth determines the HE parameters which
must be used; lower depth leads to smaller parameters and
ciphertexts, which reduces evaluation time and bandwidth.
In this work, we examine these steps for logistic regression
model training, a basic task in supervised machine learning.
The logistic regression (LR) model type is used in myriad
applications including genomics [6], medical imaging [20],
cancer diagnosis [11], tax compliance [5], credit scores [7], and
more. These applications all involve sensitive data, making LR
a good target for homomorphic implementation.
Prior work on this problem shows how to encode training
data into homomorphic ciphertexts and how to evaluate the
training algorithm on encrypted data in a scalable way. Our
work improves the model training e�ciency, cutting training time in half compared to the best previous result [14]. In
the process of improving the state-of-the-art circuit for this
task, we identify general techniques to improve homomorphic
circuit design for two broad classes of algorithms: iterative
algorithms, and algorithms based on linear algebra over R.

1.1

Contributions

Using the foundation laid out in prior work, we formalize a
“toolkit” for linear algebra encodings and operations based on
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the CKKS HE scheme. The toolkit includes a formal treatment
of techniques from [14, 16] as well as novel techniques and
observations to increase e�ciency and functionality. By formalizing these techniques, we separate them from the speci�cs
of LR training as presented in prior work, which enables these
techniques to be used in other applications.1 This type of formalization is a necessary step along the way to automating the
creation of homomorphic functions based on linear algebra.
For example, our techniques could be included in a framework
like RAMPARTS [4] to reduce programmer burden. We demonstrate the bene�ts of a generalized linear algebra toolkit by
using it to reduce communication during LR model training
compared to [14].
As a second contribution, we use the novel algorithms and
techniques in the toolkit, combined with general techniques
from compilers for loop optimization, to give a low-depth circuit for homomorphic LR model training. Designing low-depth
circuits for homomorphic evaluation is a crucial part of making HE practical. [14] shows how to evaluate a single iteration
of the LR training algorithm using a circuit with multiplicative
depth �ve.2 We improve this result by giving a circuit for a
LR training iteration with an average multiplicative depth of
2.5, e�ectively doubling the number of training iterations that
can be achieved in the same amount of time. This circuit is a
drop-in replacement for [14]; in particular it can be combined
with the bootstrapping techniques described in that paper to
achieve a scalable training algorithm capable of training large
models for hundreds of iterations.
We achieve the depth reduction using a combination of
generic techniques that are applicable to any iterative algorithm. First, we eliminate data dependencies (and therefore
reduce depth) by duplicating work. This trades circuit depth
for circuit width, and results in more overall work. However,
this wide circuit turns out to be faster to evaluate in practice
because lower circuit depth leads to more e�cient operations
and because, on highly parallel hardware, wider circuits do
not necessarily impact runtime. We also use loop unrolling
and pipelining, well-known techniques from compilers, to optimize over multiple iterations of the training algorithm. All
of these techniques can be applied to homomorphic circuits
for any iterative algorithm.
As with prior works, our circuit is designed for the CKKS
approximate HE scheme [10] because of the natural �t between its plaintext space and the inputs to the LR training
algorithm. We demonstrate the practical bene�ts of low-depth,
wide circuits using a parallel evaluator based on the SEAL HE
library.
Due to space constraints, this extended abstract omits some
details which are present in the full paper [13].

1 An

implementation of this toolkit is available as part of the Homomorphic
Implementor’s Toolkit [15].
2 Independently, [9] achieved a depth-�ve circuit for a single iteration of training
using a very di�erent approach. To our knowledge, this is the lowest-depth
circuit known for this task.

1.2

Related Work

Eric Crocke�

The importance of privacy preserving LR, especially in biomedical applications, has resulted in a signi�cant amount of research on the problem. One of the �rst attempts to train LR
models on encrypted data was [3], which used an additive HE
scheme. To compensate for the server’s limited computational
power, this solution requires signi�cant client precomputation.
[12] required the authors to encrypt individual bits of the training data. This solution leaks information about the training
data to the model decryptor beyond what can be learned from
the model itself. [9] used the F-NIBNAF encoding to encode
real numbers as cyclotomic ring elements, and gives a depth�ve circuit for computing a single iteration. These solutions
all use HE schemes which are exactly homomorphic: homomorphic operations do not incur any plaintext error. However,
due to the complexity of the LR training function and the limited functionality provided by native HE operations, they all
use various approximations in the computation, meaning the
resulting model is di�erent than if the model were trained on
plaintexts.
From a performance perspective, the most promising results for LR model training on encrypted data are from a series
of papers which utilize the CKKS approximate HE scheme, in
which homomorphic operations add a small amount of noise
to the plaintext computation. Here, even an exact computation
would produce a noisy model; fortunately [3, 8, 12] demonstrate that approximate models can be used e�ectively for
machine learning tasks. In [17] Kim et al. give a circuit for
binary classi�cation LR model training using an ine�cient
linear algebra encoding. This encoding was improved in [16],
which also replaces the basic gradient descent step of the training algorithm with a more advanced method call Nesterov’s
Accelerated Gradient (NAG). NAG guarantees faster model
convergence, hence fewer training iterations. This solution
was the winner of the 2017 Genomic data privacy and security protection competition at the iDash Workshop on Privacy
and Security. This work was further improved by Han et al.
in [14], who showed how to scale homomorphic LR training
for large data sets by utilizing a fundamental HE technique
called bootstrapping. They also used local circuit optimization
techniques (e.g., re-arranging gates within a training iteration)
to improve the multiplicative depth of the circuit. All of these
works use the CKKS HE scheme [10], which yields e�cient
operations on �oating point data at the cost of producing an
approximate result.

2

CKKS HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION
SCHEME

This section includes relevant background for the CKKS approximate HE scheme [10]. CKKS is based on the ring learning
with errors (RLWE) problem, which uses structured polynomial rings called cyclotomic rings for e�ciency. The plaintext
space is RC , where C is related to the primary CKKS parameter;
see [10] for details. The value C denotes the number of “plaintext slots”, on which homomorphic addition and multiplication
work component-wise. Throughout this work, we assume that
C is a power of two.
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Encryption API The CKKS HE scheme has a symmetrickey variant and a public-key variant. Both of these schemes can
be used with our application, but we focus on the symmetrickey version for simplicity. We give a simpli�ed encryption
API for a security parameter =, and denote the encryption of
a plaintext < 2 RC by < .
: eval, : sk
<
<

HE.Keygen(=)
HE.Encrypt(: sk ; <)
HE.Decrypt(: sk ; < )

Here, : sk is the usual symmetric key, while : eval is called the
evaluation key. The evaluation key is an abstraction of several
di�erent public keys required to perform homomorphic computation, including relinearization keys and Galois keys. Note
that the encoding process from RC to a cyclotomic ring element is itself approximate, so unlike most encryption schemes,
HE.Decrypt(: sk ; HE.Encrypt(: sk ; <)) ⇡ < rather than exact
equality.
Evaluation API In addition to the standard encryption API,
HE schemes include additional functions to enable computation on encrypted data. Let G, ~, and I be plaintexts in RC , and
2 2 R. Let G8 denote the 8 th component of the plaintext G. The
native CKKS operations include:
• G
• G
• G
• G

~ = I , where I8 = G8 + ~8
~ = I , where I8 = G8 + ~8
2 = I , where I8 = G8 + 2
~ = I , where I8 = G8 · ~8

• G
~ = I , where I8 = G8 · ~8
• G
2 = I , where I8 = 2 · G8
• Lrot(: eval, G ) = I where I is the left cyclic rotation
of G by : positions, i.e., I8 = G8+: mod C
• Rrot(: eval, G ) = I where I is the right cyclic rotation
of G by : positions, i.e., I8 = G8 : mod C
Each of these operations also incurs a small error, beyond
the standard loss from �oating point arithmetic. To simplify
notation, we reuse this notation on plaintext operands as well.
Multiplicative Depth and Bootstrapping Like all other
“fully homomorphic” encryption schemes, CKKS is more accurately described as a leveled HE scheme. This means that it can
be parameterized to allow evaluation of any circuit whose multiplicative depth is below a certain bound. The multiplicative
depth of a circuit is the maximum number of multiplications
along any path through the circuit.
In order to transform a leveled HE scheme into a fully homomorphic scheme (i.e., one which can evaluate functions
of a priori unbounded multiplicative depth), we need to use
bootstrapping, the process of homomorphically evaluating the
encryption system’s decryption circuit to refresh the ciphertext. This option leads to two evaluation strategies for any
particular target function: a direct method that does not use
bootstrapping, and an iterative evaluation using bootstrapping. This work does not utilize bootstrapping; it focuses on
circuit optimization to reduce multiplicative depth, which is
important for evaluation with and without bootstrapping.

Parameterization This work focuses on circuit optimization and plaintext operations rather than implementation details. As such, we do not address topics such as the CKKS
plaintext scale parameter (used to control the precision of the
homomorphic computation), secure instantiations, or other
parameters. See [10] for details.
Circuit Design All circuits take plaintexts as inputs and
produce plaintext outputs. We do not include “ciphertext maintenance” operations such as rescaling and relinearization. We
reuse the ciphertext operations from Section 2 on plaintext
arguments to simplify notation.

3

HOMOMORPHIC LINEAR ALGEBRA

This section provides a formal treatment of the novel linear
algebra encoding techniques given in [14, 16]. We also extend
these techniques with algorithms for homomorphic matrixmatrix multiplication.3
Notation We denote a column vector as 1, and denote row
vectors as the transpose of a column vector, i.e., 1 | . We will
encode these objects as CKKS plaintexts, which we denote by
a tuple, e.g., (0, 1, 2, 3) 2 RC . Throughout this paper, we let
C = 2: denote the number of CKKS plaintext slots.

3.1

Basic Encoding

All vectors and matrices, regardless of their dimension or
shape, will be encoded as one or more encoding units, where
an encoding unit is an < ⇥ = matrix such that < · = = C. Since
C = 2: , note that the encoding unit will always have twopower dimensions. We denote the encoding of an object ⌫
into a CKKS plaintext relative to an an < ⇥ = encoding unit by
h⌫i [<⇥=] , where we omit the encoding unit when it is clear
from context.
213
6 7

6 17
1 2 3 4
De�ne the matrix =
, column vector G = 66 77 ,
5 6 7 8
617
6 17
4 5
⇥
⇤
and row vector ~ | = 1 0 .

Matrix Encoding Assume that we want to encode a matrix
which has exactly as many elements as there are plaintext
slots for the chosen CKKS parameters, i.e., we wish to encode
a matrix in R<⇥= where < · = = C and <, = are powers of two.
In this case, we choose the encoding unit to coincide with the
matrix dimension, and encode the matrix in row-major order,
so for C = 8, h i [2⇥4] = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
Vector Encoding We encode a column vector G 2 R= with
respect to a single < ⇥= encoding unit by �rst creating a < ⇥=
matrix where each row is G | , and then encoding the matrix
as above. For example, the encoding of G is
⌧
[2⇥4]
⌦ ↵ [2⇥4]
1 1 1 1
G
=
= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
1 1 1 1
3 Note

that the encodings discussed in this section actually constitute a second
layer of encoding during encryption, since we treat the CKKS encoding from
a vector of real numbers to a cyclotomic ring element as implicit. See [10] for
details.
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Similarly, we encode 1 | 2 R< as [the encoding of] an <

⇥=
matrix where each column is 1. For example, the encoding of
~ | is
⌧
[2⇥4]
⌦ | ↵ [2⇥4]
1 1 1 1
~
=
= (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
0 0 0 0

3.2

Linear Algebra Operations

When combined with the encodings given above, the componentwise operations induced by and lead to a natural homomorphic implementation for many linear algebra operations.
Let , ⌫ 2 R<⇥= , 2 2 R, G, ~ 2 R= , F | , I | 2 R< , and de�ne
1• as the matrix/vector of all 1s whose shape is the same as •.
The following equations show how homomorphic operations
induce simple linear algebra operations on encoded objects,
all encoded with respect to the < ⇥ = encoding unit. Note that
we do not encode the constant 2 because we assume this value
is public, and therefore is never represented as an encrypted
value. On the other hand, matrices and vectors are always
encoded, even if not encrypted.
•
•
•
•
•
•

⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵

⌦ ↵
⌫ = h + ⌫i
2 = h +2 · 1 i
⌦ ↵
⌫ =h
⌫i
⌦ ↵
2
= h2 · i
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
G
~ = hG + ~i
⌦ ↵
⌦
↵
G
2 = G + 2 · 1G

•
•
•
•
•
•

⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
G
~ = hG ~i
⌦ ↵
2
G = h2 · Gi
⌦ |↵ ⌦ |↵
F
I = hF | + I | i
⌦ |↵
⌦
↵
F
2 = F | + 2 · 1F |
⌦ |↵ ⌦ |↵
F
I = hF | I | i
⌦ |↵
2
F
= h2 · F | i

Matrix/vector multiplication is more complex, and is covered in the following sections.

3.3

Row Vector/Matrix Products

We now turn to the fundamental linear algebra task of multiplying a row vector G | 2 R< by a matrix 2 R<⇥= . Homomorphically, the inputs are an encoded row vector and an
encoded matrix, and the output should be an encoded row
vector (all with respect to an < ⇥ = encoding unit). We do not
quite achieve this; instead we will compute the transpose of
the desired result, a column vector encoded with an < ⇥= unit.
The homomorphic computation is a two-step process. The
�rst step multiplies each row by the appropriate scalar in a
single homomorphic operation, while the second step sums
the scaled rows and ensures that the output is the encoding
of (the transpose of) this sum.
When < is a power of two, Algorithm 1 gives an algorithm
SumRows (�rst described in [17]) that outputs the encoding
of a column vector which is the (transpose of) the sum of the
rows of the input matrix, e.g.,
✓⌧ 
◆ ⌧
⌧
0 1
0 +2 1 +3
0 +2
SumRows
=
=
.
2 3
0 +2 1 +3
1 +3

Since it only involves rotating and adding plaintexts, we can
also view Algorithm 1 as a homomorphic circuit with multiplicative depth zero.
We formalize this algorithm with the following fact:
⌦ ↵
Fact 3.1. Let G | 2 R< , and 2 R<⇥= . Then SumRows( G |
⌦ ↵
) = h(G | · ) | i = h | · Gi, where all encodings are relative to an < ⇥ = encoding unit.

Eric Crocke�

Algorithm 1 SumRows: summation of matrix rows

⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
Input:
for 2 R<⇥= and <, = powers of two
Output: An =-dimensional column vector encoded with an < ⇥ =
unit
⌦ ↵
1: ' =
2: for 0  8 < log2 < do
3:
' = Lrot=·28 (') '
4: end for
5: return '

The SumRows instruction is also a linear map:
Fact 3.2. Let , ⌫ 2 R<⇥= . Then
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
SumRows(
) SumRows( ⌫ ) = SumRows(

⌦ ↵
⌫ ),

where all encodings are relative to an < ⇥ = encoding unit.

3.4

Column Vector/Matrix Products

Multiplying a matrix by a column vector is similar: we multiply
the encoded matrix and encoded column vector componentwise, then sum the columns of the product. Algorithm 2 de�nes
the SumCols algorithm (�rst described in [17]) for summing
the columns of a matrix and outputting the result as an (encoded) row vector.
Algorithm 2 SumCols: summation of matrix columns

⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
Input:
for 2 R<⇥= and <, = powers of two
Output: An <-dimensional vector row encoded with an < ⇥ = unit
⌦ ↵
1: ' =
2: for 0  8 < log2 = do
3:
' = Lrot28 (') '
4: end for
5: ⇡ 2 R<⇥= = {38,9 }, where 38,9 = 1 if 9 = 0 and 0 otherwise.
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
6: ' = '
⇡
7: for 0  8 < log2 = do
8:
' = Rrot28 (') '
9: end for
10: return '

We formalize this algorithm with the following fact:
⌦ ↵
Fact 3.3. Let G 2 R= and 2 R<⇥= . Then SumCols(
⌦ ↵
G ) = h( · G) | i = hG | · | i, where all encodings are relative
to an < ⇥ = encoding unit.
The SumCols instruction is also an linear map:

Fact 3.4. Let , ⌫ 2 R<⇥= . Then
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
SumCols(
) SumCols( ⌫ ) = SumCols(

⌦ ↵
⌫ ),

where all encodings are relative to an < ⇥ = encoding unit.

This simple identity has major performance implications: it
turns out that while cyclic rotation does not consume any HE
levels, it is still the most computationally intense operation.
This identity allows us to replace multiple calls to SumCols
(or SumRows, using Fact 3.2) with a single call.
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3.5

Encoding Objects of Arbitrary
Dimension

of size < (=). Each 18 is then encoded with an < ⇥ = encoding
unit as usual.

So far, we have described how to operate on < ⇥= matrices, <dimensional row vectors, and =-dimensional column vectors,
where < and = match the encoding unit. In this section, we
extend these operations to include vectors and matrices of
arbitrary dimensions. These techniques were used in prior
work [14, 16, 17]; we formalize them here.
3.5.1

Encoding Small Objects.

Encoding Small Matrices Given an 5 ⇥ 6 matrix where
5 · 6 <= C and 5 , 6 are arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily powers of
two), <, = such that 5  <, 6  =, we can embed with respect
to an < ⇥ = encoding unit by extending each row of the matrix
with = 6 0s and then add < 5 all-0 rows below. To encode
the matrix , we �rst embed into an < ⇥= matrix as above, and
then encode
⌧  that matrix using the basic row-major encoding:
0
h i =
. Note that when 5 = < and 6 = =, this
0 0
encoding coincides with the basic matrix encoding described
above. It is simple to verify that the matrix operations still
hold with this encoding.
Encoding Small Vectors There is a corresponding generalized encoding for row vectors of dimension 5  < or column
vectors of dimension 6  =: �rst pad the vector with zeros to
length < or =, respectively, and then use the normal vector
encoding. It is easy to verify that the vector operations still
hold with this encoding.
Matrix/Vector Multiplication By pairing these encodings
for matrices and vectors, we see that matrix-vector multipli5 ⇥6
6
|
5
cation works as expected:
Dfor 2 RE , 1 2 R and 2 ⌦ 2 ↵R ,
⌦ ↵ D E
|
|
|
SumCols(
1 ) = 1 ·
, and SumRows( 2
⌦ ↵
) = h | · 2i, where all encodings are with respect to an
< ⇥ = encoding unit.
3.5.2

Encoding Large Objects.

Encoding Large Matrices Given an 5 ⇥ 6 matrix for
arbitrary 5 , 6 (i.e., not necessarily powers of two), choose an
arbitrary < ⇥ = encoding unit. We can embed into (several)
plaintexts by dividing it into < ⇥ ⌦= submatrices
↵
⌦ ↵ and encoding
each piece independently. Thus,
={
8,9 } 08< d5 /<e .

Matrix/Vector Multiplication We can also extend matrix/vector multiplication to work for large objects. For 2
R 5 ⇥6 , 1 2 R6 ,
D
E
D E
’⌦ ↵
1 | · | = {⇠8 }, where ⇠8 = SumCols(
1 ).
8,9
D

Similarly, for 2 R 5 ⇥6 , 1 2 R 5 ,
E
’D E
|
· 1 = {⇠ 9 }, where ⇠ 9 = SumRows(
1|

Encoding Large Vectors The same technique can be extended to a row (or column) vector 1 of arbitrary dimension
5 (or 6) by zero-extending the vector to a multiple of < (=)
and then dividing the vector into d5 /<e (d6/=e) chunks {18 }

8

8

⌦ ↵

8,9 ).

Extending the SumRows and SumCols Maps We can extend the SumRows and SumCols maps to work on matrices
which do not have the same dimensions, and which we are
therefore not able to add. For example, consider 2 R 5 ⇥61
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
and ⌫ 2 R 5 ⇥62 . SumCols(
SumCols( ⌫
is
well de�ned as the
⌦ sum
↵ ⌦of ↵two 5 -dimensional vectors, but the
sums + ⌫ and
⌫ are not. Nevertheless, we can still
de�ne an “linear
map”
by
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵ �rst summing the horizontal encoding units of
and ⌫ into a single column of units, then
adding them together, and then applying SumCols. The same
approach allows us to extend the map onto matrices with the
same width and di�erent heights using SumRows.

3.6

Matrix/Matrix Products

Given
2 R 5 ⇥6 , ⌫ 2 R6⇥⌘ , and 2 2 R, we can compute
the product 2 · ⌫ in two di�erent ways, either viewing the
matrix product as the rows of times the matrix ⌫, or as the
matrix times the columns ⌫. The mathematical algorithm
for matrix/matrix multiplication does not distinguish between
these views, but due to the encodings used for homomorphic
encryption, these two algorithms accept di�erent inputs.
First we examine Algorithm 3, which takes an encryptions
of | and ⌫, and multiplies the rows of by ⌫. Each of the
5 loop iterations (Algorithm 3) can be performed in parallel.
Within each iteration:
6

Algorithm 3 involves d < e parallel multiplications
6
Algorithm 3 involves d < e parallel rotations
Algorithm 3 involves log2 (=) sequential rotations
6
Algorithm 3 involves d < e · d =⌘ e parallel multiplications
and log2 (<) sequential rotations
• Algorithm 3 involves d =⌘ e parallel multiplications
•
•
•
•

0 9 < d6/=e

It is straightforward to extend matrix operations to this
encoding by applying them to each encoded submatrix, i.e.,
for , ⌫ 2 R 5 ⇥6 and 2 2 R:
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
•
⌫ = {⇠8,9 }, where ⇠8,9 =
⌫ 8,9
8,9
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
•
2 = {⇠8,9 }, where ⇠8,9 =
2
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
⌦8,9↵
⌦ ↵
•
⌫ = {⇠8,9 }, where ⇠8,9 =
⌫ 8,9
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵8,9
•
2 = {⇠8,9 }, where ⇠8,9 = 2
8,9

9

9

5 ·6·⌘

Overall, given a processor with ⇡ < ·= cores, we can compute
MatProd : RowMajor for the cost of three multiplications and
1 + log2 (<) + log2 (=) rotations.
The full version of the paper also gives an algorithm which
views matrix/matrix multiplication as a series of matrix/columnvector products.

3.7

Operations with mixed encoding units

All of the linear algebra operations we have seen so far work between objects encoded relative to the same unit. However, Section 3.5 introduces ambiguity into how objects are encoded,
which means it is plausible to need to operate on objects with
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Algorithm 3 MatProd : RowMajor: product of matrices viewing �rst matrix as a set of rows
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=] ⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
Input: |
, ⌫
, for
Output: h2 · · ⌫ i [<⇥=]
1: for 0  : < 5 do
⌦ ↵
ù Mask for : th col of |

2 R 5 ⇥6 , ⌫ 2 R6⇥⌘ , and 2 2 R

2:

⇡ 2 R<⇥= = {38,9 }, where 38,9 =

3:

ù Extract : th col
: = { :,8 } 08<d 6 e , where

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:

<

:,8

(

1
0

if 9 ⌘ : mod =
otherwise

⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
= ⇡

⌦

|

ù Shift to �rst col
: = Lrot: mod = ( : )
ù Replicate across all cols of the unit
for 0  9 < log2 (=) do
: = Rrot2 9 ( : )
:
end for
ù : th row of times ⌫ ⌦ ↵
': = SumRows( :
⌫ )
ù Scaled mask for : th row
(
2 if 8 ⌘ : mod <
⇢ 2 R<⇥= = {48,9 }, where 48,9 =
0 otherwise
ù Isolate : th row
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
(: = {(:,9 }0 9 <d ⌘ e , where (:,9 = ':,9
⇢

11: end for

:c
8,b =

08<d < e

1,8·<+< 1)

(:

di�erent encoding units. The full version of the paper introduces a novel technique for matrix-matrix and matrix-vector
multiplication with mixed encoding units, when the operands
meet speci�c dimensional requirements.

4

Training Data Training data is formatted as mini-batches.
Each mini-batch is a collection of 5 data points, each with
6 1 features, formatted as a matrix -8 2 R 5 ⇥6 , where the
�rst column of the matrix consists of the labels for each data
point (either 0 or 1), and the other columns correspond to
a speci�c feature.4 Rather than taking the mini-batches -8
as inputs, Algorithm 4 expects tweaked mini-batches /8 . Let
|
|
G 8 9 = (✓, G 08 9 2 R 5 1 ) denote the 9 th row of -8 where ✓ 2
{0, 1} is the label. Let ✓ 0 = 2✓
|
I8 9 = (✓ 0, ✓ 0 · G 08 9 ).

1, and set the 9 th row of /8 to

Training Parameters The training algorithm also takes additional training parameters, such as the number of iterations
: and the learning rate U, which controls how far to move
in the direction of the gradient. These values, as well as the
internal constants n8 , are transmitted and used in-the-clear,
without being encrypted.

=

ù Sum < rows to �ll rows of one unit
Õmin(5
5 , where )8 =
:=8·<

12: return ) = {)8 }

↵
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logistic regression model training. The full algorithm is given
in Algorithm 4.

TRAINING A LOGISTIC REGRESSION
MODEL

This section describes the basic binary-classi�cation minibatch logistic regression training algorithm. In supervised
machine learning, pre-classi�ed data is used to train a model,
which can then be used to classify samples not used to train the
model. We only consider the training phase of this process, in
which we use a training algorithm to train a logistic regression
model.
The training algorithm is iterative; each iteration integrates
more labeled training samples to produce a more accurate
model. When training on plaintexts, the training process terminates when the model converges. When training on encrypted
data, convergence is hard to detect and too expensive to wait
for in most applications. Instead, we �x the number of training
iterations in advance to trade o� between training time and
the resulting model’s accuracy. The authors of [14] improve
the situation with encrypted training data by modifying the
basic training algorithm to use Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient
(NAG) [19] for the gradient descent step of the optimization
process. NAG guarantees faster convergence than basic gradient descent, which means we can train for fewer iterations
while still producing a good model. We also adopt NAG for

Activation Function The LR training algorithm utilizes
the sigmoid function f (G) = 1+exp1 ( G) . Let f ( •) denote the
application of the sigmoid approximation to each component
of the input vector. The sigmoid function is di�cult to compute homomorphically, so we instead use a least-squares lowdegree polynomial approximation over a target range, following [14, 16, 17]. As in those works, we use a cubic polynomial
approximation of the form 2 3 · G 3 + 2 1 · G + 2 0 .
Algorithm 4 Mini-batch training algorithm
Input: Tweaked mini-batches /8 2 R 5 ⇥6 for 0  8 < :, learning rate
U
Output: E: 2 R6
1: n0 = 1
2: F 0 = E 0 = 0 2 R6
3: W = U/5
4: for 0  8 < :qdo
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

5

1+ 4n82 +1
2

n8+1 =
n8
[8 = 1n8+1

✓ 8 = /8 · E8
18 = f ( ✓ 8 )
|
8 = /8 · 1 8
F8+1 = E8 + W · 8
E8+1 = (1 [8 )F8+1 + [8 F8
end for
return E:

HOMOMORPHIC LOGISTIC
REGRESSION TRAINING: DEPTH 4

The e�ciency of logistic regression training on encrypted data
is primarily a function of the homomorphic circuit used to
implement a single iteration of lines 7—11 of Algorithm 4. This
circuit is chained together to achieve multiple iterations of the
4 Note that it is not necessary for each mini-batch to have exactly 5 data points
(e.g., the last mini-batch may have fewer than 5 data points), so 5 need not
exactly divide the total number of labeled training data points.
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training loop. In this section, we make a simple observation
which allows us to tweak the depth-�ve circuit given in [14,
Figure 3] to make a depth-four circuit. In addition, we use the
linear algebra toolkit from Section 3 to decouple the encoding unit from the mini-batch size, providing a more general
solution than [14].
In order to focus on the relevant portion of Algorithm 4 and
move one step closer to the [14] circuit, we give a “homomorphicfriendly” version of lines 7—11 in Algorithm 5. Note that this
version uses the sigmoid approximation f 0 rather than the
true sigmoid, since the approximation is used for e�cient
homomorphic evaluation.
Han et al. show how to compute Algorithm 5 on encrypted
data with a depth-�ve circuit5 , shown in Algorithm 6, which
is essentially [14, Figure 3].

Thus,
computation, we can compute
D E at the cost of additional
⌦ ↵
0
2 8 in parallel with 2 8 , so we need not wait for the value
of F 8+1 to compute E 8+1 . This reduces the depth of the circuit
to four as shown in Figure 1, at the cost of an increase in the
number of gates. However, using a parallel evaluator there
need not be a corresponding increase in evaluation time.

Algorithm 5 Mini-batch training iteration (Mathematical
view)
Input: Tweaked mini-batch /8 2 R 5 ⇥6 , F8 E8 2 R6 , and public
parameters W , [8
Output: F8+1 , E8+1 2 R6
1: ✓ 8 = /8 · E8
|
2: 2 8 = W · /8 · f 0 ( ✓ 8 )
3: F8+1 = E8 + 2 8
4: E8+1 = (1 [8 )F8+1 + [8 F8
5: return F8+1 , E8+1

Algorithm 6 Mini-batch training iteration (Homomorphic
view)
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
Input: Tweaked mini-batch /8 and vectors F8 , E8 , all
encoded with
an
⌦
↵ (arbitrary)
⌦
↵ < ⇥ = unit
Output: F8+1 and E8+1 , both encoded with an < ⇥ = unit
⌦ |↵
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
1: ✓ 8 = SumCols( /8
E8 )
⌦ | ↵ ⌦ | ↵ 21
2: "8 = ✓ 8
✓8
23
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ |↵
⌦ ↵
3: 2 8 = SumRows( ( ( W2 3
/8 )
✓ 8 ) "8 (W2 0
/8 ))
⌦
↵ ⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
F
= E8
28
⌦ 8+1↵
⌦
↵
5: E8+1 = (1 [8 )
F
⌦
↵
⌦ 8+1↵
6: return F8+1 and E8+1
4:

5.1

[8

⌦

F8

↵

Depth Reduction

We now show how to reduce the depth to four by removing
a dependency and duplicating some work.⌦ Speci�cally,
↵
⌦ we↵
remove the dependency in Algorithm 6 of E 8+1 on F 8+1
by observing:
⌦
↵
⌦
↵
⌦ ↵
E 8+1 = (1 [8 )
F 8+1
[8
F8
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
= (1 [8 )
E8
(1 [) 2 8
[8
F8
Due
of SumRows, we de�ne:
D toE the linearity
⌦ ↵
2 08 = (1 [) 2 8
⌦ ↵
= SumRows((( (1 [)W2 3
/8 )
⌦ |↵
✓ 8 ) "8 ((1 [)W2 0

⌦ ↵
/8 )).

⌦ ↵
W2 3 /8 does not depend on previous lines, so it can be computed
in parallel with line 1 of Algorithm 6.
5 Note that

⌦
↵
⌦
↵
Figure 1: Depth-4 circuit for the computation of F8+1 and E8+1 .
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
Inputs are W , [8 , /8 , F8 , and E8 . Operations at each level are
grouped by color. Encoded variables correspond to Algorithm 6. All
values are encoded with respect to an arbitrary < ⇥ = unit.

5.2

Use in Logistic Regression Training

The client encrypts each mini-batch /8 to be used for training and sends them to the server along with evaluation keys.
The learning rate U is a public parameter sent in-the-clear. If
asymmetric CKKS encryption
⌦ ↵is used,
⌦ the
↵ server can generate
fresh encryptions of 0 for F and E , otherwise the client
must generate these ciphertexts and sends them along with
the mini-batches.6
Encodings In [14], the mini-batch size 5 was always chosen
to be the �rst dimension of the encoding unit (which must be
a power of two), while the second dimension of the encoding
unit depended on the exact CKKS parameters selected (i.e., the
number of plaintext slots) and the number of features in the
training set. Using the generalized linear algebra operations
and encodings from Section 3, we can decouple the encoding
unit from the mini-batch size and use an arbitrary encoding
unit as in Algorithm 6, and an arbitrary mini-batch size 5 (not
necessarily a power of two). One bene�t is that since < must
be a power of two, [14] only worked for mini-batches which
contained a power of two number of training samples; our generalization has no such restriction. A second bene�t is that we
can divide mini-batches along both dimensions, giving even
more encoding �exibility. As an example, consider training
on mini-batches of size 64 ⇥ 128 using CKKS parameters with
4096 plaintext slots. Using the techniques of [14], we must
6 Using

symmetric encryption also enables some ciphertext compression. It
therefore may be more space e�cient to use symmetric encryption, despite
having to send extra ciphertexts.
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use a 64 ⇥ 64 encoding unit, meaning each mini-batch is split
between two ciphertexts, and each 128-dimensional column
vector (e.g., E) is also split into two ciphertexts. However, Section 3 allows us to use a 32⇥128 encoding unit, which results in
two ciphertexts for the minibatch, but only one ciphertext for
the vector. Thus by using the generalized encoding structure,
we are able to reduce the number of ciphertexts involved in
the computation, which can reduce communication overhead
and improve performance.

6

DEPTH 2.5 LOGISTIC REGRESSION
TRAINING

In this section, we will further reduce the multiplicative depth
of a training iteration using two techniques from compilers.
First, we increase the parallelism of the circuit by removing the
dependency of ✓ 8 on E 8 from the previous iteration (see Algorithm 5). We can therefore treat ✓ 8 as an input to each training
iteration and instead compute ✓ 8+1 in parallel with E 8+1 and
F 8+1 . As a side e�ect, this introduces asymmetry in the homomorphic circuit between even and odd training iterations, so
we utilize loop unrolling to compute two training iterations
in each iteration of the for loop. By carefully designing the
circuit for the unrolled loop, the �rst level of multiplications is
independent of the outputs of the previous for loop iteration.
This allows us to employ pipelining to start the next unrolled
loop iteration before completing the previous iteration. We
give a depth-�ve circuit for computing two training iterations,
yielding an average depth of 2.5 per iteration. As with the
previous circuit, all homomorphic values are encoded with respect to one arbitrary encoding unit, and the circuit works for
training with arbitrary-size mini-batches (i.e., not necessarily
a power of two).

6.1

|

Eric Crocke�
|

term in Equation (6.1), to get (1 [8 )W · f 0 ( ✓ 8 ) · /8 /8+1 . Note
that mathematically, transposing this term corresponds to mixing row and column vectors, but homomorphically, each term
will be an (encoded) row vector. The ⌦middle
term is similar
↵
to the homomorphic computation of 2 8 from Algorithm 6,
|
except that we need to compute f 0 ( •) on the row vector ✓ 8 ,
|
and we use the square matrix /8 /8+1 rather than /8 . If we treat
the matrix product as ⌦an ↵input, we can transpose each piece
of the computation of 2 8 to compute this term. First, de�ne
⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵ 21
"8 = ✓ 8
✓8
2 3 , then:
D
E
|
|
0
(1 [8 )W · f ( ✓ 8 ) · /8 /8+1
⌦
|↵
= SumCols((( (1 [8 )W2 3
/8+1/8 )
⌦ ↵
⌦
|↵
✓ 8 ) "8 ((1 [8 )W2 0
/8+1/8 ))
⌦ | ↵
Computing ✓ 8+1
We now return to the problem of com⌦ | ↵
puting ✓ 8+1 . We have seen how to compute the middle term,
so we just need to add the outer terms of Equation (6.1):
⌦ | ↵
⌦
↵ ⌦ ↵
✓ 8+1 = (1 [8 ) SumCols( /8+1
E8 )
⌦
⌦ ↵
|↵
SumCols((( (1 [8 )W2 3
/8+1/8 )
✓ 8 ) "8
⌦
|↵
((1 [8 )W2 0
/8+1/8 ))
⌦
↵ ⌦ ↵
[8 SumCols( /8+1
F8 )
For now, we assume that 8 = h (1 [8 )W2 3/8+1/8 i is available as an input to this computation; we explore this assumption in Section ⌦6.5. Overall,
this leads to a depth three circuit
| ↵
for computing ✓ 8+1 , given in Figure 2.

Adding Parallelism

We use the technique from Section 5 to substitute the de�nition
of E 8+1 into ✓ 8+1 to remove the dependency, allowing us to
compute ✓ 8+1 in parallel with F 8+1 and E 8+1 . Expanding out
the de�nition of ✓ 8+1 from Algorithm 5:
|
✓ 8+1 = /8+1 · ((1 [8 )(E 8 + W · /8 · f 0 ( ✓ 8 )) + [8 F 8 )
= (1

[8 ) · /8+1 · E 8 + (1

+ [8 · /8+1 · F 8

|

[8 )W · /8+1/8 · f 0 ( ✓ 8 )

(6.1)

The key to reducing the multiplicative depth is to compute
|
(or precompute) a multiple of /8+1/8 , which has no computational dependencies, rather than sequentially multiplying by
the two mini-batch matrices
⌦ | ↵ as Figure 1. Homomorphically,
our goal is to compute ✓ 8+1 , since this is the value needed
⌦
↵
⌦
↵
in the computation of E 8+2 and F 8+2 (cf. Figure 1).
The homomorphic computation, however, apparently results in a paradox: E 8 is encoded as a column vector, so the
result of homomorphically computing the �rst term in Equation
⌦ | ↵(6.1) is an encoded row vector. On the other hand, given
✓ 8 as in previous circuits, the middle term is the product of
a (single) matrix and a row vector, which results in a column
vector; we cannot add these two encoded vectors.
To solve
⌦ |this
↵ problem, we will instead homomorphically
compute ✓ 8+1 by taking the transpose of (only) the middle

⌦ | ↵
⌦ ↵
Figure 2: Depth-3 circuit for the computation of ✓ 8+1 . Inputs are 8 ,
⌦
↵ ⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
⌦ ↵
/8+1 , F8 , E8 , and ✓ 8 . Operations at each level are grouped
by color. Note the use of the extended SumCols linear map since the
dimensions of and do not match. All values are encoded with
respect to an arbitrary encoding unit.

⌦
↵
⌦
↵
⌦ |↵
Computing E 8+1 and F 8+1
Treating ✓ 8 as an input,
⌦
↵
⌦
↵
we can modify Figure 1 to compute E 8+1 and F 8+1 in depth
⌦ ↵
three, simply by removing the temporary value 8 . This
circuit is shown in Figure 3.
Computing Dependencies
In the process of creating a
⌦ | ↵
low-depth circuit for ✓ 8+1 (Figure 2), we have introduced
⌦ ↵
additional dependencies. At �rst glance, Figure 2 requires ✓ 8 ,
which can be computed by taking the transpose of Figure
⌦ 2;
↵
see Figure 4. However, the transpose circuit requires F |
⌦ |↵
and E , which are computed in Figure 5. This essentially
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⌦
↵ [<⇥=]
Figure 3: Depth-three circuit layout for computing F8+1
⌦
↵ [<⇥=]
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=] ⌦ | ↵ [<⇥=] ⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
and E8+1
. Inputs are /8
, ✓8
, F8
, and
⌦ ↵ [<⇥=]
E8
. Operations at each level are grouped by color.

⌦ ↵ ⌦ ↵
doubles our circuit size: rather than just computing E , F ,
⌦ ↵
and ✓ in each iteration, we must also compute their transposes, which increases the amount to of computation required.
Table 1 provides a summary of these four circuit components.

6.2

Figure 2

3

Figure 3

3

Figure 4

2

Figure 5

4

⌦

Inputs

↵
|↵ ⌦ ↵ ⌦
/↵8+1 ,
8 ⌦ , |✓↵8 ⌦, |
⌦F8 ↵ , ⌦ E8 ↵

⌦F|8 ↵ , ⌦ E8 ↵,
✓ 8 , /8
⌦ ↵ ⌦ |↵ ⌦ | ↵
, /↵8+1 ,
8 ⌦, ✓ 8↵ ⌦
F 8 , E8
⌦ |↵ ⌦ |↵
⌦F8 ↵ ,⌦ E|8 ↵ ,
✓ 8 , /8

⌦
⌦

Outputs
⌦ | ↵
✓ 8+1

↵⌦
↵
F8+1 , E8+1
⌦

✓ 8+1

↵

| ↵ ⌦ | ↵
F8+1 , E8+1

Loop Unrolling

Unfortunately, the components in Table 1 are misaligned in
terms of multiplicative depth. In isolation, these circuits can be
run in parallel, but the overall depth is still four per iteration.
By unrolling the loop to look at two consecutive iterations,
we can achieve better alignment and lower depth. Appendix A
shows how to align the four �gures in the table so that all
required inputs are computed in time. By running these four
circuits in parallel7 (the “full” circuit), we can compute two
consecutive iterations of the training loop with depth six, giving an average of depth three per training iteration.

Pipelining

Notice that the Figures 7, 8, and 10 have depth �ve, while
the �rst computation level in Figure 9 (depth six) involves
|
only computing scalar multiples of /8 . By pipelining multiple
iterations of the training algorithm, we can start evaluating the
circuit for the next two training iterations prior to �nishing
the evaluation of the circuit for the previous two training
iterations, bringing the depth for two iterations to �ve. The
|
values computed in the �rst level of the full circuit are '8 :=
⌦ |↵
⌦ |↵
|
W2 3 (1 [8 )
/8 and #8 := W2 3
/8 .

6.4

⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<]
Figure 5: Depth-four circuit for computing F8+1
and
⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<]
⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<] ⌦ ↵ [=⇥<] ⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<]
E8+1
. Inputs are /8
, ✓8
, F8
, and
⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<]
E8
. Operations at each level are grouped by color.

Depth

Table 1: Low-depth circuits for individual components of the logistic
regression training circuit.

6.3
⌦
↵ [=⇥<]
Figure 4: Depth-2 circuit layout for the computation of ✓ 8+1
.
⌦ | ↵ [<⇥=] ⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<] ⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<] ⌦ | ↵ [=⇥<]
Inputs are 8
, /8+1
, F8
, E8
, and
⌦ | ↵ [<⇥=]
✓8
. Operations at each level are grouped by color. Note the
use of SumRows as an additive homomorphism.

Circuit

Using Mixed Encoding Units for
Compactness

The “uniform-unit” circuit described above the same encoding unit for a value and its transpose. As a result, it is not
optimal in terms of the number of ciphertexts used to encode
objects and total number of operations performed. For exam|
ple, in [14], the row vector ✓ 8 2 R< is encoded as the columns
of an < ⇥ = encoding unit. The circuit described above also
uses this encoding unit for ✓ 8 , which is encoded as the rows of
an < ⇥ = unit. This may result in padding or multiple ciphertexts depending on the number of training features. We can
achieve a more compact encoding by using di�erent encoding
units for certain values. Due to space constraints, we leave the
description of this variant to the full version of the paper.
7 Note that a naïve implementation results in duplicate computation for some
values; an e�cient implementation would overlap these four circuits to eliminate
duplication.
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6.5

Use in Logistic Regression Training

In [14] and Section 5.1, clients must encrypt each mini-batch
/8 . However, the low-depth circuit described in this section
requires additional inputs. In particular, the �rst level of Fig|
ures 7—10 require 0 , # 0 , '0 , and their transposes, and /8 are
needed throughout the computation. There are many possible
tradeo�s between which of these values are computed by the
client, and which are computed by the server. We describe two
of these options below.
Client Computation Circuit In this version of the circuit,
|
|
the client encrypts /8 , /8 , the matrix products 8 , 8 and, in
|
the case of symmetric encryption, the all-0 vectors F 0 , F 0 , E 0 ,
|
|
E 0 , ✓ 0 , and ✓ 0 . The server computes the initial loop variables
|
|
# 0 , # 0 , '0 , and '0 . With this version, the client sends about
4: encrypted inputs8 for : iterations. Nominally, this results in
a circuit where the �rst iteration of Figures 7—10 have depth
|
six (since the server must compute '0 , etc.), while subsequent
iterations have depth �ve (by applying pipelining), giving an
overall circuit depth of 2.5: + 1 for : iterations.9

Server Computation Circuit As an alternative, we can
use Algorithm 3 to have the server compute most of the 8 and
|
8 (not depicted in Figures 7—10). This dramatically increases
the server computation, while simultaneously reducing the
client computation and communication overhead. Concretely,
|
|
the client encrypts /8 , /8 , 0 , 0 , and, in the case of symmetric
|
|
|
encryption, the all-0 vectors F 0 , F 0 , E 0 , E 0 , ✓ 0 , and ✓ 0 . Again,
this circuit has depth 2.5: +1 for : iterations. As the number of
training iterations increases, the amount of client computation
saved increases, and the communication savings increase as
well. As long as there is su�cient parallelism available on the
evaluator, this approach o�ers reduced client computation and
communication at no runtime cost.
Encodings All inputs and intermediate values can be encoded with a single arbitrary encoding unit. However, this
may not lead to the most compact representation of objects.
|
For example, in [14], the row vector ✓ 8 2 R< is encoded as
the columns of an < ⇥ = encoding unit. If we use a single unit
in our circuit, then we would also encode ✓ 8 as the rows of an
< ⇥ = unit, which may result in padding and wasted space,
though this doesn’t a�ect circuit depth. A more compact representation could be achieved by encoding ✓ 8 as the rows of
an = ⇥ < unit; see [2] for details.

7

EVALUATION

We implemented the circuit from [14] and both variations of
the Section 6 circuit with the SEAL homomorphic encryption
library [21] and circuit-level parallelism. Encryption parameters were selected to conform to the 128-bit security level
as standardized in [1], or were extrapolated from this standard for larger rings at the 128-bit target security level. We
tested our circuits by training a logistic regression model on
8 There

may be more than 4: ciphertexts, depending on the encoding unit and
the number of features.
9 By carefully arranging the �rst few levels of either version of the circuit described here, we can save one level and create a circuit with depth exactly 2.5 · :
for : iterations on average.
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the MNIST data set [18]. This data set consists of images of
hand-written digits. For our binary classi�cation problem, we
restricted the training set and test set to images of the digits 3
and 8. After downsampling, each image is 14x14 pixels, each
of which becomes a feature in the model. We evaluated the
performance on an Amazon EC2 c5.24xlarge instance, which
has 96 CPU threads.
In practice, an implementation of encrypted logistic regression training would �x the number of training iterations performed by a single circuit and then use bootstrapping as in [14]
to achieve a larger number of iterations. Our implementation
does not include bootstrapping, but we emphasize that our
circuits are drop-in replacements for the circuit from [14], and
therefore their bootstrapping technique is trivially applicable
to this work. Our performance improvements in the leveledHE setting also carry over to the bootstrapped setting. We
therefore evaluate the circuits for a �xed number of iterations
and consider the following properties:
• Encryptions. Number of ciphertexts (not linear algebra
objects) encrypted by the client.
• Encrypted Input Size. Total size of ciphertexts send to
server. While a naïve implementation would encrypt
each ciphertext at the maximum possible level and let
the server reduce the levels when necessary, this unnecessarily wastes bandwidth and server computation.
Our implementation instead encrypts inputs at the �rst
level where they are needed, meaning each input has a
di�erent size, and the total input size is a weighted sum
where the weights are the HE levels of the inputs. We
also note that we used a public-key variant of CKKS
encryption; using a symmetric-key variant can result
in more compact ciphertexts resulting in a signi�cant
reduction in bandwidth.
• Circuit Depth. Multiplicative depth of the circuit.
• Circuit Width. We de�ne the multiplicative width of a
circuit to be the total number of multiplications performed in a circuit evaluation divided by the multiplicative depth of the circuit. Roughly, this is an indicator of
the multiplications that can be performed in parallel.
• Runtime. Runtime of the circuit evaluation. This only
includes server-side operations.
Table 2 compares the Section 6 circuits to the circuit from [14].
Multiplicative Depth Comparing the runtime of the lowdepth circuit that computes 8 on the client to the [14] circuit
shows that cutting multiplicative depth in half results in even
greater bene�ts at runtime.
Client-side vs Server-side Computation Computing matrix products on the server incurs extra computational cost
during evaluation. The table shows that this cost is a�ected by
the mini-batch size, which is not true when the client computes
the matrix products. This is because Algorithm 3 performs operations based on the size of the mini-batches directly, whereas
all other operations perform operations based on the size of
the encoded mini-batches.
Parameters A�ecting Performance Given parameters
for the logistic regression model (e.g., mini-batch size and
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Circuit

Encryptions

Input Size (MB)

Depth

Width
Runtime (s)
64
128
32
64
128
[14]
8
177
30
1.8
79.2
This work: 8 on Client
33
593
15
14.9
13.1
This work: 8 on Server
28
386
15
89.5 164.2 313.5 70.2 137.4 273.6
Table 2: Comparison of logistic regression training circuits for six training iterations with an encoding unit of 128 ⇥ 256 for mini-batches of size 32,
64, and 128. Each con�guration use CKKS parameters with 215 plaintext slots
32

number of training iterations), there are still several circuit
parameters which can a�ect performance, including number
of plaintext slots and the encoding unit. Doubling the number
of plaintext slots doubles the size of ciphertexts and makes
all operations slower, but can give additional �exibility in
selecting the encoding unit with the compact circuit. The
circuits are so large (even for six iterations) it is di�cult to
predict how the encoding unit a�ects performance. We leave
this as future work.
Model Accuracy Since all of the circuits compared in Table 2 evaluate the same algorithm, they should produce identical models. The accuracy of the model produced by the training algorithm is a�ected by the accuracy and validity of the
sigmoid approximation and the noise introduced by homomorphic computation. Figure 6 shows that neither of these
potential sources of error have much a�ect on model accuracy.
Model Accuracy for Logistic Regression Training
100

Model Accuracy (%)

95
90
85
80

Plaintext Logistic Regression
Training with Sigmoid
Plaintext Logistic Regression Training
with Sigmoid Approximation
Encrypted Logistic Regression Training
(with Sigmoid Approximation)

75
70
65
60

1

2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Training Iterations

Figure 6: Average model accuracy (over 1000 models) of a logistic
regression model trained on the MNIST data set. Model accuracy is
computed as basic classi�cation accuracy: the percentage of correctly
predicted test samples.
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Figure 10: Unrolled computation of ✓ .

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS FOR LOW-DEPTH
LOGISTIC REGRESSION TRAINING

This section shows how to align Figures 2—5 into a full circuit
for logistic regression training. The upper panels of Figures 7—
10 overlap (e.g., the top left panels of Figure 7 and Figure 8)
to obtain a depth six circuit for two training iterations, which
can be reduced to depth �ve with pipelining. Recall that we
|
de�ne 8 := W2 3 (1 [8 ) · /8+1/8 . Figures have computations
at the same HE level grouped by color.
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ABSTRACT

Benchmarking the performance of companies is essential to identify
improvement potentials in various industries. Due to a competitive
environment, this process imposes strong privacy needs, as leaked
business secrets can have devastating e�ects on participating companies. Consequently, related work proposes to protect sensitive
input data of companies using secure multi-party computation or
homomorphic encryption. However, related work so far does not
consider that also the benchmarking algorithm, used in today’s
applied real-world scenarios to compute all relevant statistics, itself
contains signi�cant intellectual property, and thus needs to be protected. Addressing this issue, we present PCB — a practical design
for Privacy-preserving Company Benchmarking that utilizes homomorphic encryption and a privacy proxy — which is speci�cally
tailored for realistic real-world applications in which we protect
companies’ sensitive input data and the valuable algorithms used
to compute underlying key performance indicators. We evaluate
PCB’s performance using synthetic measurements and showcase
its applicability alongside an actual company benchmarking performed in the domain of injection molding, covering 48 distinct
key performance indicators calculated out of hundreds of di�erent
input values. By protecting the privacy of all participants, we enable
them to fully pro�t from the bene�ts of company benchmarking.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The increasing digitization of industries within the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), the Internet of Production, or Industry 4.0 [35,
44, 60, 71, 83] lays the foundation for an increase in cooperation
and collaboration of companies for mutual bene�ts [25, 43, 69, 72].
One well-known and valuable form of industrial collaboration is
company benchmarking, where “similar” companies compare with
and learn from each other based on jointly collected performance
statistics with the goal to stay competitive in fast-changing markets [52, 93]. Traditionally, a third party, e.g., a non-pro�t institution
or industry association, would act as a single benchmarking operator and centrally collect input data from participating companies,
compute the relevant statistics on the input data, and provide the
comparison result back to the participating companies [33, 56, 80].
However, the input data provided by companies contains potentially sensitive information, such as business secrets [13, 38]. As
this information might reveal critical information to competitors
or the benchmarking operator, companies nowadays are extremely
reserved w.r.t. participating in meaningful company benchmarking,
especially if data is stored in the cloud [16, 94]. Such concerns regarding unintentional data leakage, thus not only thwart individual
companies from bene�ting from company benchmarking but also
negatively impact the overall utility of company benchmarking,
which commonly depends on a large number of participants [6].
To address these concerns, related work proposes di�erent approaches to protect the sensitive input data of companies through secure multi-party computation (SMC) [8, 52, 54, 86] or homomorphic
encryption (HE) [79]. More speci�cally, they privacy-preservingly
compare and process all participants’ inputs in secure round-based
protocols, returning the results to participating companies only.
Thus, related work indeed manages to su�ciently protect companies’ input data and redress their data leakage concerns.
However, to realize their approaches, related work assumes that
the task of deriving and computing relevant statistics based on
companies’ input data can be performed locally, which then allows them to resort to securely realizing the actual comparison.
In real-world use cases, this assumption does not always hold:
Developing an insightful benchmarking algorithm is a costly and
time-consuming task [39, 57, 85, 87], and sharing the resulting algorithm with participants might reveal the signi�cant intellectual
property of the analyst who created and further re�nes the algorithm. Consequently, to maintain her competitive advantage, the
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analyst wants to keep her algorithm private [30, 63]. To securely
realize a real-world applicable company benchmarking, it is thus
necessary to cater to the con�dentiality requirements of the participating companies while also protecting the underlying algorithm
used to compute the statistics that form the basis of the benchmark.
In this paper, we propose PCB, a Privacy-preserving Company
Benchmarking design, which addresses the needs of both companies and the analyst. We introduce a novel, deployable concept
utilizing a privacy proxy that only operates on encrypted data using homomorphic encryption. The individual results are further
secured as the proxy only shares aggregates to o�er non-sensitive
public statistics to participants. Consequently, both companies and
the analyst can participate in (and o�er) company benchmarks
without fearing to lose valuable intellectual property and business
secrets. Thus, more companies can bene�t from the advantages of
benchmarks, while the overall utility of these benchmarks increases
due to more advanced algorithms and a broader participant base.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows.
• We derive a set of generic challenges that are relevant for
real-world company benchmarking and emphasize the need
for algorithm con�dentiality, a shortcoming in related work.
• We propose PCB, our privacy-preserving benchmarking design, that protects both the con�dentiality of companies’
input data and the valuable algorithm(s) used to compute
the statistics that form the basis of today’s benchmarks.
• We �rst show the general performance of PCB based on
synthetic measurements. With PCB, we repeat a real-world
benchmark in the injection molding industry, where 48 individual results are calculated based on 674 sensitive inputs,
each consisting of 45 inputs and 114 computation steps per
result on average. Our results (a runtime of 8.7 min per company and an average deviation of 0.16 % compared to a plaintext calculation) underline PCB’ real-world applicability.
Organization. In Section 2, we detail our company benchmarking scenario and elaborate on the resulting challenges of realizing
secure company benchmarking. Then, in Section 3, we discuss
related work and its shortcomings concerning algorithm con�dentiality, before we introduce our design of PCB, which provides algorithm con�dentiality, in Section 4. We evaluate its performance and
applicability in Section 5, before concluding the paper in Section 6.

2

SCENARIO

As a foundation for our work, we �rst introduce company benchmarking to create a shared understanding (Section 2.1). Subsequently, in Section 2.2, we derive and highlight its open challenges.

2.1

Company Benchmarking

Benchmarking is a process of comparing di�erent key aspects, such
as products, services, or practices [5, 62]. While an internal benchmark only takes place inside one single business, an external benchmark, in contrast, is a process comparing a company’s product,
services, or practices with competitors and/or business leaders [62].
Company benchmarking is a speci�c external benchmarking that
usually focuses on practices such as the company’s operations and
the management of the company or a department [62].

Pennekamp et al.

Computed Worst in Class
KPI xyz [%]
37.1

Own

Average

Best in Class

57.4

71.6

95.3

Figure 1: Data for KPI xyz that is shared with a participant.
The main objectives of company benchmarking are to evaluate
the company’s current position on the market to identify the gap
between the company and a recognized leader in a speci�c category
as well as to improve the company’s local processes to close this
identi�ed gap as much as possible. To compare products, services,
or practices, suitable key performance indicators (KPIs) are computed [41, 47, 52, 97]. KPIs highlight the di�erences to the leader in
a quantitative manner, for example, relating to the handling of customer complaints. Based on these results, participants can identify
areas where the gap to the “best in class” participant is signi�cant [89]. A speci�c example of a KPI that deals with the handling
of customer complaints is the response time to one complaint [96].
The individual performance for a single KPI might look like the
representation in Figure 1, where the “own” value (marked in blue)
is usually only available for the individual participant. Not only the
identi�cation but also any directly derivable action to improve the
current status based on the speci�c benchmark result is a reason
to participate [5, 41, 62, 96]. Concerning our previous example, the
response time per complaint can be reduced by implementing a
standardized feedback system, as demonstrated by competitors.
Due to these bene�ts, companies are willing to pay for permission
to participate in company benchmarks [84]. These costs cover the
operational costs of the infrastructure and reward the analyst for
its e�ort to derive the KPIs that are used as part of the benchmark.
Figure 2 shows an external benchmark, including two main actors: a third-party analyst and participating companies. First, the
analyst develops a questionnaire, suitable KPIs, and algorithms to
compute those KPIs. The analyst shares the questionnaire with all
participants. In contrast, algorithms for computing the KPIs based
on the questionnaire are usually kept private by the analyst due
to their value and intellectual property [39]. Participants answer
the questionnaire and forward their data to the analyst, e.g., by
uploading it to a cloud. Most importantly, they do not have access
to raw data from other companies. Then, the KPIs are compared for
the benchmark, and, eventually, the results are shared with the participants. One main concern for companies is that the questionnaire
may query sensitive data (e.g., machine utilization or manufacturing
costs) [50]. In this setting, the participants must trust the analyst to
keep their data private and restrict its use to the KPI computation.
In summary, while benchmarking is a process for comparing different key aspects, it also serves as the foundation to start speci�c
improvements on weak practices based on the benchmarking results [5]. In today’s established settings, an open issue concerns the
participants’ input data, which should remain private. Likewise, the
analyst’s algorithm must stay con�dential. Based on these general
observations, we systematically derive existing (open) challenges
for realizing privacy-preserving company benchmarking.

2.2

Challenges for Company Benchmarking

While company benchmarking provides numerous and sought-after
bene�ts, its actual application in large-scale practical settings is
nowadays limited. This limited adoption results from a diverse set
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Real-World Applicable Company Benchmarking
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Access to Algorithm
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Figure 2: Multiple companies individually participate in a
commercial company benchmarking. An analyst provides
the needed algorithm to evaluate the customers’ input data.
of challenges faced when realizing company benchmarking in a
technical system that is real-world applicable, as we identify next.
C1: Company Privacy. Both the raw data required to calculate
KPIs and individual KPIs of companies have to be treated as potential business secrets as they might reveal critical information to
competitors. Well aware of these risks, companies nowadays are
extremely reluctant to participate in centralized benchmarking systems that require access to data in plain text [43]. To address these
reservations, protecting the privacy of company data is imperative,
most importantly, by not transferring any potentially sensitive data
in the clear to third parties. Consequently, the possibility and willingness of companies to participate in benchmarks will increase,
allowing not only these companies to individually pro�t from the
advantages of company benchmarking but also globally increasing
the quality of company benchmarks through a broader data basis.
C2: Complexity. Related work frequently assumes that company
benchmarking can be realized based on easily derivable statistics
such as an average (across all participants) of a single metric, e.g.,
the response time to customer complaints (cf. Section 2.1). However,
in real-world settings, complex and often hierarchical, i.e., nested,
computations are necessary to derive KPIs that enable a meaningful
comparison between di�erent companies [68]. For example, in a
company benchmark performed in the domain of injection molding
(cf. Section 5.2), computing a KPI that expresses the overall e�ectiveness of the manufacturing equipment (e.g., to analyze the impact
of di�erent manufacturers and standards) requires 23 input values
and a total of 83 calculations consisting of addition/subtraction (23
times), multiplication (27), division (25), and computation of the
minimum (8). Consequently, to unleash the full potential of company benchmarking, such complex and hierarchical computations
of KPIs need to be performed in a privacy-preserving manner.
C3: Algorithm Con�dentiality. A lot of e�ort, knowledge, and
thus costs must be invested by an analyst to create and potentially
maintain the complex algorithm required to calculate the KPIs underlying an impactful and commercially attractive company benchmarking [68]. Even for KPIs with seemingly simple calculations,
signi�cant e�ort by the analyst might be needed upfront to derive and compose these KPIs in a meaningful way. Consequently, a
benchmarking algorithm needs to be considered as the intellectual
property of the analyst who created it. Thus, to persuade analysts
to contribute their valuable benchmarking algorithms to a (privacypreserving) benchmarking service, they require assurance that their
intellectual property is su�ciently protected from competitors.
C4: Exactness. Since KPIs underlying company benchmarking can
involve complex hierarchical computations while comparison results might directly in�uence business decisions and the production

process, a high level of correctness of the performed calculations is
vital. Thus, any privacy-preserving building block should not significantly impair the correctness of the performed calculations. Most
importantly, this requirement forbids to distort or abstract values
intentionally to protect the participants’ privacy (cf. Section 3).
C5: Flexibility. The participation of as many companies as possible
is required to reach the full potential of company benchmarking [6].
Consequently, company benchmarking systems should be easy to
use for participating companies, i.e., require only limited setup
and no explicitly trained sta�. Likewise, participating companies
should need to upload their contributed values only once, without
the requirement to (repeatedly) remain online during the whole
collection phase. Finally, to provide long-term usability, algorithms
should be updatable, including the possibility to introduce entirely
new functional building blocks, e.g., new mathematical operators.
This extensibility further includes the challenge of providing companies with the possibility to update their contributed values, e.g., if
an updated algorithm requires additional values. Closely related to
�exibility, company benchmarking systems need to scale independently of the number of participants as the utility of benchmarks
increases with every new participant [6], making it pivotal to easily
scale with the number of benchmarked companies in a single setup.
We believe that any technical system for real-world applicable
company benchmarking must carefully address these challenges to
ensure deployability and usability for large-scale practical scenarios,
while allowing as many participating companies as possible to
bene�t from privately-computed benchmarking advantages.

3

RELATED WORK OF BENCHMARKING

The challenge of collecting data from di�erent sources to compute statistics, comparisons, or benchmarks has been studied from
di�erent angles, mostly centering around di�erential privacy, secure multi-party computation, and homomorphic encryption. In
a setting primarily involving private users, di�erent approaches
tackle the challenge of securely crowdsourcing statistics from user
devices [14, 31], performing statistical queries over distributed
data [18, 19], or nudging users towards more privacy-conscious
behavior based on comparisons [98]. All these approaches have
in common that they are primarily concerned with protecting the
privacy of user data using di�erential privacy to carefully distort
aggregate statistics. While this focus is a reasonable trade-o� when
considering private users, company benchmarking involves complex and nested calculations of KPIs (C2) and demands a high level
of correctness (C4), contradicting the design goals of di�erential
privacy, which mainly concentrates on hiding the data’s origin.
Focusing more on the requirements for company benchmarking,
di�erent approaches, especially work by Kerschbaum [51, 52, 54],
look into the collection of KPIs. While these approaches are mainly
concerned with returning the average, variance, and maximum
among others for each KPI (we deem the average, maximum, and
minimum relevant; cf. Figure 1), other related work also considers
the regression of data series [6] or the calculation of quantiles [79].
In the following, we present relevant approaches grouped by
their chosen concept and provide an overview of the respective
categories and how they address the challenges we identi�ed for
real-world company benchmarking (cf. Section 2.2) in Table 1.
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Table 1: A comparison of di�erent benchmarking designs.

Approach

Challenge

Client Computation
Central Server

• Trusted Third Party [24]
• Secure Multi-Party [8, 52, 54]
Multiple Servers [79]
• Our approach PCB

Client Computation. One main challenge in our work is the
complexity of calculating KPIs from nested formulas (C2). To the
best of our knowledge, only Damgård et al. [26] consider a complex
benchmarking model. However, their SMC-based design with two
servers is more related to database querying, i.e., not applicable.
A trivial approach would be to “o�oad” the initial computation
step, i.e., calculation of the KPIs, to the participating companies.
Then, any existing approach (presented in the following) could
conduct the comparison of their computed KPIs while preserving
the participants’ privacy. As today’s existing approaches fail to support the computation of complex benchmarking algorithms based
on participants’ input data, because they are tailored to compare
readily available KPIs, all KPIs must be derived beforehand. Unfortunately, this concept violates the analyst’s need for algorithm
con�dentiality (C3) as all calculations are computed locally.
Central Server. To ease the participation for companies, most
related work relies on an architecture with a central server that
handles all communication and helps to maintain the anonymity
of participants. We further separated this approach into two subcategories according to their utilized concepts and building blocks.
Trusted Third Party (TTP). Computing and comparing all KPIs
based on plaintext data at a single server operated by the analyst
ensures exactness, �exibility, and algorithm con�dentiality (even
though related work did not consider the analyst’s needs before). A
TTP-based approach further reduces the complexity to a minimum.
However, as stated in previous case studies [24, 33], the neglected
company privacy (C1) hinders its adoption, and we believe that a
TTP renders similar approaches infeasible for industry benchmarks.
Secure Multi-Party (SMC). SMC is a common concept to address
company privacy. However, existing approaches neglect the complex KPI derivation as they usually do not consider any sensitive computations with analyst-de�ned algorithms. In principle,
all SMC-based designs should be adaptable accordingly at additional communication costs. Unfortunately, traditional SMC concepts leak the (con�dential) algorithm [64], violating C3. In theory,
speci�cally-tailored approaches can address this limitation [64],
however, they have not been presented in the context of company
benchmarking so far. Most importantly, these designs are roundbased and require the continuous participation of all involved companies. Thus, they do not satisfy the needed �exibility (C5). The
individual scalability depends on the design and is at best quadratic [8, 54] in the number of participants for SMC-based concepts.
Such SMC-based benchmarking designs incorporate speci�c
protocols, such as calculating sums [28], division [6] (also one of

the �rst works in the area of privacy-preserving benchmarking),
the maximum [29], or the median [3]. Similarly, work to privacypreservingly compare values [27] or shu�e encrypted data [9] is
readily available for SMC-based benchmarking designs.
Catrina et al. [15] discuss the applicability of SMC in general
and argue for designs with multiple providers to preserve client
privacy as collusion with multiple providers is more unlikely.
Multiple Servers. To avoid redundancy, we exclude SMC-based
approaches with multiple servers from Table 1. In the area of
business surveys, Feigenbaum et al. [33] propose a protocol with
two servers to protect sensitive salary information. More recently,
PPBB [86] utilizes a proxy to encrypt client queries and returns
the results afterward. In this concept (without an implementation),
companies start the benchmarking process. Similarly, Herrmann et
al. [47] propose a design where companies initiate the benchmark.
A HE-based design [79] similar to PCB incorporates two servers
to certify sustainability metrics. In contrast to our design, their
computations are fully o�oaded to both servers at the expense of
a limited set of supported calculations (C2). Furthermore, server
collusion poses the risk of leaking private inputs and processing
algorithms (C1 & C3). Next, we brie�y classify our design PCB.
PCB. Our approach reduces the threats of collusion and thus improves C1 as all inputs are encrypted with company-owned private
keys during the KPI calculations. PCB keeps the sensitive algorithm
private (C3) and can o�oad arbitrary functions to participants to
mitigate the limitations of homomorphic encryption (C2).
As a related research question, other work [47, 51, 54, 82] looks
into the in�uence and composition of peer groups on the privacy
of participants. We consider this line of research as orthogonal and
focus on the computation of KPIs without leaking the algorithm.
We leave the intersection of these questions for future work.
Research Gap. While a variety of conceptual approaches in
the area of company benchmarking exists, they all assume that
KPIs are readily available for (privacy-preserving) comparisons,
neglecting the process to derive them. However, such algorithms are
extremely valuable, and ensuring their con�dentiality is, therefore,
a key concern of the analyst. Unfortunately, related work fails to
address this need by solely focusing on the participants’ privacy.

4

PCB: A PRIVACY-PRESERVING DESIGN

To extend related work with an approach that respects the need for
con�dentiality of both the company’s sensitive data and the valuable algorithm (C3), we present our Privacy-preserving Company
Benchmarking (PCB). We �rst provide a high-level overview of
PCB’s design in Section 4.1. Subsequently, in Section 4.2, we provide
the technical background of our concept before detailing the individual protocol steps in Section 4.3. Finally, we conclude our design
presentation with a discussion of PCB’s security in Section 4.4.

4.1

Design Overview

Related work mostly concentrates on protecting the data of the
participating companies. In contrast, our design additionally emphasizes the intellectual property of the analyst, i.e., we intend
to protect the e�ort required to derive meaningful KPIs for the
benchmarking of companies (cf. C3). To this end, we rely on an
architecture consisting of two non-colluding servers: Our so-called
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privacy proxy is operated by the analyst and securely computes
the KPIs based on encrypted inputs provided by the participating
companies. The statistics server receives the computed results as
aggregates, processes them, and shares the statistics. An independent entity, such as an industry association (e.g., VDMA [92]), can
operate this server, which is thus funded through membership fees.
In an honest-but-curious setting, PCB is secure by design: No
entity on its own can get access to any external initial inputs or intermediate results of the KPI calculation, thus, maintaining company
privacy. We further discuss the (limited) implications of colluding
entities when considering a malicious attacker in Section 4.4.
Benchmarking with PCB. We illustrate our design in Figure 3
and detail its operation in the following. First, in Step 1 , the analyst
uploads her algorithm to the privacy proxy (under her control). As a
result, she does not have to share the algorithm’s sensitive content
with any other entity. After a company registered itself by paying
the participation fee (to compensate the analyst for her e�orts), i.e.,
expressed its intention to participate, it receives an encryption key
(for Step 4 ) from the statistics server. Then, in Step 2 , the proxy
requests all needed inputs for the KPI computation. Each participant
homomorphically encrypts all requested data with its own public
key and returns the corresponding ciphertexts in Step 3 .
Based on these inputs, the benchmark computation is triggered.
We automatically disassemble the analysts’ algorithm into atomic
functions, consisting of simple calculations (i.e., addition, subtraction, or multiplication) or complex operations (e.g., square root, . . . ).
Then, the benchmark computation consists of two subprocesses:
A Due to the used homomorphic encryption, the proxy can locally
compute simple calculations directly on the ciphertexts (cf. Section 4.2). B The proxy o�oads complex operations, which cannot
be computed directly on the ciphertexts, to each participating company. The company decrypts the received ciphertexts (i.e., results
from its inputs and process A at the privacy proxy) with its private key, calculates the requested operation on the plaintext data,
and homomorphically re-encrypts the result, which it then returns
to the proxy. Computing sophisticated algorithms is an iterative
combination of both A and B until all KPIs are calculated.
This design ensures that only speci�c atomic functions are shared
with the companies while the complete algorithm and its structure
are kept entirely private. As we detail in Section 4.3.2, the proxy can
reduce the knowledge gain from atomic functions to a minimum
by obfuscating o�oaded operations, e.g., using blinded ciphertexts.
Once all KPIs are computed according to the analyst’s algorithm,
the proxy returns the encrypted KPIs to the company, which decrypts them using its private key (also relevant for Step 6 ). Next,
the proxy instructs the participant to return these KPIs homomorphically encrypted using the statistics server’s public key. The proxy
then uses the received homomorphic ciphertexts to aggregate the
results of : companies to hide their individual KPIs while providing
the statistic server with the ability to compute the average.
In Step 4 , the still encrypted aggregates are sent to the statistics server, which decrypts them with its private key. Then, the
statistic server can compute the average for each KPI by dividing
the aggregate by :. Additionally, to identify the worst/best in class,
the proxy compares the homomorphically encrypted KPIs to identify the extrema of each KPI, i.e., minimum and maximum. After :
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Figure 3: In PCB, the provided algorithm is only known to
the privacy proxy, which operates on encrypted inputs only.
Complex computations are o�loaded to the customers if
needed. Finally, the statistics server can decrypt received
aggregates to share the results with participating companies.
participants, it also forwards these values to the statistics server to
enable it to update the range of each KPI after decryption if needed.
Finally, in Step 5 , the statistics server returns each KPI’s result,
i.e., average, maximum, and minimum, to the participant. In Step 6 ,
integrating its own KPI results (returned by the proxy), the company
assembles the presentation in Figure 1 for each KPI and analyzes
its own performance to take appropriate actions (cf. Section 2.1).
Afterward, the benchmark is concluded for this participant.

4.2

Technical Building Blocks of our Design

PCB relies on di�erent well-established technical building blocks
with proven security guarantees. Before introducing individual
protocol steps in detail, we thus present all relevant building blocks.
Homomorphic Encryption. Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
allows for calculations on encrypted data without requiring access
to the underlying raw data, thus maintaining data con�dentiality [2]. Conventional encryption schemes require to decrypt data
before any calculations can be executed. Even though the result
can be encrypted again, the entity which executes the calculations
requires access to the keys of the data owner. Thus, an o�oading
of calculations is not possible without abandoning data privacy in
the traditional way. In contrast, HE allows the execution of mathematical operations directly on encrypted data [2]. As encryption
remains intact during the whole process, HE is a privacy-preserving
approach for, e.g., outsourcing calculations to (untrusted) cloud
servers [74, 99]. Di�erent variants of HE feature distinct implications on usability and performance, including Fully Homomorphic
Encryption (FHE) [34, 91] and Partially Homomorphic Encryption
(PHE) [37, 67, 77]. While FHE allows a larger set of operations, it
introduces computational overhead, additional storage needs, and
decreased accuracy [2]. PHE is limited in the allowed operations,
but implies fewer hardware requirements and performance loss [2].
In PCB, we realize calculations on company-encrypted data at the
analyst’s privacy proxy with FHE. Simultaneously, its supported
operations ease the challenge to protect the algorithm (C3).
k-Anonymity. Even if data is properly anonymized, i.e., all
identi�ers have been stripped, unique values or value combinations
might still allow (external) entities to draw conclusions on the company contributing these values [90]. Likewise, side-channel information such as timing information [73], i.e., at which point in time
a company submitted its KPIs, can aid in de-anonymizing participating companies. To prevent such inference attacks, :-anonymity [90]
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is a concept to create an anonymity set of size : in which information on individual KPIs is aggregated over at least : contributing
companies before it is released. In this way, singling out of individual inputs and re-identi�cation is hindered. However, aggregating
data over multiple companies reduces the utility, as further analysis
now can only be performed on the aggregate, not individual values.
WebAssembly. To ease the deployability of approaches relying
on secure computations, such as HE [7], WebAssembly [40] o�ers a
binary code-based language that enables platform-independent execution of low-level code in web browsers. Code written in native languages, such as C or C++, can be compiled to WebAssembly, allowing to conduct elaborate computations on the web e�ciently [46]
while using standard libraries. For a simple deployment of PCB and
to remove potential obstacles in running software with challenging
to install dependencies (cf. C5), we also o�er a client implementation in WebAssembly for participating companies. Thereby, we
relieve them of the burden of a complex software setup as they can
simply interact with the privacy proxy using any modern browser.

4.3

Di�erent Steps of our PCB Protocol

With these technical building blocks in mind, we now detail the
di�erent steps of PCB. To address the main challenges of company
benchmarking, i.e., to ensure both company privacy (C1) and algorithm con�dentiality (C3), the analyst-operated privacy proxy
computes results on encrypted company inputs only before sharing
aggregated KPIs of : participants with the statistics server.
A requirement for benchmarking (using PCB) is that participation may only be o�ered to authenticated companies for two
reasons. First, all company inputs must be attributed to the correct
participant to enable our iterative KPI computation. Second, companies have to pay for the benchmarking, i.e., a mapping between
the payment and the participant is needed. Here, we rely on existing authentication approaches with digital signatures [36] and
public key infrastructure, i.e., certi�cate authorities [1]. However,
authentication in PCB is conceptually separated from the protocol.
We further assume that a suitable transport layer with integrity
protection, such as TLS [76], is in use. For clarity, we omit these
aspects in the upcoming presentation, which follows the steps that
we highlighted in our design overview in Figure 3. For a detailed
sequence diagram, containing all messages as well as an illustration
of the used encryption keys, we refer to Appendix A.1.
4.3.1 Preparing the Benchmark and Se�ing up PCB. Bootstrapping
a benchmarking campaign consists of two aspects. On the one
hand, the analyst must de�ne a suitable setting for the benchmark.
This step includes that the analyst identi�es meaningful KPIs and
derives their computation steps, i.e., to create an algorithm that
persuades the companies’ willingness to pay for their participation.
Furthermore, such an initial set of participants must be identi�ed.
Otherwise, the value of the benchmark decreases (cf. C5) while
protecting the individual participant’s privacy is more challenging.
Finally, the analyst must identify a statistic server she can work
with, e.g., a server that is operated by an industry association.
On the other hand, the bootstrapping phase also concerns technical aspects. The analyst has to set up her privacy proxy, automatically dissect her algorithm into atomic functions without altering it
in any way, and upload these operations to the proxy (cf. Step 1 ).
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Additionally, she has to �x the HE scheme’s context (e.g., the con�gured polynomial modulus) for the communication with the participants, i.e., to ensure that all participants encrypt their data with
the used scheme properties. Finally, she de�nes the aggregation
parameter :, which equals the batch size of participants before any
(encrypted) results are forwarded to the statistics server to protect
the companies’ individual KPIs. Besides, the statistic server should
generate a fresh FHE key pair for each new benchmarking setup.
To participate, each company generates its own FHE key pair
based on the de�ned HE context (to protect its data). They further
register at the statistics server to retrieve its public FHE key. This
key is later used when preparing the derived KPIs for aggregation.
4.3.2 KPI Computation Using Company Inputs. After this one-time
preparation phase, PCB’s main component is executed for each
company individually. Companies trigger it whenever they want to
participate and can also pause it independently if desired. Thus, our
design ensures �exibility (C5) for both participants and the analyst
as PCB is not a round-based protocol where all companies have
to participate simultaneously. Instead, the analyst can benchmark
interested companies, i.e., compute their KPIs, at any time.
With this iterative protocol, the KPIs of each company are independently calculated. It concludes when all atomic functions have
been computed using the company’s inputs. Here, inputs refer to
private, sensitive information of the participants, which are used to
derive the KPIs (using the algorithm at the privacy proxy). To protect their inputs, companies encrypt all requested inputs with their
public FHE keys. Next, we detail the subsequent KPI computation.
Interplay. First, the proxy requests all required inputs to compute the KPIs from the participating company (cf. Step 2 ). The
company returns this data homomorphically encrypted (cf. Step 3 ).
The proxy then determines which atomics functions can be calculated using these inputs at the moment, i.e., where all input
ciphertexts are available. Given that the KPI algorithm is nested
and consists of multiple layers, the proxy cannot compute all atomic
functions immediately as intermediate results are still missing.
Depending on the operation, the proxy either computes the
result locally directly on the homomorphic ciphertexts (cf. A ), or
the proxy o�oads such complex calculations to the company (cf. B )
if FHE does not support a speci�c operation. With these new results,
the proxy checks for new atomic functions that can be computed.
This iterative interplay concludes once all operations are processed
(based on intermediate results), and the �nal KPIs are derived.
The o�oading ( B ) works as follows. The company receives
the operand with all required (encrypted) inputs. These inputs can
also be a result of a local proxy computation ( A ). The company
then decrypts the inputs with its private FHE key, computes the
operation in plaintext, and re-encrypts the result with its public
FHE key. The company then returns this ciphertext to the proxy.
For performance and algorithm con�dentiality, we rely on batching that (i) immediately requests all input values and (ii) simultaneously o�oads as many atomic functions as currently possible. This
way, the overhead is minimized while drawing conclusions about
individual processing steps of the algorithm is hardened. We further apply di�erent algorithm obfuscation mechanisms in PCB to
protect the algorithm con�dentiality despite the o�oading of (tiny)
algorithm fragments. We detail these concepts in the following.
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Algorithm Obfuscation. The algorithm is only available at
the analyst-operated privacy proxy to realize C3. However, the
o�oading could leak tiny subsets of the algorithm, i.e., atomic
functions, or intermediate results to the participants. Based on
these algorithm fragments and the observed values, a malicious
company could try to reverse-engineer the underlying algorithm
that computes the KPIs. To minimize the information gain from
these observations, PCB implements three (independent) concepts.
Randomization. The privacy proxy randomizes the identi�er of
an o�oaded intermediate computation, i.e., a speci�c atomic function, its inputs ordering (if possible), and their ordering in a batch.
Thereby, the interaction patterns and observed identi�ers di�er for
each participant, challenging the algorithm’s reconstruction.
Dummy Requests. The proxy further adds (useless) dummy computations to the o�oaded calculations and initially also requests
unused input data to distort the company’s observations.
Blinding Calculations. If possible for an operand (cf. Section 5.2.2),
the privacy proxy obfuscates the o�oaded calculation with blinds
added to its input values using HE before they are sent to the
participant. These blinds are later removed (with HE) from the
received intermediate result to obtain the intended computation.
With this supported obfuscation, our design addresses all needs
across various use cases. As the latter two measures introduce
overhead, especially if used excessively, the analyst must con�gure
them appropriately. She should keep her own (cloud) resources
as well as the number of participants and their resources in mind
while also taking the trade-o� between added overhead and a possibly strengthened algorithm con�dentiality into account. These
measures can even be �exibly adjusted within a single benchmark.
Computational Accuracy. The utilized homomorphic variant
(FHE vs. PHE) impacts our design. Due to its �exibility, we favor an
FHE scheme for PCB despite its increased computational complexity, potential inaccuracies, and larger ciphertext sizes. Considering
the algorithm con�dentiality (C3), FHE allows us to compute more
operations at the proxy (cf. Section 5.2.2). Furthermore, it simpli�es
the obfuscation as blinding is easily implementable. Additionally,
for settings with strict con�dentiality needs, the analyst can also
approximate complex (otherwise directly o�oaded) functions, e.g.,
using FHE-supported operations, at the expense of sacri�cing accuracy. Hence, the analyst can con�gure the trade-o� between
exactness (C4) and algorithm con�dentiality (C3) as needed.
Theoretically, both HE variants could also be used simultaneously. However, when dissecting the algorithm, the analyst must
keep in mind that PHE and FHE ciphertexts are incompatible.
Flexibility. In line with C5, PCB’s o�oading is a reasonable
design choice despite any potential con�dentiality concerns as it
enables all types of complex computations. Thus, it provides a
signi�cant bene�t as it allows the derivation of meaningful KPIs,
improving the benchmark’s utility for companies, increasing the
number of participants, and thereby likely also the analyst’s income.

KPIs, which were only stored at the proxy before. Thereby, they can
later compare their performance to general (public) KPIs statistics,
which are available at the statistics server (cf. Section 4.3.4).
To establish a meaningful anonymity set, the proxy waits at
least until : participants returned their KPIs. The forwarding of
any results to the statistics server (cf. Step 4 ) is then executed in
batches of at least : new participants. Using these HE-encrypted
ciphertexts, the proxy aggregates each of the KPIs individually
before sharing the aggregates with the statistic server. The proxy
further obliviously compares all ciphertexts to identify the extrema
for each KPI [21, 22]. These results are also shared with the statistics
server to allow for a range update, i.e., to set new minima or maxima.
Choice of :. Con�guring the aggregation parameter : is a use
case-speci�c trade-o� weighing company privacy, �exibility, and
the number of (expected) participants. On the one hand, a smaller
choice of : results in a smaller anonymity set of the participants,
potentially impairing their individual KPIs, i.e., their company privacy (C1). On the other hand, a large : increases the time until the
�rst results are available at the statistics server. Furthermore, the
computed KPIs might never be integrated into the statistics server
if fewer than : companies participated. This aspect is especially
relevant if the benchmark has been running for a longer period, and
only a few new companies still contribute their KPIs. The proxy
can also implement a bu�er to release at least : contributions at
�xed intervals [45]. For �exibility, : can also be updated during the
regular operation of PCB. The analyst should then communicate the
consequences (cf. :-Anonymity in Section 4.2) to the participants.

4.3.3 Aggregating KPIs of Multiple Participating Companies. Once
the KPIs of one participant have been computed, the results have to
be prepared to be forwarded to the statistics server. To this end, the
proxy returns the �nal company-encrypted KPI ciphertexts and asks
the company to encrypt them with the statistics server’s public FHE
key instead. Through this step, companies get access to their own

4.4

4.3.4 Updating and Serving Available Benchmark Statistics. Upon
the �rst reception of aggregates (Step 4 ), the statistics server decrypts the ciphertexts using its FHE private key, computes the
average by dividing the aggregate by the number of participants
that contribute to this aggregate, and stores the resulting value for
each KPI. During subsequent aggregates, the statistics server can
update this average as it is aware of the total number of participants.
Along with the aggregates, the statistics server also receives
the encrypted minimum and maximum for each KPI. The server
decrypts them and updates the range of each KPI if needed. Upon
the reception of (subsequent) range updates, the statistics server
adjusts the respective range and discards the old extrema.
Once the aggregates are forwarded to the statistics server, the
proxy noti�es the relevant companies. These participants then
query the statistics server for the general KPI statistics (cf. Step 5 ).
For each KPI, they receive the average, minimum, and maximum. Afterward, they merge this data with their own KPIs (cf. Section 4.3.2)
to obtain Figure 1 (cf. Step 6 ). Finally, based on the benchmark’s
results, participants analyze the results, can identify shortcomings
(w.r.t. competitors), and derive actions to improve their status (cf.
Section 2.1), such as adapting their current processes, e.g., implementing a standardized feedback system for customer complaints.

Security Discussion

Our design of PCB focuses on company privacy (C1) and algorithm
con�dentiality (C3) alike. These aspects are essential to establish
a successful benchmarking service as it must be accepted by both
companies and their operators (most importantly, the analyst). As
stated in Section 2.1, the number of participants in�uences the
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utility of a benchmark and simultaneously in�uences the analyst’s
pro�ts. Consequently, we underline that PCB not only o�ers �exibility and scalability (C5) but is secure and private as well.
Design Foundations. The overall design of PCB builds on the
KPI calculation using homomorphic ciphertexts. Thereby, the companies do not have to share their potentially sensitive input data
with any third party, i.e., their private data is always protected
(C1). While the proxy can execute mathematical operations on the
HE ciphertexts, it cannot decrypt its contents. Furthermore, any
computed result is only forwarded to the statistics server after at
least : companies participated (cf. Section 4.3.3) to ensure that no
linking between a KPI and a company is possible for any entity.
Contrarily to related work, PCB satis�es the required algorithm
con�dentiality (C3) because the proxy is operated by the analyst,
and thus the algorithm is never shared with any third party. It further supports di�erent �exible concepts to obfuscate any o�oaded
computations. Alternatively, the analyst can also approximate sensitive operations, if needed, at the expense of reduced accuracy.
Security Model. As the participants of PCB are registered companies that operate under speci�c legal jurisdictions, we consider
them to being honest as misbehavior could be easily punished by
law, e.g., incur huge monetary fees. Besides, they have to pay for
their participation, discouraging impulsive or destructive actions.
Similarly, we consider the analyst and the operator of the statistics
server to be publicly-known entities who depend on their reputation
as they want to generate revenue by o�ering privacy-preserving
benchmarks. Therefore, we focus on an honest-but-curious attacker
model, which is also a common setting in related work [6, 8].
Submitting incorrect inputs is further disincentivized as this
behavior equals a loss of the participant’s investment as their computed KPIs are skewed along with the general statistics (i.e., average,
minimum, and maximum). If the analyst fears that companies might
pay to deliberately render the insights of the benchmark useless or
phony for their competitors, she could dispatch an employee who
observes their behavior on-site, e.g., to conduct sanity checks on
the provided inputs or o�oaded computations without extracting
any sensitive data from the company’s premises to ensure C1.
Entity Collusion. As stated in Section 4.1, PCB is secure by design. Despite our considered honest-but-curious attacker model, we
still want to brie�y discuss the potential threats of entity collusion:
PCB only leaks speci�c details even when multiple entities collude.
The con�dentiality of the algorithm is always ensured because only
the analyst and the proxy she operates gain access to it, i.e., an
analyst must deliberately leak it, which contradicts her own goal.
Analyst and Statistics Server. Even if these entities would collude,
they can only decrypt the computed KPI ciphertexts and link them
to the participants, i.e., they can remove the added privacy resulting from our aggregation of : participants. However, they cannot
reveal intermediate results as these ciphertexts are individually
encrypted with company-owned FHE keys. The security level of
FHE ciphertexts is usually estimated based on the learning with
errors (LWE) problem [4], and can be con�gured as needed [75].
In theory, a malicious analyst can de�ne any input (even blinded)
as KPI and decrypt (and unblind) the received data if he colludes
with the statistics server. This fundamental problem exists for any
approach where (i) the analyst can freely de�ne the algorithm and
(ii) the participants cannot judge the importance of an input for
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the benchmark. However, our assumption of honest-but-curious attackers is reasonable, especially given their public standing and the
associated consequences (loss of reputation and legal punishment).
A conceptual solution could be to execute an audited source code of
the privacy proxy in an enclave [61] in the cloud. Thereby, neither
the analyst nor the statistics server can access the individual KPI
ciphertexts before they are aggregated, i.e., ensuring :-anonymity.
Company and an Operator. A company and the statistics server’s
operator or the analyst cannot jointly compromise any secret data.
Multiple Companies. If at least :–1 companies collude, they can
potentially reconstruct the KPIs of the non-colluding company
based on the general KPI statistics, which are available at the statistics server, and their own KPIs. However, this action is a punishable
o�ense as it clashes with cartel law [81]. Furthermore, such an
attack is unrealistic for benchmarks with many participants and
can easily be mitigated if the analyst con�gures a large :.
Algorithm Con�dentiality. PCB protects the analyst’s algorithm by design (C3). However, depending on the algorithm, the
proxy has to o�oad computations to the participants. As we detailed
in Section 4.3.2, our design features di�erent obfuscation concepts
to reduce any information leaks when o�oading operations. These
concepts can be con�gured according to use case-speci�c needs. In
general, an FHE scheme o�ers more opportunities for blinding and
reduces the operations that must be o�oaded (cf. Section 5.2.2). Alternatively, the analyst can also approximate calculations (e.g., with
local computations) to hide critical, potentially revealing functions
from the participants. For example, a non-linear function could be
linearly approximated as a tangent to only rely on FHE-supported
operations at the proxy. Thus, PCB is very �exible in ensuring C3.
Con�guring k. The privacy of individual companies can be
improved by increasing : to increase the anonymity set, i.e., the
data of more companies is processed jointly without any option to
draw conclusions on the individual inputs (cf. Section 4.3.3). Given
that this need depends on the use case and should also consider the
number of participants, the exact choice must be set individually
for each benchmark. Thereby, we allow for �exible settings.
Company Privacy. To address C1, the proxy only receives
ciphertexts to operate on without having access to any private keys
(of companies or statistics server), i.e., preventing all decryptions.
It forwards the encrypted KPIs in batches of at least : participants
to the statistics server, which cannot draw any conclusions on the
individual companies as it only obtains aggregates after decryption.
Overall, we observe that PCB satis�es the required security needs.
Even with entity collusion, only limited sensitive details are leaked
as the majority of company data is still protected. We further demonstrate that due to PCB’s �exibility, most security guarantees can
even be further improved (e.g., adjusting : or the used algorithm obfuscation), satisfying stronger, exceptional use case-speci�c needs.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To assess the �exibility (C5) and exactness (C4) of PCB, we also
conducted a performance evaluation of our proposed design. First,
in Section 5.1, we investigate the impact of speci�c operations on
the performance of PCB. Second, in Section 5.2, we consider a realworld use case in the domain of injection molding to highlight that
PCB is a practical solution for realistic benchmarking settings.

Real-World Applicable Company Benchmarking

Implementation. We implement a prototype of PCB in Python.
For FHE, we rely on Microsoft SEAL [17] through a Python port [49].
For simplicity, we implement the extrema identi�cation (minima
and maxima, cf. Figure 1) in the aggregation phase using orderpreserving encryption (OPE), i.e., we utilize pyope [66], which implements Boldyreva’s OPE scheme [11]. Thus, companies must now
encrypt the �nal KPIs twice (with FHE and OPE, cf. Section 4.3.3).
The OPE ciphertexts then allow the proxy to identify the extrema
for each KPI in the current set of : participants. For undisputed
security, a HE-based comparison to identify the extrema per KPI
should be used in a real-world deployment [22] as OPE ciphertexts leak details on the plaintexts by design [12, 55]. The privacy
proxy and statistics server both run Flask webservers [78] with
RESTful APIs. All data is persisted in SQLite databases [88]. We
base64-encode ciphertexts prior to their transfers in JSON objects.

5.1

General Performance
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Figure 4: Local computations on homomorphically encrypted
data outperform o�loaded atomic operations.

Figure 5: Longer chains of atomic functions scale linearly.

Before evaluating a real-world company benchmarking, we �rst
conduct synthetic measurements of PCB’s performance. In particular, we investigate the performance of speci�c atomic functions as
well as the impact of nested computations and other in�uences.

In comparison to the baseline, we notice at least a 5-fold increase
in the runtime and a <5500-fold increase for the observed tra�c
across all functions. As expected, a secure implementation adds
tolerable overhead in terms of runtime and tra�c in today’s settings.

5.1.1 Experimental Setup. We simultaneously run all entities of our
design on a single commodity computer (Intel i5-2410M with 4 GB
RAM and a regular HDD) to underline its moderate resource needs.
The entities communicate over the loopback interface. We conduct
30 runs for each measurement, compute the mean, and calculate
99 % con�dence intervals. We utilize the CKKS FHE scheme [20] in
SEAL, which supports �oating-point numbers, i.e., allows for more
complex computations, in contrast to the also supported BFV FHE
scheme [32]. We de�ne six levels for multiplication as required by
our real-world example (cf. Section 5.2). In particular, we achieve
128 bit-level security in SEAL with a polynomial modulus of 16 384.

5.1.3 Nested Computations. To investigate the scalability of the
di�erent atomic functions when having longer (nested) chains, we
repeat the individual atomic functions up to 100 times each, as
shown in Figure 5. As our con�gured number of set levels does not
allow for chains of 100 multiplications (cf. Section 5.1.1), we refrain
from a dedicated multiplicative chain evaluation at this point. In
Appendix A.2, we discuss FHE multiplication and its used levels.
For all nested computations, we observe a linear complexity
with an increasing chain length. Local computations at the proxy
again outperform all o�oaded operations. The bene�ts of local
computations is especially apparent for the tra�c as no ciphertexts
need to be sent back and forth between proxy and company.

5.1.2 Atomic Functions. To cover all aspects of our design, we
cover two functions (addition and multiplication) that the proxy
can directly compute on the homomorphically encrypted ciphertexts as well as two operations (square root and identifying the
minimum of a set with two numbers) that must be o�oaded to the
participating company. For all settings, the proxy �rst requests two
inputs (one for root computation) from the client. We illustrate the
performance results in Figure 4 and also include baselines without
any encryption, i.e., the same control �ow without encryption.
The local computation at the proxy marginally outperforms the
o�oaded functions. However, constrained network links further
amplify this e�ect as the transfer times increase. As expected, we further notice that multiplication incurs more complex computations
in comparison to addition. Concerning the o�oaded computations,
we notice that the total runtime for computing the square root is
slightly faster than identifying the minimum of two values because
only a single ciphertext has to be encrypted and decrypted.
The tra�c needs reveal the expected as the transfer of a single
ciphertext adds <5 MB overhead. The local calculations at the proxy
do not require an additional round trip for o�oading the ciphertexts
and returning the result. Thus, the o�oaded functions result in
more observed tra�c. The di�erence between the square root and
minimum computation stems from the number of input arguments.

5.1.4 Discussion. Apart from our conducted measurements (operator and chain length), di�erent properties of the company benchmarking setting in�uence the computational complexity.
Number of KPIs and Algorithm Complexity. Naturally, the
number of KPIs has an in�uence on the required computations
as each atomic function incurs overhead. However, the KPIs are
independent of each other, i.e., they do not add polynomial complexity. For example, Kerschbaum et al. [52] expect up to 200 KPIs
for a single benchmark. However, as we cannot give an algorithmindependent estimate concerning the number of atomic functions,
we investigate a real-world example instead (cf. Section 5.2).
Number of Participants. Given that the computation of the
KPIs is completely independent of all other participants, each participant takes the same time for the computation of the benchmark.
Selection of k. Increasing :, i.e., aggregating the results of more
companies, results in fewer ciphertexts being transferred between
the privacy proxy and the statistics server. However, in comparison
to the repeated ciphertext exchange between the privacy proxy and
the participants, its impact is negligible performance-wise.
Storage Needs and Computational Resources. Retaining all
(received or computed) ciphertexts at the proxy might be helpful
if new KPIs should be computed at a later point or if the used
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algorithm is updated by the analyst. The ciphertexts add signi�cant
storage overhead when compared to plaintext numbers. Hence,
aligned with C1, operators are encouraged to delete intermediate
data and to only persist needed (encrypted) KPIs. Regardless, cloud
deployments of both proxy and statistics server can allow both
operators to scale to the individual needs of the current use case.
Web-Based Client. To improve the usability and deployability
of PCB, we also implemented a WebAssembly-based client using
an existing port of SEAL [65] and a ported OPE library. This client
enables companies to participate in a privacy-preserving company
benchmarking using a standard web browser, i.e., without the burden to set up complex software. We observe an expected [40] overhead of around 15 % when comparing the performance of this webbased client to our Python prototype. However, we believe that the
associated bene�ts outweigh this modest performance overhead.

5.2

A Real-World Benchmarking Use Case

To evaluate the performance of our approach in real-world settings,
we �rst introduce the background of our now considered (and previously conducted) real-world benchmark. Afterward, we integrate
its algorithm in PCB and measure the performance with real inputs.
5.2.1 Company Benchmarking in the Injection Molding Industry.
Initially conducted in 2014, a benchmark strictly focusing on the
injection molding industry included a limited number of six participants ranging from small and medium-sized enterprises with
1000 employees and a turnover of 140 Mio. e to multinational corporations with 36 500 employees and 2.9 Bil. e turnover. The implemented benchmarking process included extensive manual labor
by the analyst. First, the analyst shared the questionnaires with
participants via email. Next, each company wrote their answers on
a printout of the questionnaire and returned the results by mail to
the analyst. Subsequently, the analyst manually inserted the input
data into a self-developed software (with the valuable algorithm) to
compute all KPIs. Finally, the analyst presented the results to each
company in-person without revealing the identities of the remaining participants. This presentation also included recommendations
for further actions to improve the company’s position.
This real-world company benchmarking considers an organizational and technological perspective. The derived organizational
KPIs relate to the �nancial status and the satisfaction of customers
and employees. The technological perspective benchmarks the ef�ciency of manufacturing processes (such as the productivity of
machines), means of production, and the range of the manufactured
products, especially for injection molding. To ensure comparability,
all participants report on three speci�c components, i.e., best-selling,
most complex, and simplest product. The benchmark is not limited
to some general KPIs, but mainly focuses on the e�ciency of the
injection molding department, e.g., how the participants’ means
harmonized with their portfolio. Furthermore, the competence to
develop, design, and manufacture highly functional components or
assemblies with low complexity is evaluated.
The questionnaire contained 423 distinct questions and collected
a total of 674 inputs per participant to eventually compute 48 KPIs.
Some of these values are extremely sensitive for the participants.
For example, the manufacturing costs of representative components,
the total costs of developing those components, or the hourly rate
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of machines and employees thus must remain private. Likewise,
they serve as input for valuable algorithms that cannot be handed
to the participants to satisfy the analyst’s con�dentiality need.
In our considered benchmark, appropriate graphical notations
present the results of KPIs. As previously shown in Figure 1, the
position of a single company is presented with an average of all
participants on a scale whose interval starts at the minimum value
of a KPI (worst in class) and ends at the maximum value (best in
class). To limit the participants’ exposure, the best and worst in
class companies remain anonymous. For example, KPIs containing
process information (e.g., quality of the manufacturing processes, or
ppm-rate) can be sensitive as competitors could derive or estimate
the company’s status. However, in 2014, the companies had to trust
the analyst to not misuse their private inputs and computed KPIs.
5.2.2 Measurements of a Real-World Use Case. Based on the inputs
that we collected from six companies in the injection molding
industry in 2014, we evaluated our design using real-world data. We
relied on the same algorithm that was developed for the previously
mentioned questionnaire and deployed it at the privacy proxy.
Algorithm Complexity. The complete derivation of all KPIs is
organized into 15 layers consisting of complex formulas each. We
dissect these chains of formulas into atomic functions. The layered
calculation of a KPI consist of subsequent atomic functions in the
interval of [3; 51] with mean (`) = 14, median = 11. For all KPIs, we
calculate a total of 2173 operations ([0; 1330] with ` = 114, median
= 17). We are able to locally compute 1429 operations ([0; 878] with
` = 73, median = 6) at the proxy and have to o�oad 744 operations
([0; 452] with ` = 42, median = 8) operations to the participants.
A total of 8 inputs directly constitutes one of the 48 KPIs. The
remaining KPIs are computed using the analyst’s algorithm based
on a di�erent number of inputs ([2; 490] with ` = 45, median = 8).
Atomic Functions. We list all functions that are part of our
evaluated benchmark in Table 2 and indicate whether the respective
operation is computable on the privacy proxy using PHE or FHE.
During our evaluation, we computed addition, subtraction, and
multiplication on the proxy and o�oaded all remaining operations
without any dummy requests or blinding. However, as we detail in
Table 2, blinding is an option for all o�oaded functions to prevent
the leakage of the analyst’s intellectual property using obfuscation.
Performance. We sequentially measured the company runtime
of and observed tra�c for each of our six participating companies
Table 2: Required Operations of our Real-World Algorithm.
Operation

Scheme

Addition (+) / Subtraction ( )

Cleartext

PHE*

FHE

3

3

3

Multiplication ( ·)

3

scalar

3

Division (G ÷ ~ )

3

scalar

scalar

Exponent (G = )

3

Exponent (G ~ )
p
Root ( = G )

3

Absolute ( |G | )

3

Minimum / Maximum

3
3

3†

Note
Blind G , ~ with ·2
Blind with ·2 =

O�oad (2 ·G) ~+3

‡

Blind with ·2 =

Blind G with ·2

Blind data with ·2

G , ~ correspond to encrypted private values and = denotes a value known to the proxy
* Depends on the PHE scheme, i.e., additive [67] (shown) vs. multiplicative [77]
† Operation only feasible for small = only due to the multiplication levels in FHE
‡ Inverse of (2 ·G) 3 must be requested from the company, partially leaking the blind
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Real-World Applicable Company Benchmarking

Figure 6: The runtime takes 8.7 min for each company, while
the majority is needed to compute the KPIs. Both runtime
and tra�c (6.7 GB) are constant for all our six participants.

is 1.73 ⇥ 10−7 , showcasing the impact of using FHE. A slightly inaccurate approximated representation of �oating-point numbers in
the used ciphertexts a�ects our (repeated) computations. As we did
not modify our used real-world algorithm in any way, an analyst
could easily adapt the algorithm, i.e., scale the inputs accordingly,
to mitigate the observed e�ect. The results after aggregation of all
KPIs across all companies with PCB deviates 1.32 ⇥ 10−3 % on average (maximum of 0.10 %) when compared to the plaintext results.
These results highlight that PCB can handle even sophisticated KPI
computations accurately, underlining its real-world applicability.
Takeaway. As shown with our real-world use case, our design
PCB is able to compute a large number of KPIs based on a sophisticated algorithm, while protecting the required algorithm con�dentiality, using commodity hardware in a reasonable amount of time
and with an acceptable amount of produced tra�c. Thus, PCB is
applicable in real-world deployments for industrial benchmarks.

Figure 7: The aggregation overhead is negligible. Increasing
: scales linearly with the runtime and tra�c is constant.

6

and notice that the individual company inputs have no in�uence
on our results. In Figure 6, we present the individual measurements.
We use the logarithmic scale to highlight the marginal overhead of
our bootstrapping phase (1.29 s runtime and 22 MB tra�c), which
is needed to generate and exchange the required key material. A
runtime of 8.7 min per company and measured tra�c of 6.7 GB
between each company and privacy proxy indicate real-world applicability of PCB even with our complex algorithm. Even when
quadrupling the number of KPIs (to reach nearly 200 as expected by
Kerschbaum [52]) or with a constrained network link, our benchmark is concluded in less than a day (a considered boundary [53]).
In Figure 7, we detail the in�uence of iterating : from 1 to 6
during aggregation at the proxy and the subsequent transfer of
the KPI aggregates. As seen before, the new additions only have a
marginal impact on the runtime of at most 28 s. Regardless of the
selected : only a single ciphertext is sent to the statistics server per
KPI. Therefore, the measured tra�c of 118 MB remains constant.
Network In�uence. When considering real-world network
conditions [10, 23, 95] (an asymmetric participant network link with
100 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s, respectively and a latency of 50 ms to the
proxy, i.e., a connection between North America and Europe [42]),
we observe an increased company runtime of 3.1 h due to the large
volume of (uploaded) tra�c over a slow link. The time required
for networking increases 22-fold, where the initial upload of all
encrypted 674 inputs takes signi�cant time. In total, 1466 FHE
ciphertexts are sent by each company to the proxy, including the
results of 744 o�oaded calculations and the �nal 48 KPIs. Thus, all
in all, PCB is also applicable in real-world network settings.
We set these constrained network conditions with tccon�g [48].
Exactness. To check the exactness of our computed results (C4),
we compare the results of our real-world use case using PCB operating on FHE ciphertexts with an implementation that operates on
plaintext data. We compute the relative deviation from the plaintext
results over all runs and clients and achieve an average deviation
of 0.16 % despite the nested computations. We observe the maximum deviation with 120.76 % for a KPI that computes a really
small value using small inputs, i.e., the absolute average deviation

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revisited the privacy needs in company benchmarking. In contrast to related work, we also consider the analyst’s
needs who wants to protect her intellectual property, i.e., the algorithm used to compute KPIs from company inputs. Our design
PCB ensures the analyst’s con�dentiality needs by keeping the
valuable benchmarking algorithm private. PCB features two independent components. First, an analyst-operated proxy handles
the benchmark and operates on encrypted data only. It o�oads
non-FHE-computable calculations to the participants. Second, a
statistics server receives aggregates and shares the results with all
participants. This way, the privacy of all entities is preserved.
Our evaluation underlines the scalability of PCB using synthetic
benchmarks. We further repeat a real-world benchmark in the domain of injection molding with a sensitive benchmarking algorithm
that may not be leaked to participants to highlight the feasibility of
our approach. The privacy-preserving computation of all 48 KPIs
for a single company with its 2173 atomic functions based on 674
inputs is �nished after 8.7 min, even on commodity hardware.
Future Work. For future work, we are mainly interested in
applying PCB to additional real-world use cases, e.g., to study the
openness of production systems or the structure of production networks, where company benchmarking could not be performed so
far due to severe privacy concerns. With PCB, we address these
concerns and thus allow additional, previously untapped industries
to bene�t from company benchmarking. While additional use cases
might identify further implementation e�ort, e.g., to support updates of the benchmarking algorithm or replacements of submitted
company input as well as to also calculate the variance of KPIs
across companies at the proxy [51, 52, 54], they would also allow
us to further broaden our evaluation, e.g., to carefully look into the
impact of obfuscation during o�oading (cf. Section 4.3.2).
Impact. With PCB, we present a readily available and real-world
applicable design for company benchmarking, which not only protects companies’ privacy but (unlike related work) also addresses
the needs of the analyst by protecting her valuable algorithm.
When looking at the vision of an Internet of Production [71], PCB
could allow companies to identify unrealized potentials that would
be retrievable through collaboration in a global lab of labs [70].
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A APPENDIX

A.2

As supplemental material to our paper, we include a sequence diagram detailing the protocol steps of PCB in Appendix A.1. To
provide additional background on multiplication in fully homomorphic encryption schemes, and CKKS [20] when using SEAL [17] in
particular, we brie�y discuss its (current) constraints, also concerning its conceptual implications for PCB, in Appendix A.2.

To provide a simple explanation of multiplication using FHE (and
SEAL’s current CKKS implementation), we give an informal presentation in the following. Homomorphic schemes add (removable)
noise to the plaintexts as part of the encryption. This noise is also
in�uenced by operations on ciphertexts, i.e., conducted computations. The same holds for the multiplication in SEAL, respectively,
the implemented CKKS scheme that we rely on. During decryption,
this noise can be separated from the result until a certain noise
threshold is reached. After too many computations, the noise over�ows and thereby makes the decrypted result unusable. A common
technique applied in these situations is bootstrapping [2], which
basically reduces the noise without requiring a re-encryption of
the current ciphertext, i.e., access to the private key is not required.
The CKKS scheme in SEAL, which we utilize in our prototypical
implementation and performance evaluation (cf. Section 5), is a
leveled FHE design, i.e., ciphertexts must be on the same level to
enable computations. To bring two ciphertexts to the same level,
CKKS allows for a direct update to a lower level of the ciphertext
(but not to a higher level). Certain operations, most importantly
multiplication, consume a level. The initial level of ciphertexts is
�xed by the HE context and linked to the security level and the ciphertext size by design. A higher level for ciphertexts with the same
security level results in larger ciphertexts and thereby increased
computational and communication needs. Thus, the level should be
as low as possible to reduce the consumed resources during FHE use
to a minimum, while still allowing for the anticipated operations.
Currently, the implementation of SEAL does not yet support
bootstrapping for CKKS [58], although this is on the implementation roadmap. Consequently, for now, ciphertexts cannot be “reencrypted” without the private key, e.g., to remove noise. Therefore,
repeated operations on the ciphertext are challenging without an
excessive ciphertext size. Furthermore, as each multiplication consumes a level, reasonably applicable applications should stay below
20 multiplications, according to one of the SEAL developers [59].
In PCB, we are also a�ected by these constraints as we might
have to repeatedly conduct local calculations on the privacy proxy
while making sure that all input values of the current operation
are on the same level. Hence, depending on the algorithm, we
might consume the levels quite quickly. Therefore, the analyst
must carefully consider the exact operations (and their order) when
determining the HE context, i.e., parameterizing the CKKS scheme.
Fortunately, the interplay between privacy proxy and company
(that is already in place to o�oad complex calculations) signi�cantly
eases these challenges. After every batch of o�oaded operations,
each company returns its computed results as freshly encrypted
ciphertexts, e�ectively realizing a periodic re-encryption of ciphertexts. Hence, the required level can be signi�cantly smaller than the
longest chain of operations, i.e., atomic functions (including leveldecreasing multiplications), in our benchmarking algorithm. For
algorithms without any o�oaded operations or long chains of multiplications, we can still trigger an o�oading of the re-encryption
to the company (either directly or embedding it into a dummy computation). To maintain algorithm con�dentiality, we can thereby
apply the same obfuscation techniques as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

A.1

PCB Sequence Diagram

In Figure 8, we illustrate the steps of our design (cf. Section 4.3). The
bootstrapping of the privacy proxy and statistics server initiated by
the analyst is a one-time setup only. In contrast, each participating
company must individually register during the bootstrapping. Except for the handling of the aggregates and extrema by the privacy
proxy and the statistics server, all steps are executed uniquely for
each participant. For readability, we omit formalized cryptographic
operations, authentication, and the exact message layouts.

Bootstrapping (Sec.4.3.1)

Company i

Privacy Proxy

Statistics Server

Analyst

Dissect Algorithm into Atomic Functions
Algorithm (Atomic Functions), FHEC context, k
Pay and Register

Select Server

FHEC context

Generate FHEA key pair

One-time Setup

FHEA context

Generate FHEC key pair
Register
FHEA public key
Start benchmark

Encrypt inputs with FHEC
FHEC ciphertexts

Privacy Proxy

Company i

Privacy Proxy
Add obfuscation

Offload operations and inputs
Decrypt inputs with FHEC , Compute,
Encrypt results with FHEC
FHEC ciphertexts

Process A

Process B

Aggregation (Sec.4.3.3)

Final KPIs (FHEC ciphertexts

Remove blinds

)

Re-encrypt KPIs with FHEA
FHEA ciphertexts

Wait for k Participants
Aggregate KPIs in FHEA ,
Identify extrema
Notify about KPI forwarding

Statistics (Sec.4.3.4)

Interplay

Local
calculations
using
FHEC
ciphertexts

Repeat until
all KPIs are computed

KPI Computation (Sec.4.3.2)

Request all input data

Send aggregates and extrema

Decrypt aggregates with FHEA , Compute average,
Decrypt extrema with FHEA , Update statistics

Single Execution
for k Companies

Query general statistics
General statistics (average and extrema for all KPIs)
Merge general statistics with final KPIs,
Identify shortcomings & take actions

Figure 8: Sequence diagram detailing the protocol of PCB.
We textually present its four components in Section 4.3.
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ABSTRACT
Token-based obfuscation (TBO) is an interactive approach to cryptographic program obfuscation that was proposed by Goldwasser
et al. (STOC 2013) as a potentially more practical alternative to
conventional non-interactive security models, such as Virtual Black
Box (VBB) and Indistinguishability Obfuscation. We introduce a
query-revealing variant of TBO, and implement in PALISADE several optimized query-revealing TBO constructions based on (Ring)
LWE for conjunctions and branching programs.
Our main focus is the obfuscation of general branching programs,
which are asymptotically more e�cient and expressive than permutation branching programs traditionally considered in program
obfuscation studies. Our work implements read-once branching programs that are signi�cantly more advanced than those implemented
by Halevi et al. (ACM CCS 2017), and achieves program evaluation
runtimes that are two orders of magnitude smaller. Our implementation introduces many algorithmic and code-level optimizations,
as compared to the original theoretical construction proposed by
Chen et al. (CRYPTO 2018). These include new trapdoor sampling
algorithms for matrices of ring elements, extension of the original
LWE construction to Ring LWE (with a hardness proof for nonuniform Ring LWE), asymptotically and practically faster token
generation procedure, Residue Number System procedures for fast
large integer arithmetic, and others.

1

INTRODUCTION

Program obfuscation has long been of interest to the cyber-security
community. Obfuscated programs need to be di�cult (computationally hard) to reverse engineer, and have to protect intellectual
property contained in software from theft. For many years, practical
program obfuscation techniques have been heuristic and have not
provided secure approaches to obfuscation based on the computational hardness of mathematical problems. In this regard, there have
been multiple recent attempts to develop cryptographically secure
approaches to program obfuscation based on the computational
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hardness of mathematical problems (see [3] for a survey of these
approaches). There are multiple de�nitions used for cryptographically secure program obfuscation. Two prominent de�nitions are
Virtual Black Box and Indistinguishability Obfuscation.
Virtual Black Box (VBB) obfuscation is an intuitive de�nition
of secure program obfuscation where the obfuscated program reveals nothing more than black-box access to the program via an
oracle [23]. VBB is known to have strong limitations [4]. The most
signi�cant limitation is that general-purpose VBB obfuscation is
unachievable [4].
To address limitations of VBB, Barak et al. [4] de�ne a weaker
security notion of Indistinguishability Obfuscation (IO) for generalpurpose program obfuscation. IO requires that the obfuscations of
any two circuits (programs) of the same size and same functionality
(namely, the same truth table) are computationally indistinguishable. The IO concept has been of current interest, with recent advances to identify candidate IO constructions based on multi-linear
maps [18, 27]. There has also been recent work to implement multilinear map constructions [15, 24]. Recent results show that these
constructions might not be secure [12, 14]. These cryptographically
secure program obfuscation capabilities have also been considered
impractical due to their computational and storage ine�ciencies.
There have also been attempts to securely obfuscate under the
VBB model (and its variants) certain special-purpose functions, such
as point, conjunction, and evasive functions, using potentially practical techniques. For example, there have been several approaches
to obfuscating point functions [2]. Unfortunately, point functions
have limited applicability.
Both VBB and IO are non-interactive models of program obfuscation where the obfuscated program is made available to a
computationally bound adversary. The adversary can then run a
large number of queries (bounded only by its computational power)
against the obfuscated program. In many practical scenarios, e.g.,
classi�cation problems, the obfuscated program can be potentially
learned by analyzing input-output maps.
An alternative approach to program obfuscation involves interactions with a trusted party, which allows one to build program
obfuscation systems where the number of queries is limited by the
trusted party. The two main models for interactive program obfuscation are Trusted-Hardware Obfuscation (THO) and Token-Based
Obfuscation (TBO). In the THO model, the user �rst executes the
obfuscated program for a given input and then interacts with a
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trusted hardware to obtain the decryption of the result [5, 22]. In
the TBO model, the user obtains a special token before executing
the obfuscated program and then �nds the decrypted result by herself [21]. The latter model is more �exible and can support the use
cases where the tokens are pre-generated o�ine, i.e., the trusted
hardware does not need to be accessible to the user.
To illustrate TBO, consider a scenario where a vendor publishes
an intensive obfuscated program and provides tokens representing
the rights to run the program on speci�c inputs. When a user wants
to input a query G to the program, she also gets a token for G
from the vendor, and then executes the obfuscated program. This
allows the vendor to o�oad the computation to the user without
fear of leaking nontrivial information about the program. Another
key feature for TBO is the ability to obfuscate learnable functions
which cannot be obfuscated under the VBB model. These learnable
functions are why general-purpose VBB obfuscation does not exist
in-general [4]. TBO can be used on learnable functions since the
vendor controls what input-output data is revealed.
We emphasize the di�erence between TBO and garbled circuits
(as commonly used in secure multi-party computation) in the vendor scenario above. In the case of garbled circuits, the size of the
obfuscated program grows linearly with the number of function
queries since each query requires an independently garbled circuit.
However, TBO, which is based on the concept of a reusable garbled circuit, only requires one function obfuscation for many input
queries (as described in the introduction of [21]).
Although TBO is interactive by de�nition, it can also be used in a
non-interactive setting, like VBB or IO. Tokens can be generated in
advance and then sent to the public evaluator along with the obfuscated program. In our constructions, each token requires only 128
bits or so (for a 128-bit security setting), while the obfuscated programs requires many megabytes. The public evaluator can then run
the obfuscated program non-interactively only for allowed inputs.
In other words, TBO can be used for non-interactive obfuscation of
learnable functions, where both VBB and IO are inadequate.
Another interesting scenario is when token generation/output is
done by an embedded system with tight hardware (memory/processor)
constraints. This system is accessible to the public evaluator (for
example, in the same physical location). The embedded system
can either store pre-generated tokens or run light-weight token
generation (if secure hardware, e.g., SGX, is used).

1.1

Our Contributions

Our work introduces a query-revealing variant of TBO (where input
queries are in the clear), which is more e�cient than the queryhiding TBO model proposed in [21] based on functional encryption/reusable garbled circuits. Alternativaly, our variant can be
referred to as reusable garbled circuits without input privacy. This
variant is adequate for most obfuscation scenarios as program inputs are typically not hidden. Query-revealing TBO (QR-TBO) thus
provides an e�cient method to obfuscate the classes of functions
that can be learned.
We develop optimized constructions, implement them in PALISADE, and report experimental results for the TBO of conjunctions [8], permutation branching programs [8], and general branching programs [13].
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Our most signi�cant contribution is the optimized implementation for the TBO of general branching programs based on the
theoretical construction for constrained-hiding constrained PRFs
proposed in [13]. We evaluate the performance of our implementation for a program that �nds a Hamming distance between two
strings of equal length. The evaluation runtime of our implementation, which supports more than 500 accepting states, is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the implementation [24] for a simpler
program (with about 100 states; note that the construction from [24]
was subsequently broken in [13]). The main optimizations introduced in our implementation include:
(1) Development of an e�cient Residue Number System (RNS)
ring variant of construction [13], requiring a hardness proof
for non-uniform Ring LWE, and RNS scaling and lattice
trapdoor sampling procedures.
(2) New algorithms for lattice trapdoor sampling of matrices of
ring elements.
(3) Improved key generation and token generation algorithms
(both runtime and storage requirements are reduced by about
two orders of magnitude as compared to the original construciton.)
(4) A larger alphabet for encoding bits in the input, which reduces the multlinearity degree of the construction.
(5) Signi�cantly tighter correctness constraints, which reduce
the main functional parameter.
(6) Many code-level and system optimizations, which are of
independent interest for other lattice primitives.
We also present e�cient implementations of the TBO for permutation branching programs and conjunction programs. Our performance results for conjunction obfuscation suggest that this implementation is faster by one order of magnitude and requires a 3x
smaller program size, as compared to the prior recent distributional
VBB conjunction obfuscation implementation [15].
All our implementations of TBO constructions and lower-level
lattice algorithms are added as modules to PALISADE, thus e�ectively providing a TBO toolkit that is made publicly available.

1.2

Related Work

The TBO construction in [21] is formulated for the case of hidden
queries using reusable garbled circuits, which in their turn can be
built on top of a functional encryption (FE) scheme. This implies
that a TBO scheme can be derived from an FE scheme by treating a
secret key for evaluating a speci�c function on encrypted data as a
token.
General FE constructions are currently impractical. One approach is based on a combination of key-policy attribute-based
encryption and fully homomorphic encryption [21]. The state-ofthe-art results in key-policy attribute encryption [17] suggest these
schemes are still ine�cient, and hence their use in FE where each
attribute bit needs to be encrypted with FHE is currently not practical. Initial experimental results for multi-input FE are presented
in [9] but they are far from practical.
The main di�erence between QR-TBO used in our work and FE
(TBO model in [21]) is that the input queries in our model are in the
clear, just like in the non-interactive program obfuscation models.
This enables more e�cient constructions for TBO.
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We denote the integers modulo @ as Z@ := Z/@Z. Our implementation utilizes power-of-two cyclotomic polynomial rings R =
Z[G]/hG = + 1i and R@ = R/@R, where = is a power of 2 and @
is an integer modulus. An element in the ring is represented via the
coe�cient embedding, or by its vector of coe�cients. Importantly,
we measure the norm of a ring element, or a vector of ring elements,
through this coe�cient embedding. The norm is the Euclidean norm
unless stated otherwise.
The discrete Gaussian distribution over a lattice ⇤ ⇢ R= is de2
2
�ned with probability mass proportional to d c,f (x) = 4 c kx c k /f
=
and is denoted as D⇤,c,f , where c 2 R is the center and f is the
distribution parameter. If the center c is omitted, it is assumed to
be set to zero. When discrete Gaussian sampling is applied to cyclotomic rings, we denote discrete Gaussian distribution as D R,f .
In this work, all discrete Gaussian sampling over rings is done in
the coe�cient representation (representing a polynomial by its
coe�cient vector)1 .
We use U@ to denote discrete uniform distribution over Z@ and
R@ . We de�ne : = dlog2 @e as the number of bits required to represent integers in Z@ .

2.1

Query-Revealing TBO

Here we de�ne TBO with restricted queries. Our de�nition is similar
to [21], though weaker since the input query G is in the clear. Let _
be a security parameter throughout the following two de�nitions.
De�nition 2.1 (Query-Revealing TBO). Let = = =(_) 2 N. A
query-revealing TBO scheme for a class of circuits {C= }= 2N , where
each C= is a set of =-bit-input circuits, is a tuple of probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithms (S����,O��������, T����G��) with
the following properties:
• S����(1_ ) takes as input a security parameter _ and returns a
secret key osk.
• O��������(osk, ⇠ 2 C= ) takes as input a circuit ⇠, a secret key
osk, and outputs an obfuscated circuit $.
• T����G��(osk, G) takes as input the secret key osk and some
input G 2 {0, 1}= , and returns a token tkG .

We require $ (C:G ) = ⇠ (G) with all but negligible probability.

Next, we de�ne the security game in Figure 1. We abbreviate
(O��������, T����G��) as (O��, TG). In Figure 1, OS(·, ⇠) [[st( ]]
is an oracle that on input G from 2 , runs ( 2 with inputs ⇠ (G), G
(note that it was 1 |G | in the query-hiding TBO of [21]), and the
current state of (, st( . ( 2 responds with a fake tkG⇤ and a new state
st(0 which OS will feed to ( 2 on the next call. OS returns tkG⇤ to 2 .
De�nition 2.2 (Security). The TBO scheme is secure if there exists
a pair of PPT simulation algorithms (S1, S2 ) such that for all PPT
adversaries (A1, A2 ), the two probabilistic experiments de�ned in
_
Figure 1 are computationally indistinguishable {Expreal
tOB,A (1 )} ⇡2
_
{Expideal
tOB,A,S (1 )}.

1R

Expreal
(1_ ):
tOB,A

PRELIMINARIES

can be viewed as a lattice in R= by mapping 0 (G) = 0= 1 G =
to (0= 1 , · · · , 0 0 ) 2 Z= .

osk

(C, st )

+ · · · + 01G + 00

A1 (1 )
_

O

O��(osk, C)

U

A2

TG(osk,·)

Return U

(C, O, st )

(C, st )

(O⇤, st( )
U

A1 (1_ )

S1 (1_ , 1 |⇠ | )

OS( ·,⇠) [ [st( ] ]

A2

Return U

(C, O⇤, st )

Figure 1: TBO security game.

3

QR-TBO OF CONJUNCTIONS

We �rst consider a construction for the token-based obfuscation
of conjunctions based on Ring LWE. Our TBO construction is a
signi�cantly optimized variant of the bit-�xing construction for
constraint-hiding constrained PRFs proposed in Section 5.1 of [8].
We chose the example of conjunctions to give a fair comparison
with a prior recent non-interactive (distributional VBB) conjunction
obfuscation construction implemented in [15] and introduce several
major optimizations used in the next section for the TBO of more
general programs, i.e., branching programs.
Compared to the non-interactive conjunction obfuscation construction implemented in [15] (and originally formulated in [7]),
the TBO construction has several advantages w.r.t. both security
and e�ciency. The construction [7, 15] is secure under entropic
(non-standard) Ring LWE while the current construction is secure
under LWE. The token-based security model allows one to limit
the number of queries versus the unbounded number of queries
in the case of [15] (the latter would allow the adversary to learn
the full pattern unless a relatively long pattern with high entropy
is used). Our complexity analysis (and experimental results later
in the paper) show that the program size and evaluation runtime
in the case of TBO are signi�cantly smaller. The only drawback of
TBO is the need to have a trusted party generating tokens (either
in advance or for each query on demand).

3.1

De�nition of Conjunctions

We de�ne a conjunction as a function on !-bit inputs, speci�ed as
”
5 (G 1, . . . , G ! ) = 8 2 ~8 , where ~8 is either G8 or ¬G8 and ✓ [!].
The conjunction program checks that the values G8 : 8 2 match
some �xed pattern while the values with indices outside can be
arbitrary. We represent conjunctions further in the paper as vectors
v 2 {0, 1, ¢}! , where we de�ne v (G 1, . . . , G ! ) = 1 i� for all 8 2 [!]
we have G8 = E8 or E8 = ¢. We refer to ¢ as a “wildcard”.
This type of conjunctions is used in machine learning to execute
or approximate classes of classi�ers [26]. Conjunctions can be used
to encode binary classi�ers but with some additional restrictions
due to the wild-card-based (rather than arbitrary) format of patterns.
A more detailed discussion on conjunctions and their applications
is presented in [15].

3.2
1

S����(1_ )

Expideal
(1_ ):
tOB,A,S

Conceptual Model

The conceptual work�ow is de�ned as follows:
• P����G��: Generate lattice parameters based on the length of
the pattern and security level.
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• K��G��: Generate trapdoor key pairs and an unconstrained master secret key. The unconstrained key corresponds to a pattern
of all wild cards (which accepts any pattern).
• O��������: An obfuscated program (constrained key) for a given
pattern is generated by replacing the master key elements with
random samples where a speci�c bit is �xed (no changes are
made for wild cards in the input pattern).
• T����G��: Compute a vector y 0 2 R?1⇥< , which is a result
of evaluating the PRF, to generate the token using the master
(unconstrained) key.
• E���: Evaluate the obfuscated program using the constrained
key (obfuscated program) and output a vector y 2 R?1⇥< , where
R? = Z? [G]/hG = + 1i. Compare y with y 0 ; if they match, output
1 (True), otherwise output 0 (False).

Cheng Chen, Nicholas Genise, Daniele Miccicancio, Yuriy Polyakov, and Kurt Rohlo�

Algorithm 1 Key generation
function K��G��(1_ )
for i = 0..L do
A8 , e
T8 := T���G��(1_ )
for i = 1..L do
for 1 = 0..2F -1 do
B8,1
D R,f

⇣ return "( :=
⌘
{B8,1 }8 2 {1,..,L },1 2 {0,..,2F 1} , {A8 , e
T8 }8 2 {0,..,L }

The output of T����G�� is the PRF value, and is used as the
“token” in this case. If the token for the unconstrained key (master
seret key) matches the output for the constrained key (obfuscated
program), the result is 1 (True).
The T����G�� procedure is executed for each input by a trusted
party. The E��� operation is executed by a public (untrusted) party.
P����G��, K��G��, and O�������� are o�ine operations. E����
T���� and E��� are online operations in the scenario where a
token generator is available to generate a token for each input on
demand.
We next describe the algorithms for each function.

As compared to the construction in [8], we optimized the master secret key generation to only sample short ring elements B8,1
(without calling complex lattice trapdoor sampling for these short
ring elements), which reduces the storage and speed complexity
for the unconstrained key by a factor of $ (< 2 ). In the original construction, the size of the master key was approximately the same as
the obfuscated program. In summary, the storage requirement for
the keys in our construction is $ (L1=) + $ (L (< + 2^)=) integers
in Z@ versus $ (< 2 L1=) + $ (L (< + 2^)=) integers in the original
construction. Storing the secret keys rather their GGH15 encodings
does not e�ect the security of the construction in the TBO model
as the trusted party is allowed to have access to the secret keys by
de�nition.

3.3

Algorithm 2 Obfuscation

Algorithms for TBO Functions

The building blocks of the TBO construction for conjuctions, such
as lattice trapdoor sampling and GGH15 directed encoding, are the
same as for the distributional VBB conjunction obfuscation construction implemented in [15], which makes it possible to provide a
fair comparison of both constructions. In this section we provide the
pseudocode for the algorithms, focusing on the di�erences between
the constructions and our optimizations w.r.t. to the theoretical
bit-�xing constraint-hiding constrained PRF construction proposed
in [8].
The main di�erence of the TBO model as compared to the distributional VBB model [15] is the interaction between untrusted
and trusted components of the system. This bounds the number of
evaluation queries and prevents exhaustive search attacks that the
distributional VBB construction is amenable to.
The main optimizations w.r.t. the construction in [8] include the
use of a larger (non-binary) alphabet for encoding words of the
pattern, an asymptotically and practically faster procedure (with
much smaller storage requirements) for generating the tokens, and
signi�cantly tighter correctness constraints.
The key generation algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. The prameter L = d!/Fe is the e�ective length of conjunction pattern, F
is the number of bits per word of the pattern, B8,1 2 R is the 8th word secret-key component for the 1-th value of the current
word, A8 2 R@1⇥< is the public key for the 8-th word, e
T8 2 R@2⇥^
is the trapdoor for the 8-th word, ^ is the number of digits used in
Gaussian sampling, and < = 2 + ^. The key generation procedure
includes two major steps: generating L trapdoors (the de�nition
of T���G�� is given in the appendix of the full version [11]) and
computing the unconstrained key as L ⇥ 1 short ring elements.

function O��������(v 2 {0, 1, ⇤}! , "( , f)
for i = 1..L do
Build binary mask " (0’s correspond to wild-card bits,
1’s correspond to �xed bits)
for 1 = 0..2F -1 do
if (1 ^ ") < (E ^ ") then
A8,1
D R,f
else
A8,1 := B8,1
D8,1 :=⇣ EncodeA8 1 !A8 (e
T8 1, A8,1 , f) ⌘
return c E := A0, D8,1 8 2 [ L ],1 2 {0,...,2F 1}
Algorithm 2 lists the pseudocode for the main obfuscation function O��������. We encode words of conjunction pattern v 2
{0, 1, ¢}! rather than bits as in the original construction [8]. Each
word is F bits long, and 2F is the number of encoding matrices
for each encoded word of the pattern. The actual pattern length !
gets replaced with the e�ective length L = d!/Fe to reduce the
number of encoding levels (multi-linearity degree). When the �xed
bits in the encoded word match the �xed bits in the pattern being
obfuscated, the obfuscated program uses the short ring elements B8,1
from the unconstrained key. Otherwise, new short ring elements
A8,1 speci�c to the obfuscated program are generated.
The O�������� procedure relies on an E����� algorithm for the
directed-encoding ring instantiation to encode each word of the conjunction pattern. The E����� algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 3
and is the same GGH15 directed encoding procedure as described
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in [15]. The lattice trapdoor sampling procedure G����S��� is
described in the appendix of the full version of the paper [11].
The storage requirement for the obfuscated program c E is $ (L1< 2=)
.
Algorithm 3 Directed encoding
function EncodeA8 !A8+1 (T8 , A, f)
e8+1
D R,f 2 R@ 1⇥< .
b8+1 := A A8+1 + e8+1 2 R@1⇥<
return R8+1 := GaussSamp(A8 , T8 , b8+1, fC , fB ) 2 R@<⇥<
Algorithm 4 Token Generation: Evaluation by a trusted party
(using the master secret key)
function T����G��(x 2 {0, 1}! , "( )
ŒL
:= A L [1] 8=1
B8,G [1+(8 1)F : 8F ]
return y 0 := b @2 e 2 Z=2
Algorithm 4 lists the pseudocode for T����G��, i.e., the evaluation of the input using unconstrained key. Our variant is signi�cantly optimized compared to the construction in [8]: it multiplies
short ring elements followed by a single scalar product with the second ring element of the public key A0 (in contrast to vector-matrix
products in [8]), which reduces the computational complexity by a
factor of $ (< 2 ).
Algorithm 5 shows the psedocode for the evaluation of a given
input using the obfuscated program (constrained key).
Algorithm 5 Evaluation using the obfuscated program
function E���(x 2 {0, 1}! , c E , y 0 )
Dc := A0
for i = 1..L do
Dc := Dc D8,G [1+(8 1)F : 8F ] 2 R@ 1⇥<
y := b @2 Dc [1]e 2 Z=2
return (y = y 0 )

In this case, the token y 0 is generated using a lattice PRF. We do
not need to perform the comparison of all polynomial coe�cients
in y 0 and y. Instead we can perform it for the number of coe�cients
that makes the probability of a false positive negligibly small. In
our experiments, we chose this number to be 128. Dropping a �xed
number of bits from a PRF retains all security measures.
Next, we note that the probability of comparison error is linear
in the number of coe�cients compared under the heuristic that
the coe�cients are independent and uniformly distributed over
Z@ . Let ⌫ be our bound on the GGH15 noise. Then, the probability
of a rounding error in a comparison of the entire output is less
than (=<3) 4⌫
@ since there are two “bad" regions of Z@ of size 2⌫
corresponding to rounding errors and there are =<3 Z@ -coe�cients
being rounded to bits (=<3 bits). By only comparing U bits, we can

replace this by U · 4⌫
@ . The choice of U and the probability upperbound for a comparison error will a�ect the modulus size (a noise
bound is explicitly derived in Appendix C).

3.4

Security

The TBO construction for conjunctions is secure under De�nition 2.1 for QR-TBO under Ring LWE. The proof showing that the
existence of constraint-hiding constrained PRF implies an the existence of a QR-TBO scheme is presented Appendix B. Further, we
are able to base security on plain RLWE instead of small-entry A
RLWE [6]. A proof is in Appendix B for more details.

3.5

Setting the Parameters

Ring-LWE trapdoor construction. The trapdoor secret polynomials are generated with a noise pwidth f, which is at least the
smoothing parameter estimated as ln(2=< /n)/c, where =< is the
maximum ring dimension and n is the bound on the statistical error introduced by each randomized-rounding operation [29]. For
=<  214 and n  2 80 , we choose a value of f ⇡ 4.578.
Short Ring Elements in Directed Encoding. For short ring
elements B8,1 , A8,1 and noise ring elements, we use error distribution
with the distribution parameter f. This implies we rely on RingLWE for directed encoding.
⌧-Sampling. Our ⌧-sampling procedure requires that fC =
(C + 1)f. This guarantees that all integer sampling operations (noise
widths) inside ⌧-sampling are at least the smoothing parameter f,
which is su�cient to approximate the continuous Gaussian distribution with a negligible error.
Spectral norm fB . Parameter fB is the spectral norm used
in computing the Cholesky decomposition matrix (it guarantees
that the perturbation covariance matrix is well-de�ned). To bound
fB , we use inequality fB > B 1 (X) fC , where X is a sub-Gaussian
random matrix⇣ with parameter ⌘f [29]. Lemma 2.9 of [29] states that
p
p
B 1 (X)  ⇠ 0 f =^ + 2= + ⇠ 1 , where ⇠ 0 is a constant and ⇠ 1 is at
⇣p
⌘
p
most 4.7. We can now rewrite fB as fB > ⇠ 0 ffC =^ + 2= + 4.7 .
In our experiments we used ⇠ 0 = 1.3, which was found empirically.
Modulus @. The correctness constraint for a conjunction pattern
p
L 1
with L words (L 2) is expressed as @ > 210 %4 1 ⌫4 VfB <=
,
where ⌫4 = 6f, V = 6, %4 = 2 20 , and all other parameters are the
same as in [15]. The derivation details are presented in Appendix C.
Ring Dimension =. All of the security proofs presented in [8]
for the constraint-hiding constrained PRF directly apply to our
construction, which implies that the TBO of conjunctions is secure
under Ring LWE. To choose the ring dimension, we run the LWE
security estimator2 (commit a2296b8) [1] to �nd the lowest security
levels for the uSVP, decoding, and dual attacks following the standard homomorphic encryption security recommendations [10]. We
choose the least value of _ for all 3 attacks on classical computers
based on the estimates for the BKZ sieve reduction cost model, and
then multiply it by the number of encoded matrices, corresponding
to the number of Ring LWE problems that need to be solved.
Dimension <. The dimension < was set to 2 + ^ following the
logic described in [15].
2 https://bitbucket.org/malb/lwe-estimator
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Word size F. We found F = 8 to be the optimal value for all
our experiments, using the same procedure as in [15].

3.6

Comparison with Construction in [15]

As the building blocks and many underlying parameters for the
TBO construction are the same as for the distributional VBB constructon [15], we can directly compare them. The noise constraints
are approximately the same as the smaller depth in the TBO construction (by 1) is compensated by the extra factor of approximately
25 %4 1 introduced by the rounding. The construction in [15] requires
computing two product chains versus just one product chain in
our TBO construction. All other parameters are the same. This
implies that the TBO construction should be at least twice faster in
obfuscation and evaluation, and requires 2x smaller storage for the
obfuscated program. We provide their experimental comparison
later in the paper.
From the security perspective, the TBO model can be used to
bound the number of queries and restrict the format of inputs,
thus overcoming the main security limitation of the conjunction
obfuscation construction discussed in [15].

4

QR-TBO OF BRANCHING PROGRAMS

In this section we present a construction for the TBO of more general classes of programs, namely permutation and general branching programs. For permutation branching programs, we develop
an optimized variant of the constrained-hiding constrained PRF
construction presented in Section 5.2 of [8]. For general branching programs, we adapt the private constrained PRF3 construction
of [13] (Section 7.2) to rings and add several optimizations to it.
Both classes of branching programs are integrated in the same
framework, hence we deal with one general construction for the
TBO of branching programs. The TBO construction is secure under
Ring LWE.
The construction for the TBO of branching programs builds on
top of the same procedures as the TBO for conjunctions discussed in
Section 3 and then adds an extra layer dealing with matrix branching programs. Conceptually speaking, the TBO of conjunctions may
be considered as a simple special case of the TBO for branching
programs. In this section we focus on the aspects speci�c to branching programs, implying that all other underlying building blocks
and parameters are the same as for the TBO of conjunctions.
Compared to the constructions in [13] and [8], our construction
includes the following optimizations: (1) signi�cantly improved key
generation and evaluation algorithms for the token generator (both
runtime and storage requirements are dramatically reduced), (2)
much tighter correctness constraints (using lower values of main
parameters and Central Limit Theorem/subgaussian analysis), and
(3) a larger alphabet for encoding input bits.

4.1

Matrix Branching Programs

First, we provide the main de�nitions of branching programs supported by our construction.
De�nition 4.1. (Matrix branching programs [13]) Let ;, ! 2 # be
the bit-length of the input x 2 {0, 1}; and the index of the branching

3 Private constrained PRF and constrained-hiding constrained PRF are two interchange-

able terms referring to the same capability.
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program. Let 5 : {0, 1}; ! {0, 1}! be the input-to-index map and
: {0, 1}! ! {0, 1}; be the index-to-input map.
A dimension-D, length-! matrix branching program over ;-bit
inputs consists of an input-to-index map 5 , a sequence of pairs of
0-1 matrices, and two disjoint sets of target matrices P0 and P1 :
= 5 , {M8,1 2 {0, 1}D⇥D }8 2 [!],1 2 {0,1} , P0, P1 .

as

This branching program decides the language L ✓ {0, 1}; de�ned
L(G) =

(

0
1

M 5 (G) =
M 5 (G) =

Œ

M8, (8) 2 P0,
8 2 [!] M8, (8) 2 P1 .

Œ

8 2 [!]

The dimension D and length ! are typically referred to as the
width and length of a matrix branching program.
Looking ahead, the applications in this paper may require additional constraint on the target sets P0, P1 to perform the correct
functionality.
The following 2 types are supported by our TBO construction.
De�nition 4.2. (Permutation branching programs: Type II branching programs in [13])
(1) M8,1 ’s are permutation matrices
(2) The target sets P0, P1 satisfy e1 · P1 = {e1 }; e1 · P0 = {e2 },
where e8 2 {0, 1}1⇥D denotes the unit vector with the 8 th
coordinate being 1, and the rest being 0.
Permutation branching programs can be used to represent NC1
circuits. Barrington’s theorem converts any depth-X Boolean circuits into an oblivious branching program of length !  4X composed of permutation matrices {M8,1 }8 2 [!],1 2 {0,1} of dimension D
(by default D = 5). Evaluation is done by multiplying the matrices
selected by input bits, with the �nal output ID⇥D or a D-cycle P8 ,
where 8 2 {0, 1}, recognizing 0 and 1, respectively. In practice, we
can manually construct branching programs with shorter length !
and smaller width D than those provided by the general conversion
of Barrington’s Theorem.
Note that the branching programs obtained by Barrington’s
theorem directly satisfy De�nition 4.2.
De�nition 4.3. (General branching programs: Type I branching
programs in [13]). For vector v 2 {0, 1}1⇥D , the target sets P0, P1
satisfy v · P1 = {01⇥D }; v · P0 ✓ {0, 1}1⇥D \ {01⇥D }.

General branching programs can be used to represent formulas in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) (see [13] for two speci�c
representations of CNFs).
The relationships between these two types of branching programs are discussed in [13].

4.2

TBO Construction

At a high level, the TBO construction for branching programs has
the same functions as the one for the TBO of conjunctions. The
main di�erence is in how the programs are encoded.
In the case of conjunctions, each bit is encoded as a short ring
element B (we ignore here for simplicity the larger-alphabet optimization). For branching programs, each bit is encoded as a square
matrix of ring elements, which is a tensor product of a matrix with
0’s and 1’s by a random short ring element.
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Algorithm 6 Key generation for branching programs
K��G��(1_ )

function
for i = 0..L do
A8 , e
T8 := T���G��(1_ ), A8 2 R@ 3⇥3<
J := e1 ; AJ := JA0
for i = 1..L do
for 1 = 0..2F -1 do
B8,1
D R,f
⇣

Algorithm 9 Evaluation by a trusted party (using the master secret
key)
function T����G��(x 2 {0, 1}! , "( )
ŒL
:= A L [1] 8=1
B8,G [1+(8 1)F : 8F ]
0
return y := b @2 e 2 Z=2

⌘
{B8,1 }8 2 {1,..,L },1 2 {0,..,2F 1} , {A8 , e
T8 }8 2 {0,..,L } , A short ring elements corresponding to the matrix branching program, rather than individual short ring elements in the conjunction
construction. This implies that the storage requirements are at least
3 2 larger as compared to conjunctions (they are actually more due
We de�ne the encoding function as W (M, B). For permutation
b 8,1 is introduced to support
to increased noise requirements). The M
programs, we have W (M, B) = M⌦B. For general branching programs,
a larger alphabet (word size) when encoding the program, which is
W (M, B) = 3806(B, M ⌦ B), where 3806 refers to a function building a
a major optimization compared to the constructons in [13] and [8].
diagonal matrix. If D is the dimension of the matrix M, then W (M, B)
Algorithm 9 lists the pseudocode for T����G��, the evaluation
for permutation branching programs is a D ⇥ D square matrix of
using unconstrained key. The computational complexity is the
ring elements, and W (M, B) for general branching programs is a
same as for conjunctions, and $ (3<) smaller than for the original
(D + 1) ⇥ (D + 1) square matrix of ring elements.
branching program construction [13].
return "(

:=

Algorithm 7 Obfuscation for branching programs
function O��������({M8,1 }8 2 [!],1 2 {0,1} , "( , f)
for i = 1..L do
for 1 = 0..2F -1 do
b 8,1 = ŒF M (8 1)F+9,1 2 R@3⇥3
M
9
9=1
b 8,1 , B8,1 ), f)
D8,1 :=⇣ EncodeA8 1 !A8 (e
T8 1, W ( M
⌘
return c E := AJ, D8,1 8 2 [ L ],1 2 {0,...,2F 1}
Next we describe the TBO algorithms focusing on the discussion
of di�erences brought about by the encoding of matrix branching
programs. To present the same procedures for both types of branching programs, we use 3 as the dimension of W (M, B) rather than the
dimension D of the underlying matrix M.
Algorithm 8 Directed encoding for matrices

function EncodeA8 !A8+1 (e
T8 , S 2 R@ 3⇥3 , f)
3⇥3<
3⇥3<
E8+1
D R,f 2 R@
.

B8+1 := SA8+1 + E8+1 2 R@3⇥3<
return R8+1 := GaussSamp(A8 , e
T8 , B8+1, fC , fB ) 2 R@3<⇥3<

The key generation algorithm is listed in Algorithm 6. The main
di�erences compared to Algorithm 1 are (1) the computation of
A term, which is needed for the security of the construction for
general branching programs proposed in [13], and (2) the increased
dimensions for both public key and secret trapdoors (a square 3 ⇥ 3
increase as compared to the conjunction case). Note that J := (1, v)
for general branching programs and J := I3 for permutation programs. The T���G�� algorithm used in this case is a generalization
for the module-LWE probem, which is discussed in Section 5.1 and
the appendix of the full version of the paper [11].
The obfuscation and encoding procedures are presented in Algorithms 7 and 8. Conceptually the obfuscation procedure is similar
to Algorithm 2 but deals with the encoding of matrices of 3 ⇥ 3

Algorithm 10 Evaluation using the obfuscated program
function E���(x 2 {0, 1}! , c E , y 0 )
Dc := AJ
for i = 1..L do
Dc := Dc D8,G [1+(8 1)F : 8F ] 2 R@ 1⇥3<
y := b @2 Dc [1]e 2 Z=2
return (y = y 0 )

Algorithm 10 shows the pseudocode for the evaluation using
the obfuscated program (constrained key). The main di�erence
compared to Algorithm 5 for conjunctions is that we multiply by
A rather than A0 to satisfy the security requirements for the TBO
of general branching programs. The computational complexity is
$ (3 2 ) higher than in the case of conjunctions.

4.3

Security

The TBO construction for permutation branching programs is secure under De�nition 2.1 for QR-TBO under Ring LWE. The proof
showing that the existence of constraint-hiding constrained PRF
(also referred to as private constrained PRF) implies the existence of
a QR-TBO scheme is presented in Appendix B, and we can rely on
plain RLWE since the construction from [8] only needs small-entry
A RLWE for pseudorandomness, which is not a requirement in
De�nition 2.1. See Appendix B for more details.
The security of general branching programs can be provable
based on RLWE with an increase in the secret dimension and secret
distribution width, from B8,1 2 R to S8,1 2 R I⇥I for I = logC (@),
where C is the Gaussian width of S8,1 . See Appendix E for more
details.

4.4

Parameter Selection

The correctness constraint for branching programs with L words
⇣ p
⌘L 1
(L
2) is expressed as @ > 210 %4 1 ⌫ ⌫4 6fB 3<=
, where
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⌫ 9 = 3 for general branching programs and
1 for permuta⇣p ⌫ 9 = p
⌘
tion branching programs, and fB = ⇠ 0 ffC 3=^ + 2= + 4.7 . All
other parameters are the same as for the TBO of conjunctions. The
derivation details are presented in Appendix D.

4.5

E�ciency of Branching Programs

The general branching program represention is typically signi�cantly more e�cient than the permutation representation [13]. The
programs with ;-bit input can be represented as general branching
programs of length ;. In the case of permutation programs, the
length of branching programs typically has to be at least ; 2 or the
width has to be set to at least 2; [13], which leads to a dramatic performance degradation when the length ; is increased and makes the
permutation branching program approach nonviable for most useful practical scenarios. Hence in this work we present experimental
results only for general branching programs.

4.6

Application: Hamming Distance

To illustrate the TBO of general branching programs, we consider an
example of obfuscating a procedure to �nd whether the Hamming
distance between two strings of equal length is below a certain
threshold ) . The Hamming distance is de�ned as the number of
positions at which the corresponding symbols of the strings are
di�erent. We denote as q 2 {0, 1, ¢}; the ;-bit string to be obfuscated.
Note that wildcard values are allowed.
The following branching program can be used to represent this
problem:
(1) Initialization, for all 8 2 [ ], 1 2 {0, 1}, let M8,1 := I) +1 .
(2) If q8 = 0, set M8,1 := N.
(3) If q8 = 1, set M8,0 := N.
(4) For 1 2 {0, 1}, set M;,1 := M;,1 R.

Here, N 2 {0, 1} () +1)⇥() +1) is a matrix where #8,8+1 = 1, #) +1,) +1 =
1 and all other values are set to 0; R 2 {0, 1} () +1)⇥() +1) is a matrix
where ') +1,) +1 = 1 and all other values are set to 0. The vector
v 2 {0, 1}) +1 is [1 0 0 . . . 0].
This branching program has the length of and width of ) + 1.

5

EFFICIENT LATTICE TRAPDOOR
ALGORITHMS

In this section, we describe the underlying lattice trapdoor mechanism used in our construction and its e�cient algorithms. The
trapdoor technique is an optimized instantiation of the MP12 framework [29] (which in turn is an optimized instantiation of [20]). In
addition, we introduce an algorithm, S�����M��, used to sample
a perturbation of arbitrary dimension over R e�ciently. This algorithm may be of independent interest and is described in the
appendix of the full version of the paper [11].
The pseudocode for trapdoor generation and sampling is given in
the appendix of the full version of the paper [11]. In short, T���G��
takes as input a security parameter and outputs a pseudorandom
matrix A over R@ along with a trapdoor matrix T with small entries
over R. This trapdoor T allows us to sample discrete Gaussian
preimage vectors x over R such that Ax mod @ = u for u given as
an input. Sampling a discrete Gaussian matrix X over R where AX =
U mod @ is done by sampling each column of X independently.
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5.1

Perturbation Sampling for the General
Covariance Matrices of Ring Elements

We now discuss S�����M��, needed to extend the e�cient perturbation sampling methods of [16] to the broad, module-LWE setting.
Speci�cally, S�����M�� replaces [16]’s algorithm S�����2�. This
new algorithm may be of independent interest since it samples a
discrete Gaussian perturbation with a covariance described as a
matrix of any dimension over the ring R via the Schur complement
method of [16]. We remark the proof of S�����M��’s statistical
correctness follows from [16, Theorem 4.1], whose proof only depends on the lattice dimension and is oblivious to the underlying
algebraic structure or module dimension.

5.2

RNS Algorithms

We implemented all procedures for the TBO constructions of conjunctions and branching programs in the Double-CRT (RNS) representation, which supports parallel operations over vectors of fast
native integers (64-bit for x86-64 architectures). The two procedures requiring special handling are the lattice trapdoor sampling
in E����� and scale-and-round operation in T����G�� and E���.
Lattice trapdoor sampling calls digit decomposition for each polynomial coe�cient in the ⌧-sampling step. The conventional digit
decomposition is not compatible with RNS, and requires expensive
conversion to the positional (multi-precision) format to extract the
digits. Instead, we use a CRT representation of the gadget matrix
that was recently proposed in [17], which allows us to perform
“digit” decomposition directly in RNS. We discuss the changes introduced by the use of CRT representation for the gadget matrix,
as compared to the trapdoor algorithms in [15], in the appendix of
the full version of the paper [11].
For the scale-and-round operation, we utilize the RNS scaling
procedure proposed in [25] for the decryption in the Brakerski/FanVercauteren homomorphic encryption scheme. The technique is
based on the use of �oating-point operations for some intermediate
computations.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
6.1 Software Implementation
We implemented the TBO constructions in PALISADE v1.3.1 [30],
an open-source lattice cryptography library. PALISADE uses a layered approach with four software layers, each including a collection
of C++ classes to provide encapsulation, low inter-class coupling
and high intra-class cohesion. The software layers are (1) cryptographic, (2) encoding, (3) lattice, and (4) arithmetic (primitive math).
Our TBO toolkit is a new PALISADE module called “tbo”, which
includes the following new features broken down by layer: (1) TBO
of conjunctions and branching programs in the cryptographic layer;
(2) variants of GGH15 encoding in the encoding layer; and (3) trapdoor sampling for matrices of ring elements in the lattice layer.
Several lattice- and arithmetic-layer optimizations are also applied
for runtime improvements. OpenMP loop parallelization is used to
achieve speedup in the multi-threaded mode.
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Table 1: Execution times and program size for conjunction obfuscation; _
!
[bits]

#
threads

=

32
32
64

1
14
28

4096
4096
8192

32

14

4096

Program size O��. T����G��
[GB]
[min]
[ms]
Token-Based Obfuscation
180
20
11.6
23.5
1.3
180
20
11.6
5.1
0.6
360
20
300
52.5
4.0
Optimized Distributional VBB Obfuscation [15]
180
15
36.8
12.4
–

dlog2 @e

log2 C

Table 2: Execution times and program size for TBO of the
branching program checking whether two 24-bit strings (one
of them is obfuscated) have a Hamming distance less than ) ;
# threads = 28, = = 4096, dlog2 @e = 180, log2 C = 20, _ 80.

6.2

)

3

1
2
3

3
4
5

Program size
[GB]
76.6
136
213

O��.
[min]
26.9
44.8
72.6

T����G��
[ms]
0.6
0.6
0.9

E���
[ms]
55.0
66.6
133

Experimental Testbed

The experiments for conjunction and branching program obfuscation were performed using a server computing node with 2 sockets
of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz, each with 14 cores.
500GB of RAM was accessible for the experiments. The node had
Fedora 26 OS and g++ (GCC) 7.1.1 installed.

6.3

TBO of Conjunctions

Table 1 presents the peformance results for the TBO of 32-bit and
64-bit conjunctions, along with the results for an optimized implementation of the distributional VBB obfuscation [7, 15] of 32-bit
conjunctions for comparison.
The TBO of 32-bit conjunctions is close to being practical, with a
total evaluation runtime of 11.6 milliseconds, obfuscation runtime
of 5.1 minutes, and program size of 11.6 GB for a setting with
more than 80 bits of security. As compared to the distributional
VBB results presented in [15] for the same lattice parameters, the
evaluation is 10.1x faster, obfuscation is 7.4x faster, and program
size is 3.3x smaller. As TBO provides a mechanism for bounding
the number of queries, this construction is also more secure. For a
more complete picture, we also ran experiments for the optimized
distributional VBB implementation (using the same RNS and lowlevel optimizations as in our TBO implementation) to provide a fair
comparison of the runtimes for the TBO and distributional VBB
security models. The experimental speed-ups due to the use of the
TBO model are 4.6x for evaluation time and 2.4x for obfuscation
time, which are somewhat higher than predicted by our high-level
complexity analysis in Section 3.
We also examined the e�ect of OpenMP loop parallelization optimizations by comparing the results for single- and multi-threaded
scenarios (Table 1). Here, we chose 14 (matching the number of
cores per socket) as the number of threads as the main parallelization dimension in both evaluation and obfuscation is < = 11, and
increasing the number of threads further than that degrades the
performance due to multi-threading overhead. The speed-ups in the

80.

E���
[ms]

E���T����
[ms]

75.8
11.0
269.9

77.1
11.6
273.9

–

53.0

evaluation and obfuscation runtimes are 6.6x and 4.6x, respectively,
with the maximum theoretical limit for this case being 11.
Our 64-bit conjunction obfuscation results are much less practical, mainly due to a large program size. On the other hand, they
are signi�cantly better than prior VBB results for the same lattice
parameters. For instance, the evaluation is 9x faster, obfuscation is
7.7x faster, and program size is 2.5x smaller.

6.4

TBO of Branching Programs

Table 2 shows the performance results for the TBO of general
branching programs using the Hamming distance problem as an
example application. Note that 3 = 5 corresponds to the classical
Barrington’s theorem permutation branching program case. Hence
these results can be used for benchmarking the TBO of both permutation and general branching programs of length ! = 24 bits.
The results suggest that the program size is the main e�ciency
limitation of the TBO for branching programs, which is due to the
large size of the GGH15 encoding matrices (in this case, we have
33 2 ⇥ 256 of < ⇥ < matrices with ring elements of dimension =).
Even for the case of the Hamming distance threshold of 3 and 24-bit
strings, the TBO construction requires 213 GB to store the obfuscated program. At the same time, the evaluation and obfuscation
runtimes are much closer to being practical.
The best prior results for general branching programs are provided by Halevi et al. for general read-once branching programs [24].
Although this construction was subsequently broken using a rank
attack in [13], it can be used as a benchmark for comparison because the construction uses many similar building blocks (but for
the case of matrices rather than rings), such as GGH15 encoding
and Micciancio-Peikert lattice trapdoors. The obfuscation and evaluation times for a 24-bit program with about 100 states are 67
minutes and 13 seconds, respectively [24]. Our results for a Hamming distance program obfuscation with more than 500 states on a
comparable system are 72.6 minutes and 0.13 seconds, respectively.
The total storage requirements appear to be similar, but they are
harder to compare due to implementation di�erences. In summary,
our implementation evaluates more complex branching programs
about two orders of magnitude faster, and is not vulnerable to
known attacks.
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A ADDITIONAL PRELIMINARIES
A.1 Double-CRT (RNS) Representation
Our implementation utilizes the Chinese Remainder Theorem (referred to as integer CRT) representation to break multi-precision
integers in Z@ into vectors of smaller integers to perform operations
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e�ciently using native (64-bit) integer types. The integer CRT representation is also often referred to as the Residue-Number-System
(RNS) representation. We use a chain of same-size prime moduli
@ 0, @ 1, @ 2, . . . satisfying @8 ⌘ 1 mod 2=. Here, the modulus @ is comŒ
puted as ;8=01 @8 , where ; is the number of prime moduli needed
to represent @. All polynomial multiplications are performed on
ring elements in polynomial CRT representation where all integer components are represented in the integer CRT basis. Using
the notation proposed in [19], we refer to this representation of
polynomials as “Double-CRT”.

A.2

Ring Learning with Errors

The following distinguishing problem, originated by Regev and
modi�ed to an algebraic version [28], will be our source of cryptographic hardness.
De�nition A.1. (Gaussian-secret, cyclotomic-RLWE). Let R be
a power-of-two cyclotomic ring of dimension = over Z, @
2
be integer used as a modulus, and < > 0. Let D R,f be a discrete Gaussian distribution over R@ (sampled over R, then taken
modulo @). Then, the (R; , <, @, D R,f , D R,f )RLWE problem is to
distinguish between the following two distributions: {(A, s) A +
e) )} and {(A, u) )}, where, s
D;R,f , A
U (R@ );⇥< , e
<
<
4
D R,f and u
U (R@ ) .

A.3

GGH15 Encoding

We will use the generalized GGH15 construction [18] given in [13],
called W-GGH15. Here we give a brief description, though for a
complete description, see Section 2 of [13]. The main idea is that
the W-GGH15 construction provides a way to multiply matrices
homomorphically under the security of LWE.
First, we give the parameters and variables. Fix some ring R@ . Let
✓ > 0 be a �xed computation length, (M8,1 2 R@ F⇥F )8 2 [✓ ],1 2 {0,1}
be a collection of binary, scalar matrices to be used as a form
of computation, e.g. a matrix-branching program, and let (B8,1 2
R@ )8 2 [✓ ],1 2 {0,1} be a tuple ring elements. Let W (M, B) be a function mapping (M, B) to another matrix satisfying W (M, B)W (M 0, B 0 ) =
W (MM 0, BB 0 ). The three choices of W we will use are W (M, B) = B,
W (M, B) = M ⌦ B, and W (M, B) = 3806(B, M ⌦ B) where 3806(·, ·) is a
diagonal matrix. For an x 2 {0, 1}✓ , de�ne the matrix subset prodŒ✓
ucts Zx = 8=1
Z8,G8 given any tuple of matrices (Z8,1 )8 2 [✓ ],1 2 {0,1} .
The W-GGH15 construction, given as input the matrices
(M8,1 , B8,1 )8 2 [✓ ],1 2 {0,1} along with an additional matrix A✓ , returns
the matrix A0 as well as the tuple (D8 2 [✓ ],1 2 {0,1} ) satisfying A0 Dx ⇡
W (Mx, B x )A✓ mod @ for any x 2 {0, 1}✓ .

B

QUERY-REVEALING TBO FROM
CONSTRAINT-HIDING CONSTRAINED PRF

Here we prove that the existence of a constraint-hiding constrained
pseudorandom function (CHCPRF) implies the existence of a queryrevealing TBO scheme. First, we recall the de�nition of a (one-key)
CHCPRF [8, 13].
4 This

problem is referred to as GLWE or MLWE in literature, though we refer to it as
RLWE for succintness.
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RealCHCPRF,A (1_ ):
msk
(C, st )

CK⇠
U

G��(1_ )

(C, st )

A1 (1 )
_

C��������(msk, C)

E���(msk,·)

A2

Return U

IdealCHCPRF,A,S (1_ ):

(C, CK⇠ , st )

(CK⇠⇤ , st( )
U

A1 (1_ )

S1 (1_ , 1 |⇠ | )

OP( ·,⇠) [ [st( ] ]

A2

• Next, we de�ne T����G�� 0 (osk, G) to return the function
evaluation as the token tkG
E���(osk, G).
• Finally, we evaluate the obfuscated circuit on G by checking

Return U

C��������.E���(CK⇠ , G) = tkG

(C, CK⇠⇤ , st )

Figure 2: The one-key CHCPRF security games.
De�nition B.1. Consider a family of functions {F_ }, F_ = { : :
⇡ _ ! '_ } is a set of keyed functions, and a constraint family
C = {C_ } where C_ = {⇠ : ⇡ _ ! {0, 1}} is a set of circuits. Let
(G��, C��������, E���, C��������.E���)

( osk (G) = CK⇠ (G)).

By the correctness of the CHCPRF scheme, we have $ (C:G ) = 1 =
⇠ (G) with 1 negl(_) probability whenever ⇠ (G) = 1. Further, we
have osk (G) < CK⇠ (G) when ⇠ (G) = 0 with high probability since
|'_ | = _l (1) along with the PRF property5 . The rest of the proof
follows from the de�nition of the security games for qr-TBO and
(one-key) CHCPRF.
Real games. First, we show for all adversaries the real games
have the same distribution. Consider a �xed adversary (A1, A2 ),
then the distribution

be a tuple of algorithms such that E��� and C��������.E��� are
{(osk, C, st , CK⇠ , U) : RealCHCPRF,A (1_ )}
deterministic, the PPT G��(1_ ) returns a master secret key msk,
and the PPT
C��������(msk, ⇠)returns a constrained key CK⇠ . Further, E���(msk, G) is= exactly the distribution generated in the real qr-TBO game (De�nition 2.2) with adversary (A1, A2 ),
msk (G) and C��������.E���(CK⇠ , G) = CK⇠ (G). We say the tuple of e�cient algorithms (G��, C��������, E���, C��������.E���)
_
is a CHCPRF for {F_ } if:
{(osk, C, st , O, U) : Expreal
tOB,A (1 )}.
(1) For all inputs G 2 ⇡ _ s.t. ⇠ (G) = 1, we have
Ideal games. Next, we consider the ideal CHCPRF game and
Pr{E���(msk, G) = C��������.E���(CK⇠ , G)} 1 neglible(_)
show for all simulators and adversaries, there exists a simulator
where the probability is taken over G�� and C��������’s
pair so the ideal games have the same distribution (with the adverrandom coins.
saries unchanged). Let (S1, S2 ) be PPT simulators and (A1, A2 ) be
(2) There exists a PPT simulator pair (S1, S2 ) such that for all
PPT adversaries again. Let STBO
:= S1 . Then, let STBO
(G, ⇠ (G), st( )
PPT adversaries (A1, A2 ), the outputs of RealCHCPRF,A (1_ )
1
2
consist of the following steps:
and IdealCHCPRF,A,S (1_ ) are computationally indistinguishable (Figure 2).
(1) First, it runs S2 , (~, st(0 )
S2 (G, ⇠ (G), st( ).
The simulator ( 1 takes as input the security parameter and the
(2) Next, it will return (~, st(0 ) if ⇠ (G) = 1, or it will overwrite ~
circuit size, and outputs a fake constrained key CK⇠⇤ as well as a
with a uniformly sampled element in the range, D
U ('_ ),
state st( . Next, the simulator ( 2 takes as input an G 2 ⇡ _ , ⇠ (G),
and return (D, st( ) if ⇠ (G) = 0.
where ⇠ : ⇡ _ ! {0, 1} is the circuit chosen by the adversary, a
Now, the distribution of {(C, st , CK⇠⇤ , U)} in the ideal-CHCPRF is
state st( , and it returns a fake evaluation ~ and an updated state
the same as the distribution of {(C, st , O⇤, U)} in the ideal game
st(0 . The oracle OP(·, ⇠) [[st( ]] takes as input G 2 ⇡ _ and runs
0
of the qr-TBO game. (The description of STBO
merely accounts for
(~, st( )
S2 (G, ⇠ (G), st( ). Then, it updates its internal state to
2
the
di�ering
behaviors
of
the
query/evaluation
oracles in the two
0
st( and returns ~ if ⇠ (G) = 1, or it returns a uniformly sampled
games.)
element in the range, D
U ('_ ), if ⇠ (G) = 0. Further, we assume
Bridging the games. Finally, we let (S1, S2 ) be the PPT simuC��������.E��� is implicit given CK⇠ .
lators such that the real and ideal CHCPRF games are computationally indistinguishable. The equivalences given above show the
T������ B.2. The existence of a one-key CHCPRF scheme for
TBO
ideal qr-TBO game with simulators (STBO
1 , S2 ) is computationa class of circuits {C_ } and an '_ with |'_ | = _l (1) implies the
ally
indistinguishable
from
the
real
qr-TBO
game
for any adversary
existence of a query-revealing token-based obfuscation scheme for the
6.
(A
,
A
)
⇤
1
2
same class of circuits, {C }.
_

P����. Functionality. Given a CHCPRF scheme
(G��, C��������, E���, C��������.E���), construct the TBO scheme
(S���� 0, O�������� 0, T����G�� 0 )

as follows:
• S���� 0 (1_ ) returns osk
G��(1_ ).
• Given a secret key, osk, and a circuit, O�������� 0 (osk, C)
returns a constrained key as the obfuscated circuit O
C�������(osk, C).

5 Here

we remark that the PRF property is stronger than what is needed for the proof
to go through. Speci�cally, a min-entropy argument here would su�ce.
6 Note, the correctness of the qr-TBO scheme does not need the PRF property
(a security property) when ⇠ (G) = 0. Instead, all we need is E��� ( osk, G) <
C��������.E��� ( CK⇠ , G) with high probability whenever ⇠ (G) = 0, a much weaker
property than being a PRF. This freedom from the PRF requirement allows us to base
the security of our conjunctions and permutation branching programs on regular
RLWE and not “non-uniform" RLWE (Gaussian A instead of uniformly random as
used in [6]). This is given explicitly by Theorems 5.4 and 5.8 in [8]7 . Correctness for
our schemes based on [8] was con�rmed experimentally.
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NOISE ANALYSIS FOR TOKEN-BASED
OBFUSCATION OF CONJUNCTIONS

The bound ⌫ on the noise introduced by error terms in the GGH15
encoding (for the case of conjunctions) can be estimated as follows:
A0

L
÷

D8,G8

8=1

L
÷
8=1

B8,G8 · A!

=
1

9 1
L ÷
L
⇣ p ⌘L 1
’
÷
©
™
D:,G: ) Æ̈  6fL 6fB <=
.
≠ B8,G8 · e 9,G 9 ·
9=1 ´ 8=1
:=9+1
1
Here, we used the Central Limit Theorem (subgaussian analysis)
and the following bounds: B8,G8 1  6f, e 9,G 9 1  6f, D:,G: 1 
6fB .
Using the fact that D:,G: 1
B8,G8 1 , yields the bound ⌫ :=
p
L 1
12f 6fB <=
.
For the rounding to work correctly, we set @ 2?U⌫/%4 , where
U is the number of bits used in comparing the PRF values and %4 is
the probability of a rounding error for one polynomial coe�cient.
We set U = 128 and %4 = 2 20 , i.e., assume that the number of
queries is bounded by 220 .

D

NOISE ANALYSIS FOR TOKEN-BASED
OBFUSCATION OF BRANCHING
PROGRAMS

The bound ⌫ on the noise introduced by error terms in the GGH15
encoding (for the case of branching programs) can be estimated as
follows:

pseudorandomness is, at �rst glance, not obvious and it is the main
step needed to extend [13] to the GLWE setting. The proof of the
following theorem is adapted from [6], Section 4, with slightly better
parameters. We remark that this is only needed for extending the
security proof and our construction for general branching programs
use a pseudorandom GLWE matrix A over R@ (with large entries).
The proof outline is straightforward: given (A, uC = sC A + eC ),
simply view the GLWE sample as sC A + eC = sC GG 1 (A) + eC , and
re-randomize the the secret sC G to uniformly random.
T������ E.1. (Discrete Gaussian Matrix GLWE) There is a probabilistic polynomial time reduction from the generalized
(R, 3, <, @, j, U (R@ )) GLWE problem to the (R, 3 0, <, @, j, DZ< ,B )
p
p
GLWE problem for any 3 0 3 logC @, @, < and B
C 2 + 1l ( log(=3))
for any C 2.
P����. (of Theorem E.1) We will simply map the uniformly
0
random matrix A 2 R@ 3⇥< to a discrete Gaussian B 2 R@ 3 ⇥< ,
along with mapping a GLWE sample u with public matrix A to a
GLWE sample v de�ned by B. Further, uniform u will map to a new
uniform vector under our mapping. The proof makes use of discrete
Gaussian G-lattice sampling algorithms, or that we can e�ciently
sample a discrete Gaussian just above the G-lattice’s smoothing
parameter.
We can pad G = I3 ⌦ g) with columns of all 0s in R@ 3 so that we
can e�ciently sample a discrete Gaussian just above the G-lattice’s
smoothing parameter easily extends to any 3 0 3 logC @.
Given an input (A, u) 2 R@ 3⇥< ⇥ R@ < , we perform these steps:

(1) For each column a8 2 R@ 3 of A = [a1, · · · , a< ] 2 R@ 3⇥< ,
sample an independent discrete Gaussian b8
G 1 (a8 ).
Assemble these vectors into a matrix B = [b1, · · · , b< ] 2
L
L
0
÷
÷
R@ 3 ⇥< . Notice A = GB.
b 8,G8 , B8,G8 ) · A!
A0
D8,G8
W (M
=
0
(2) Sample a uniformly random vector r ⇠ U (R@ 3 ).
8=1
8=1
1
0 ⇥<
)
)
)
3
(3) Return the tuple (B, v = u + r B) 2 R@
⇥ R@ < .
9 1
L ÷
L
⇣ p
⌘L 1
’
÷
©
™
b 8,G8 , B8,G8 ) · E 9,G 9 ·
D:,G: ) Æ̈  6fL 6fB 3<=
. Since we are sampling above the smoothing parameter of ⇤@? (G),
≠ W (M
9=1 ´ 8=1
a consequence of Claim 3.8 in [31] is the columns of B are i.i.d.
:=9+1
1
vectors distributed as D R3 0 ,B . Next, we see when u is uniformly
Here, we used the Central Limit Theorem (subgaussian analyrandom over R@ < v) is as well. On the other hand, we have u) +r) B
b 8,G8 , B8,G8 )
sis) and the following bounds: W ( M
 6f, E 9,G 9 1 
1
= e) + s) A + r) B = e) + (s) G + r) )B when u is a (R, 3, <, @, j)LWE
6f, D:,G: 1  6fB .
sample8 .
⇤
b 8,G8 , B8,G8 ) and adding the
Using the fact that D:,G: 1
W (M
1⇣
⌘L 1
p
multiplicative term J, yields the bound ⌫ := 12f3 6fB 3<=
for general branching programs (for permutation branching programs, the factor 3 is removed).
For the rounding to work correctly, we set @ 2?U⌫/%4 , where
U is the number of bits used in comparing the PRF values and %4 is
the probability of a rounding error for one polynomial coe�cient.
We set U = 128 and %4 = 2 20 , i.e., assume that the number of
queries is bounded by 220 .

E NON-UNIFORM RING LWE
Extending the security proof [13, Thm 7.5] of private constrained
PRFs to cyclotomic rings assumes the hardness of RLWE (or GLWE)
with discrete Gaussian public samples, 0 2 R@ in the equation
0 · B + 4. We prove the security of this GLWE variant since its

8 Since

the base C can be chosen as a large parameter, the dimension-increase from
RLWE to non-uniform GLWE can be small in-practice. Therefore, an increase in the
dimension and the Gaussian width of the secrets in Section 4 leads to a TBO scheme
for general branching programs provably secure from RLWE using the reductions in
[13] along with Theorem E.1.
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Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) extends traditional encryption schemes. It allows one to directly compute on encrypted data
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1

INTRODUCTION

The idea of fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) emerged in 1978
when Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzos started talking about privacy
homomorphisms [9]. However, no solution was found until 2009
when Gentry presented the �rst instantiation of a FHE scheme [5].
A common feature in Gentry’s original cryptosystem and in
all subsequent FHE schemes is that ciphertexts contain noise. The
vast majority of homomorphic operations make this noise grow.
If not controlled, the noise in a ciphertext can compromise the
encrypted plaintext and induce incorrect results at decryption time.
This fact inherently limits the number of operations that can be
performed on ciphertexts. A homomorphic encryption scheme supporting a predetermined noise threshold is termed leveled. The
groundbreaking idea of [5] which made FHE possible, is a technique called bootstrapping enabling to reduce the noise—using only
public material—when needed. This way, there is no more limitation on the maximal number of operations that can be performed
and the scheme becomes fully homomorphic.
Since Gentry’s FHE scheme, many other schemes have been
presented in the literature, but the bootstrapping technique has remained the main bottleneck, both in terms of running time (several
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the �rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
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minutes) and of key sizes (gigabytes). This state of a�airs dramatically changed in 2015 when Ducas and Micciancio introduced the
FHEW cryptosystem [3] mastering a bootstrapped NAND gate in
less than a second yet with keys of about 1 GB in size. This was
further improved in 2016 by Chillotti et al. and gave rise to the
TFHE cryptosystem [2] running any bootstrapped binary gate in a
few tens of milliseconds and with keys in the order of megabytes.
Furthermore, in addition of being relatively fast, the bootstrapping procedure in TFHE can be ‘programmed’: it enables the homomorphic evaluation of any function on a ciphertext while reducing
the noise. This powerful technique opens new application scenarios
for the practical use of FHE technologies.
The above reasons explain our choice to implement and extend
the TFHE scheme in our CONCRETE library (CONCRETE stands for
“Concrete Operates oN Ciphertexts Rapidly by Extending TfhE”).
As for the programming language, we picked Rust, a new language
that has become popular thanks to its performance (as good as C or
C++ with the advantages of a high-level programming language),
its memory safety, and its e�cient memory usage and access.
CONCRETE follows TFHE’s implementation: it makes use of arithmetic modulo @ with a small modulus natural for a machine such
as @ = 232 or @ = 264 . This is very convenient because these moduli
are natively supported while using unsigned integers with 32 or 64
bits and their respective e�cient addition and multiplication operations. Further, CONCRETE unleashes the full potential of TFHE by
encrypting and bootstrapping values of arbitrary format, including
real numbers. In particular, it is not limited to boolean computation.
This is achieved through the use of encoding functions.
The library is designed in layers. The lower-level layer, called
Core API, is meant to be accessible by FHE experts and aims to be
as e�cient as possible. The layer above, named Crypto API, wraps
the operator layer in a user-friendly way. It is accessible and easy
to use by any programmer (even with a limited understanding of
the cryptography behind it). It o�ers in addition extra capabilities,
including automated metadata keeping track of the amount of noise.

2

CRYPTOGRAPHIC CONTENT OF THE
LIBRARY

TFHE [2] is based on the learning with errors (LWE) problem [8],
a hard problem on lattices, and its variant Ring-LWE [7, 10]. It
deals with two types of ciphertexts: LWE ciphertexts and RLWE
ciphertexts.
2.1

Encryption & Decryption

LWE ciphertexts. Let B denote the set {0, 1} and let @ be a power
of two. Let also Z@ = Z/@Z. The plaintext space is Z@ . An LWE
ciphertext 2
LWEB (`) encrypting a plaintext ` 2 Z@ under the
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secret key B = (B 1, . . . , B= ) 2 B= is a tuple

2 = (0 1, . . . , 0= , 1) 2 (Z@ )

=+1

where 0 1, . . . , 0= are sampled uniformly at random in Z@ and 1 =
Õ=
9=1 B 9 0 9 + ` + 4 (mod @), with 4 a (small) discretized Gaussian
noise.
Given a ciphertext (0 1, . . . , 0= , 1), the decryption algorithm uses
Õ=
the secret key (B 1, . . . , B= ) to obtain ` ⇤ B 1
9=1 B 9 0 9 = ` + 4
(mod @); see Fig. 1.3. If the message is encoded in the most signi�cant bits (and thus if ` has its least signi�cant bits set to zero) then,
provided that the noise 4 is not too large, rounding ` ⇤ enables to
recover the original `.
(1)

<
(2)
(3)

`

`⇤

=

=

< + <0
<

(4)

`

4

=
<

Figure 1: Representation of plaintexts as a sequence of bits. White boxes
indicate bits set to zero; MSBs are on the left and LSBs on the right.

RLWE ciphertexts. Let # be a power of two so that - # + 1 is the
2# th cyclotomic polynomial. Let also B# [- ] = B[- ]/(- # + 1)
and Z@,# [- ] = Z@ [- ]/(- # + 1). The plaintext space for RLWE
encryption is Z@,# [- ]. An RLWE ciphertext c
RLWEs (�(- )),
encrypting a plaintext �(- ) 2 Z@,# [- ] under the secret key s =
(s1 (- ), . . . , s: (- )) 2 (B# [- ]): is a tuple
c = (a1 (- ), . . . , a: (- ), b(- )) 2 (Z@,# [- ]):+1

of : + 1 polynomials, where a1 (- ), . . . , a: (- ) are sampled uniÕ
formly at random in Z@,# [- ] and b(- ) = :9=1 s 9 (- ) a 9 (- ) +
�(- )+e(- ) (mod (@, - # +1)), with e(- ) a polynomial with (small)
discretized Gaussian coe�cients.
Given a ciphertext (a1 (- ), . . . , a: (- ), b(- )), the decryption
proceeds by computing (in Z@,# [- ]) the polynomial �⇤ (- ) B
Õ:
b(- )
9=1 s 9 (- ) a 9 (- ) = �(- )+e(- ). As for LWE ciphertexts, if
the message is encoded in the most signi�cant bits of the coe�cients
of �(- ), rounding each coe�cient of �⇤ (- ) yields back the original
�(- ), provided that the noise e(- ) is not too large.
2.2

Real Encoding on [a, b]

functions
are de�ned as (i) Encode(< 2 ⌃D) =
⌃ The encoding
⇧
@
@ (< 0)/(X · 2=pad ) and as (ii) Encode(< 2 D) = =msg +=pad (<
2
⇧
=
=
0) · 2 msg /X with X = 1 0 + f and f = (1 0)/(2 msg 1). The
quantity f is a security margin to prevent wrong decryption nearby
0 2 Z@ (i.e., 0 and 1 in D), which boils down to actually consider
the interval [0, 1 + f).
The decoding functions of a noisy plaintext ` ⇤ 2 Z@ are de�ned
as (i) rounding ` ⇤ to remove the noise and get ` and then computing
Decode(`) = 0 + (` · X · 2=pad /@) 2 D, and (ii) simply computing
Decode(` ⇤ ) = 0 + (` ⇤ · X · 2=pad /@) 2 D.
2.3

Addition & Scalar Multiplication

LWE ciphertexts can readily be added together (component-wise
addition). The result of an addition is an LWE ciphertext in (Z@ )=+1
encrypting the sum (modulo @) of the input plaintexts.
This works analogously with RLWE ciphertexts. Note that in
both cases the noises also add up as a result of the addition.

`, ` 0 =
+ `0
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The plaintext space is de�ned over Z@ . This section describes how
to represent messages of a real domain D = [0, 1] ⇢ R with a
subset of Z@ . To do so, a number of bits = msg are reserved to store
the message < 2 D as well as a number of padding bits = pad in
the MSBs. There are two di�erent settings for the encoding: (i) the
number of precision bits contained in the plaintext is maximized
(Fig. 1.4) and (ii) the precision is limited to = msg bits (Fig. 1.1);

Remark 1. A way to avoid the modular reduction in the sum of the
plaintexts is to make sure that they are small enough. For example,
suppose that @ = 232 and that plaintexts viewed as 32-bit integers
are of the form {G · 225, 0  G < 25 }. This means that plaintexts are
made of 2 bits set to zero (i.e., the 2 left-most signi�cant bits—these
bits are called padding bits), 5 bits containing the message, and
25 bits set to zero; see Fig. 1.1. Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the
addition of two such plaintexts yields a plaintext as an element of
{G · 225, 0  G < 26 }, that is, with only one bit of padding left.
By extension, LWE (resp. RLWE) ciphertexts can be multiplied
by an integer constant. The noise after the scalar multiplication
grows proportionally with respect to the integer constant.
2.4

External Product

LWE and RLWE ciphertexts can be added; unfortunately, they cannot be multiplied as easily. One may resort to a matrix-based approach [6] to this end. This involves two parameters: a basis ⌫ 2 N
and a number of levels ✓ 2 N. To avoid rounding, it is assumed that
⌫ ✓ | @.

RGSW ciphertexts. An RGSW ciphertext of �(- ) 2 Z# [- ] under secret key (s1 (- ), . . . , s: (- )) 2 B# [- ]: is a matrix C 2
(Z@,# [- ]) (:+1)✓⇥(:+1) whose row #C where C = 8 + ( 9 1)✓, for
1  8  ✓ and 1  9  : + 1, is an RLWE encryption under key
@
(s1 (- ), . . . , s: (- )) of plaintext �C (- ) B s 9 (- ) �(- ) ⌫8 , with
s:+1 (- ) B 1. This is written C
RGSWs (�(- )).

External product. The external product [2, § 3.3] of an RGSW ciphertext C1
RGSWs (�1 (- )) and of an RLWE ciphertext c2
RLWEs (�2 (- )) is noted c3 = C1 c2 . The resulting ciphertext c3
is an RLWE encryption of �1 (- ) · �2 (- ). The external product is
c2 ) · C1 where G 1 (c
c2 ) is the gadget
de�ned by C1 c2 = G 1 (c
decomposition of c2 . The transformation G 1 (·) �attens a vector of
(: + 1) polynomials of Z@,# [- ] into a row vector of (: + 1)✓ polynomials of Z# [- ] with small coe�cients in the range [ ⌫/2, ⌫/2).
The use of the gadget decomposition enables to control the noise
growth in the external product.
CMUX. The main application of the external product in TFHE
is the controlled multiplexer, or CMUX in short. Given two RLWE
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ciphertexts c0
RLWEs (�0 (- )) and c1
RLWEs (�1 (- )), the
CMUX operator acts as a selector to choose between c0 and c1
according to an RGSW encryption Cb
RGSWs (b) of a control
bit b 2 B. This can be computed through an external product as
Cb , c0 , c1 ) = Cb (c
c1 c0 ) + c0 . The output is an RLWE
CMUX(C
encryption of �b (- ).
2.5

Programmable Bootstrapping

As aforementioned, homomorphic operations may increase the
noise in ciphertexts, and when the noise grows too much ciphertexts
cannot be decrypted anymore. This is why, from time to time, it is
important to refresh noisy ciphertexts by reducing the amount of
noise. Programmable bootstrapping (PBS) is a generalization of the
bootstrapping technique allowing resetting the noise at a �xed level
while at the same time homomorphically evaluating a function on
the input ciphertext.
Programmable bootstrapping involves a series of three algorithms: (i) Switch Modulus, (ii) Blind Rotate, and (iii) Sample Extract.
It is often followed by an LWE Key Switching algorithm. These
algorithms are described below.
Modulus switching. The modulus switching is a classical technique in FHE for switching the modulus of ciphertexts. In TFHE, a
modulus switching is performed prior to the blind rotation procedure. The Switch Modulus algorithm scales by 2# /@ and rounds
(i.e., performs the operation d2# ( · mod @)/@c) each component
of the input LWE ciphertext (i.e., elements in Z@ ).
Blind rotation. The Blind Rotate algorithm homomorphically applies a rotation over the coe�cients of the plaintext polynomial
stored in an RLWE ciphertext. It is used to blindly put a desired
coe�cient in the constant term. This algorithm takes on input a
(possibly trivial)1 RLWE ciphertext c) 2 (Z@,# [- ]):+1 encrypting the test polynomial ) (- ) = C 0 + C 1 - + · · · + C # 1 - # 1 , an
LWE ciphertext 2 = (0 1, . . . , 0= , 1) 2 (Z2# )=+1 encrypting `, and
C8 }18 = encrypting each bit of the secret
= RGSW ciphertexts {C
key (B 1, . . . , B= ) 2 B= used to encrypt 2 . Note that the RGSW ciphertexts and the RLWE ciphertext are encrypted with the same
secret key. The noisy plaintext contained in 2 is noted ` ⇤ .
In Figure 2, the test polynomial is seen as a table where, for
0  8  # 1, C [8] represents the 8-th coe�cient C8 of ) (- ), and
C [8 + # ] = C8 . The algorithm starts by initializing an accumulator
C 9 }1 9 =
ACC
- 1 · c) . Next, by using each ciphertext of {C
as control bit into a CMUX, the algorithm successively updates
C 9 , ACC, - 0 9 · ACC) for 9 =
the accumulator as ACC
CMUX(C
1, . . . ,Õ=. The output is an RLWE ciphertext encrypting the plaintext
=
⇤
- 1+ 9 =1 B 9 0 9 · c) = - ` · c) which contains C [` ⇤ ] in its constant
coe�cient.
Sample extraction. It is easy to extract any of the # coe�cients
inside an RLWE plaintext �(- ) = `0 + ` 1 - + · · · + ` # 1 - # 1 2
Z@,# [- ] as an LWE ciphertext. The corresponding algorithm is
called Sample Extract and simply consists in picking some of the
coe�cients of the input RLWE ciphertext and using them to build
1A

trivial RLWE ciphertext for plaintext � (- ) is a ciphertext of the form
(0, . . . , 0, � (- )) .
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multiplication by -

1

C [0]

C1 , ACC, - 01 · ACC)
CMUX(C

C [1 ]

C2 , ACC, - 02 · ACC)
CMUX(C

C3 , ACC, - 03 · ACC)
CMUX(C

C [1
C [1

41

B1 01 ]

B1 01

B2 02 ]

42

..
.

C= , ACC, - 0= · ACC)
CMUX(C

C [1

Õ=

9 =1 B 9

0 9 ] = C [` ⇤ ]

4=

Figure 2: Binary representation of the constant coe�cient from the polynomial plaintext encrypted in the accumulator during the Blind Rotate
algorithm.

the output as an LWE encryption of the desired coe�cient `8 . It is
a public operation and adds no noise in the output.
Key switching. After the blind rotation and sample extraction,
the resulting LWE ciphertext is encrypted with a secret key that
is di�erent from the one used on input. In order to revert to the
original key, one needs to perform a key-switching operation (this
operation is optional). As for the external product, the corresponding Key Switch algorithm involves two parameters: a basis ⌫ KS 2 N
and a number of levels ✓KS 2 N. The input dimension is denoted = in
and the output dimension = out . This procedure is classical in FHE
and is possible thanks to the use of a key-switching key; i.e., a list
of = in LWE ciphertexts encrypting each bit of the input secret key
multiplied by successive powers of basis ⌫ KS (up to ✓KS ). The output
is an LWE ciphertext encrypting the same message as the input,
with respect to the original secret key.
Programmable Bootstrapping. The programmable bootstrapping algorithm implemented in CONCRETE takes on input an LWE
ciphertext 2 in encrypting a plaintext `in under the key B in 2 B= ,
and a bootstrapping key; i.e., a list of = RGSW ciphertexts, each one
encrypting a bit of the secret key B in used to encrypt 2 in . It outputs
an LWE ciphertext 2 out encrypting the plaintext ` out under the key
B out 2 B:# .
As depicted in Figure 3, this procedure is composed of three
steps:
(1) a modulus switching (to be compatible with # ) wherein the
input ciphertext in (Z@ )=+1 is converted into a ciphertext in
(Z2# )=+1 ;
(2) a blind rotation of an RLWE ciphertext encrypting a redundant look-up table C of size # (which is rotated according to
the output LWE ciphertext of Step 1);
(3) a sample extraction of the constant coe�cient of the RLWE.
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It is essential to have at least one bit of padding left in the input
LWE plaintext. This is a consequence of the negacyclic property:
- # +D = - D . Without padding the output is only guaranteed up
to the sign.
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padding bits or the decoding parameters. They are mainly used to
ensure the correctness of the computation. The noise is monitored
by a dedicated module abbreviated as NPE, for Noise Propagation
Estimator.

PBS input: ` ⇤ =

Crypto API
40

`˜ ⇤ =
(ii) blind rotate

(iii) sample extract

PBS output:

<

41

C [ `˜ ⇤ ]

42

C [ `˜ ⇤ ]

42

Figure 3: Representation of the PBS steps as a sequence of bits. Each
rectangle shows the noisy plaintext encrypted by an LWE ciphertext but
the third which is the plaintext in the constant coe�cient of an RLWE
ciphertext.

Look-up table. There are multiple ways to represent a function
6 : Z# ! Z@ . A simple way is to use a look-up table, which is a sort
of dictionary containing pairs (8, C [8]), where 8 is the input index
and C [8] = 6(8). In our implementation, the value C [8] is obtained
by performing Encode 0 5 Decode(8). Observe that the encoding function might not be the one corresponding to Decode (i.e.,
Encode 0 < Encode): in fact, the bootstrapping enables to change
encoding. These values are used to program the test polynomial
as ) (- ) = C 0 + · · · + C # 1 - # 1 with C8 = C [8], and store it in an
RLWE ciphertext. It is easy to see that the constant coe�cient of
) (- ) · - 8 is C [8], that is, the right output in the look-up table.
Note that if the goal of the bootstrapping is simply to reduce the
noise, function 5 is the identity function.
Computing a Multiplication. Interestingly, a multiplication can
be computed using two PBS operations. This follows from the observation that, in R, G ·~ = (G +~) 2 /4 (G ~) 2 /4. Over encrypted data,
this amounts to one homomorphic addition and one homomorphic
subtraction to get the evaluation of G + ~ and G ~, two PBS’s with
function I 7! I 2 /4 to get (G + ~) 2 /4 and (G ~) 2 /4, and �nally one
homomorphic subtraction to get G · ~.

3

CONCRETE IMPLEMENTATION

The CONCRETE2 library is built as a stack of layers (Fig. 4) from
the closest to the hardware to the most abstracted and easy-touse (Crypto API). In between, the API called Core API proposes
an hardware generic API. At the moment, Core API only provides
access to the CPU-based code version, but a GPU version (following
the same API) is in preparation. On top of that, the Core API is
wrapped in a more user-friendly API called Crypto API where every
cryptographic object is represented as a structure. These structures
also contain some metadata as the noise distribution, the number of
2 The

CONCRETE library is released under the AGPLv3 license.

NPE

Core API
C
P
U

G
P
U

F
P
G
A

hardware
dedicated code

CONCRETE

<

APIs

(i) switch modulus

Figure 4: Overview of the CONCRETE library architecture. Dashed boxes
refer to upcoming features.

The value of @ is not �xed so that all functions are currently
de�ned for either 232 or 264 . Note that having functions for @ = 2128
would be easy.
1
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use concrete_lib::∗;
fn main() −> Result<(), CryptoAPIError> {
// parameters
let (min, max) = (−1., 1.);
let weight = 2.;
let bias = 3.;
// message
let message = 0.4;
// input encoder
let encoder_in = Encoder::new(min, max, 6, 7)?;
// secret keys
let rlwe_sk = RLWESecretKey::new(&RLWE128_1024_1);
let lwe_sk = rlwe_sk.to_lwe_secret_key();
// bootstrapping key
let bsk = LWEBSK::new(&lwe_sk, &rlwe_sk, 7, 3);
// encode and encrypt (x0, x1)
let ct_in = LWE::encode_encrypt(&lwe_sk, message, &encoder_in)?;
// ct_x <− ct_in ∗ weight
let ct_x = ct_in.mul_constant_with_padding(weight, 3., 8)?;
// output encoder
let max_out = weight ∗ max + bias;
let encoder_out = Encoder::new(0., max_out, 6, 2)?;
// ct_y <− ct_x + b
let ct_y = ct_x.add_constant_dynamic_encoder(bias)?;
// ct_res <− max(0., ct_y)
let ct_res = ct_y.bootstrap_with_function(&bsk,
|x| f64::max(x, 0.), &encoder_out)?;
// decrypt
let res = ct_res.decrypt_decode(&lwe_sk)?;
Ok(())
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}

Code Example 1: A piece of code using CONCRETE’s Crypto API to compute
a multiplication with a constant, an addition with a constant, a PBS with
the ReLU function and to decrypt.

NPE. In a nutshell, the Noise Propagation Estimator (NPE) contains the noise formula associated to each homomorphic operator.
It uses parts of the metadata associated to the ciphertext as inputs;
i.e., the variances of the noise distribution. In the end, the noise
variance of the output ciphertext is updated. In the case of computation with a cleartext (e.g., between a scalar and a ciphertext), the
actual scalar is required as input.
FFT. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to speed up the
polynomial products, as provided by the FFTW [4] implementation.
The latter has been slightly modi�ed to be compliant with the
Z@,# [- ] arithmetic. The idea is to multiply each polynomial coe�cient by power of 4 8c /# for the forward FFT and by power of
4 8c /# for the backward FFT. The Fourier representation of the
polynomials uses 64-bit �oating numbers.
3.1

Table 1: PBS in milliseconds from CPU Core API with : = 1, ⌫ = 27 and
✓ = 3.

# = 1024
32
64

# bits
= = 630
= = 800
= = 1024

15.49
19.23
24.54

Ciphertexts. Ciphertexts are stored in slices of unsigned 32-bit/
64-bit integers. In Core API, functions are able to work on a collection of ciphertexts. This is modeled as a single slice containing
several concatenated LWE ciphertexts. For instance, the key switch
function can compute a key switch for each of the ciphertexts in
the slice.
Secret keys. The LWE or RLWE secret keys are all sampled from
a uniform binary distribution. The keys are stored in the same way
as ciphertexts: in slices of unsigned 32-bit/64-bit integers such that
in the �rst element of the slice are the 32/64 �rst bits of the key.
Random source. Uniform random integers are generated with
OpenSSL. Discretized Gaussian integers are obtained with a Box–
Muller algorithm using OpenSSL uniform random integers.

33.28
42.33
54.14

39.54
50.53
64.18

# = 4096
32
64
73.22
93.12
117.9

84.01
107.3
135.2

Benchmarks. Tables 1 and 2 show the time needed to compute
a PBS and a key switch for both @ = 32 and @ = 64. Benchmarks
are obtained using Criterion, a Rust micro-benchmarking library.
Each measurement is the mean duration of 500 iterations of the
operation performed on a single thread.
Benchmarks were made on a personal computer with a 2.6 GHz
6-Core Intel® Core™ i7 processor.
Table 2: LWE key switching (in milliseconds) from CPU Core API with
⌫ KS = 4 and ✓KS = 8.

Core API

The Core API is designed as an abstraction of the hardware dedicated code. Then depending on the underlying hardware actually
present on the running machine, the API o�ers multiple choices
which do not require any code modi�cation by the end-user. For
instance, the Core API o�ers some SIMD optimizations if supported
by the CPU, or even running on a GPU if possible. Note that the
latter is currently a mock-up and not open-sourced yet. Despite this
convenient abstraction, the API aims to be as low-level as possible
in order to yield better performance.
The API is divided into two main modules: (i) math containing non-cryptographic operations such as adding, subtracting or
multiplying (unsigned) integers or polynomials, and (ii) crypto containing cryptographic-related operations such as encryption and
decryption functions or bootstrapping and key switching functions.
Slices are used to represent messages, plaintexts, ciphertexts and
keys. In Rust, a slice is a contiguous sequence of elements but at the
di�erence of an array, its size is not known at compile time. A slice
contains a pointer to the data and the length of the slice. Messages
are stored in slices of f64, and plaintexts, ciphertexts and keys are
stored in slices of unsigned integers u32 or u64.

18.08
22.98
29.16

# = 2048
32
64

= out = 630
32
64

# bits
= in = 1024
= in = 2048
= in = 4096
3.2

0.9912
2.130
4.413

2.292
4.661
9.476

= out = 800
32
64
1.171
2.495
5.134

2.872
5.877
11.89

= out = 1024
32
64
1.518
3.200
6.592

3.652
7.699
15.39

Crypto API

The Crypto API wraps Core API in simple-to-use structures. Typically, metadata are directly included and automatically updated as
the Core API homomorphic computation progresses. Code example 1 shows how to pick cryptographic parameters and generate
secret keys (Lines 16 and 17), how to de�ne an input encoder (Line
13), how to encode and encrypt a message (Line 23), how to generate
a bootstrapping key (Line 20), how to de�ne an output encoder (Line
30), how to homomorphically compute 2 ! max(0., F486⌘C ·2+180B)
with a PBS (Lines 36 and 37), and �nally how to decrypt (Line 40).
Code example 2 shows how to pick cryptographic parameters and
how to generate an RLWE secret key (Lines 2 and 3), how to de�ne an input encoder (Line 6), how to encode and encrypt packed
messages in RLWE ciphertexts (Lines 7 to 10), how to add two
ciphertexts with padding (Line 13), to multiply by constants with
padding (Line 14), how to extract an LWE from an RLWE (Line 16),
and �nally how to decrypt (Line 18).
Structures. The Crypto API introduces the following structures:
Encoder, Plaintext, LWESecretKey, RLWESecretKey, LWEBSK,
LWEKSK, LWE, VectorLWE, VectorRLWE, LWEParams, RLWEParams.
Cryptographic parameters. In order to ease the use of the library,
some secure cryptographic parameters are o�ered to the end-user.
For instance, in Code example 1, an RLWE secret key is created
using &RLWE128_1024_1. Following the notations de�ned in Section 2, this means that the RLWE key provides 128 bits of security
with # = 1024 and : = 1. Similar prede�ned sets are available
for LWE parameters, such as &LWE128_630 providing 128 bits of
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security with = = 630. The adequate standard noise distribution
for each parameter set have been computed via the LWE Estimator [1] in September 2020. Obviously for more advanced users, the
cryptographic parameters can easily be set by hand.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

// generation of a RLWE secret key
let rlwe_params = RLWEParams::new(1024, 1, −25)?;
let rlwe_sk = RLWESecretKey::new(&rlwe_params);
// encryption
let encoder =
let rlwe_ct_1
&rlwe_sk,
let rlwe_ct_2
&rlwe_sk,
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Benchmarks. Table 3 presents the time needed to compute a
multiplication using two PBS’s. The same setting as above is used.
Table 4 gives the cost of a PBS and a key switch using the Core API
and the Crypto API for the parameter set given in [2].
Table 3: Multiplication (in milliseconds) with two PBS’s from Crypto API
with : = 1, ⌫ = 27 , ✓ = 3 and 64-bit integers.

Encoder::new(−5., 5., 5, 7)?;
= VectorRLWE::encode_encrypt_packed(
&[1.4, −3.5, 2.7], &encoder)?;
= VectorRLWE::encode_encrypt_packed(
&[−3.1, −2.2, 0.3], &encoder)?;

// homomorphic operations
let mut rlwe_ct_3 = rlwe_ct_1.add_with_padding(&rlwe_ct_2)?;
rlwe_ct_3.mul_constant_with_padding_inplace(&[2.3, 2., −1.5], 2.3, 5)?;
let lwe_ct = rlwe_ct_3.extract_1_lwe(1, 0)?;

Automatic generation of the look-up table. The Crypto API provides an automatic generation for the look-up table associated to
an arbitrary function 5 taking as input an f64 and outputting an
f64, mainly called in the PBS. It takes as inputs the encoding of the
inputs, the encoding of the outputs, and the function 5 .

# = 4096

35.78
45.82
58.77

78.90
100.1
127.8

167.2
213.3
273.6

Table 4: Comparison (in milliseconds) between Core API and Crypto API
API. PBS: = = 630, # = 1024, : = 1, ⌫ = 27 and ✓ = 3. LWE key switch:
@ = 232 , = in = 1024, = out = 630, ⌫ KS = 4 and ✓KS = 8.

# bits

Code Example 2: A piece of code using CONCRETE’s Crypto API to encrypt
packed messages with RLWE and to compute constant multiplication and
homomorphic addition before extracting one slot as an LWE ciphertext.

Padding bits. Some homomorphic functions require some bits of
padding in order to avoid the reduction modulo @ and loose some
most signi�cant bits of the plaintext. Padding bits can be seen as a
safety guard to ensure the computation correctness. For instance, an
addition of two messages may result in a carry, which is translated
into one padding bit. In the same vein, by default the PBS uses one
padding bit and is able to add many of them in it’s output. In the
Crypto API, homomorphic operations requiring padding bits are
su�xed with _with_padding.

# = 2048

= = 630
= = 800
= = 1024

// decryption
let lwe_sk = rlwe_sk.to_lwe_secret_key();
let d = lwe_ct.decrypt_decode(&lwe_sk)?;

Encoders and ciphertexts. An encoder is a structure containing
the bounds of the real interval, the number of bits of precision, the
number of padding bits and the type of encoding. The ciphertext
structures VectorLWE and VectorRLWE de�ned in the Crypto API
are able to store one or more ciphertexts of the same type (namely
LWE or RLWE). It also contains the required metadata to track the
noise, the encoding, and the number of bits of message guaranteed
to be correct all along computations. The noise evaluation is realized
with the help of the NPE module. In the case where the noise bits
are devouring the bits of the message, a message informs the user
about the intact number of bits and the number of bits of message
is updated.
To encrypt, a call to the function LWE::encode_encrypt for
instance, allows one to obtain an LWE ciphertext from a message,
a secret key and an encoder. Note that the same function is present
in modules VectorLWE and VectorRLWE.

# = 1024

PBS
Key Switch
3.3

CPU Core API
32
64
15.49
0.9912

18.08
2.292

Crypto API
64
18.18
2.262

Planned Demo

During the demo, we plan to quickly give an overview of CONCRETE,
and then to run live tests for basic operations (both exact and
approximate) and for neural network inference.

4

FUTURE WORK

The CONCRETE library o�ers an e�cient and user-friendly interface
to homomorphically compute over ciphertexts. There is a variety
of ways to use encoding such as representing approximation of real
numbers. Thanks to the programmable bootstrapping, it is possible to compute non-linear functions in addition to homomorphic
additions and multiplications by scalars.
We plan to add other homomorphic operations and features in
the next versions of the library. In parallel, we are implementing the
GPU version of the Core API level and building an automatic API
dealing with padding and noise automatically on its own. Future
works also include some studies about enhancing the FFT performance and further support of SIMD operations. Finally, we want to
work on the parallelization of the existing code.
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ABSTRACT

the same adversary model [19]. Thus, there is a great interest in
building concrete MPC systems that can employ MHE schemes.
Such systems, by nature, are highly interactive, concurrent and
cross-platform. For this reason, implementing them may represent
a signi�cant investment in terms of time and e�ort when using
C++, which most of the state-of-the-art HE libraries are using. More
recent languages, such as Go [1], greatly reduce this e�ort, notably
by featuring built-in concurrency primitives, extensive standard
libraries and comprehensive toolchains for building, testing and
analyzing code. In this demo, we present the Lattigo library, a Go
module for R-LWE-based multiparty homomorphic encryption.

We present and demo of Lattigo, a multiparty homomorphic encryption library in Go. After a brief introduction of the origin and
history of the library, we dive into the most relevant technical aspects that di�erentiate Lattigo from other existing libraries. From
the cryptographic research perspective, we describe our realization of the keyswitch and CKKS bootstrapping operations. We
also present our approach to multiparty homomorphic encryption
and its importance for Lattigo use-cases. From the software perspective, we elaborate on the choice of the Go language and the
bene�ts it brings to application developers who use the library.
We then present performance benchmarks and the main use-case
applications the library had so far. The last part of the presentation
comprises a tutorial on how to use Lattigo to build a "toy" use-case:
a privacy-preserving web-application for scheduling meetings.

1

2

LIBRARY OVERVIEW

Lattigo is a Go module that contains the packages listed in Table 1.
Genesis. The development of Lattigo started in March 2019 as a
part of our research on multiparty homomorphic encryption (MHE)
and secure multiparty computation. In addition to the scienti�c
interest in being able to quickly integrate our research results into
a code-base for their empirical evaluation, we saw an opportunity
to bene�t the community by bringing HE to a new programming
language: Go. Our group currently uses Go for the implementation
of several applied research projects. As these systems transitioned
from proof-of-concept implementations to real-world prototypes
deployed in operational settings, the need for a cryptographic layer
supporting MHE became essential.
Scope and interface principles. For each scheme, the corresponding package implements the cryptographic objects and the
local operations on these objects. These local operations are de�ned as exported Go interface types (e.g., bfv.Encryptor) for
which implementations are provided as methods (e.g., Encrypt(*))
of context-speci�c objects (e.g., skEncryptor, pkEncryptor) that
encapsulate the cryptographic parameters, temporary bu�ers and
pre-computations. As of version v2.1.0, Lattigo provides a singlethreaded implementation of its API and all types assume singlethreaded use. Therefore, the API user controls the concurrency
aspects of its application.
Support for Multiparty Access Structures. At the time of
writing, the dbfv and dckks packages implement the # -out-of-# Threshold access structure of Mouchet et al. [19] (we elaborate on
this scheme in Section 2.2).

INTRODUCTION

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) techniques are becoming increasingly popular. This is re�ected in a growing number of cryptographic libraries that implement e�cient instantiations, and in the
current process for standardization of HE [3]. Traditionally, HE
schemes are used in a two-party setting comprising a data-holder
party %1 that sends its encrypted input data G %1 to an external party
%2 , which can compute any polynomial function 5 (G %1 ) over the
scheme’s plaintext space, and then sends the encrypted result back
to party %1 for decryption. In the passive-adversary model, this
simple protocol can achieve secure two-party computations.
The aforementioned setting can be extended to # parties through
the use of Multiparty Homomorphic Encryption (MHE) techniques
such as multi-key-HE (MKHE) [9, 18] and threshold-HE (Th-HE)
[4, 19]. In such schemes, the involved parties collectively (hence,
interactively) enforce the access control to the data by distributing
the scheme’s decryption circuit. Mouchet et al. proposed a threshold
version of BFV and showed that its use as a secure-multipartycomputation (MPC) solution is, for several generic circuits, faster
and has less communication overhead than LSSS-based MPC in
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the �rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
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© Copyright held by the owner/author(s).
https://doi.org/10.25835/0072999

2.1

Cryptographic Optimizations and Features

We summarize the features in Lattigo that are relevant from a
cryptographic-research standpoint.
1
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Table 1: The github.com/ldsec/lattigo/v2 Go module

lattigo/bfv

lattigo/ckks

lattigo/dbfv

lattigo/dckks

150

213.5

provides the RNS (Residue Number System) modular arithmetic over the ring
Z& [- ]/(- 3 + 1) with 3 a power of two. This
includes: RNS basis extension, RNS division,
number theoretic transform (NTT), and uniform, Gaussian and ternary sampling.
implements the Full-RNS, scale-invariant
scheme of Brakerski, Fan and Vercauteren
(BFV) [5, 12, 14]; it supports Z3? arithmetic.
implements the Full-RNS scheme of Cheon et
al. [10, 11] (CKKS, a.k.a. HEAAN), that supports approximate arithmetic over C3/2 . This
package features a bootstrapping procedure.
implements the local operations for multiparty key-generation and key-switching
functionalities for the BFV scheme [19].
implements the local operations for multiparty key-generation and key-switching
functionalities for the CKKS scheme [19].

Throughput
log(&)/time [sec]

lattigo/ring

100
Throughput
Key-size

213

50

Key-size [MB]
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Figure 1: Comparison of the public key-switch operation
throughput (in ciphertext-bits/sec.) and public switchingkey size in Lattigo v2.1.0 for 3 = 215 and variable 1  U  8
and ! = 16 U.

Standalone Arithmetic Layer. The library exposes most of
its polynomial arithmetic layer in the lattigo/ring sub-package.
This package is implemented in pure Go and features a wide range
of low-level optimized algorithms, with a minimal, unexported use
of the unsafe package (that enables pointer arithmetic) and without any dependency on external numerical libraries. This includes
Montgomery-form arithmetic, ring operations, Number Theoretic
Transforms (NTT), evaluation of automorphisms, RNS bases extensions and scaling, and sampling of Gaussian, uniform and ternary
distributions. Hence, it can be used to build and evaluate other
R-LWE based FHE schemes and primitives.
Generalized Keyswitch Procedure. For both the BFV and
CKKS schemes, Lattigo uses a generalization of the keyswitch procedure proposed by Han and Ki [15], which lets the user specify the
norm of the decomposition-basis % used during the key-switching.
Hence, the parameters can be represented as a triplet {3, !, U },
where 3 is the ring degree, ! is the number of ciphertext moduli
(prime factors of &) and U is the number of special primes for the
key-switching (prime factors of %). Even though it introduces an additional (yet optional) parameter, we observed that giving the user
the ability to tune the trade-o� (indeed, the size of &% is capped
by the security parameter) between homomorphic-capacity and
keyswitch complexity results in great throughput gains. We compared the homomorphic throughput of the keyswitch procedure
along with the size of the public switch-key for several values of U
using the parameters {215, 16 U, U }, i.e. for a �xed modulus size
&%, the number of primes between & and % varies. Figure 1 shows
that, by increasing U to 4, we get a 2⇥ increase in throughput and a
5⇥ decrease in the key-size. This shows that, in terms of throughput,
the loss in homomorphic capacity is more than compensated by
the run-time reduction.
We also further optimized the keyswitch-key format and keyswitch
algorithm for the evaluation of automorphisms such as rotations,
as proposed by Bossuat et al. [7].

Table 2: CKKS Bootstrapping Parameters. 3 is the ring degree,
⌘ is the number of non-zero coe�cients in the secret-key,
log(&) bit-size of the ciphertext modulus, log(%) is the bitsize of the key-switching decomposition-basis (the security is
based on log(&%)) and ⇠ the ciphertext modulus consumption
by bootstrapping (in bits).
Set
Best of [8]
Best of [15]
II
III

3
216

⌘
64
192
215

log(&)
1240
1270
1248
1416

log(%)
1240
182
305
366

⇠
1057
900
743
956

Novel BFV Quantization. Even in its RNS variant, [5, 14], the
BFV homomorphic multiplication is an expensive operation because it requires the use of a secondary and temporary basis [12].
Lattigo takes a novel approach to this operation, by adapting the
RNS-friendly quantization techniques proposed in original fullRNS variant of the CKKS scheme [10]. See Section 4 for benchmark
comparisons.
CKKS Bootstrapping. The Lattigo library comprises an implementation of the CKKS bootstrapping from Bossuat et al. [7].
Hence, Lattigo is the second library to feature an open-source implementation of a bootstrapping circuit for the CKKS scheme and the
�rst one to make such implementation available for the Full-RNS
variant of the scheme. Compared to the current state-of-the-art,
the procedure is both more e�cient and more precise (as shown in
Figure 2), and it does not require the use of sparse secret keys.
Homomorphic Polynomial Evaluation. The lattigo/ckks
package provides a scale-invariant and depth-optimal polynomial
evaluation algorithm, for both the standard and the Chebyshev
bases. It allows the user to provide the clear-text polynomial coe�cient and a desired output scale, and it recursively back-propagates
it to ensure that all rescalings in the evaluation are exact (as described in more details by Bossuat et al. [7]).
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Throughput
= ⇥ (log(&) ⇠)/(CPU time)

1 · 106

0
10

RelinKeyGen

214

5 · 105
214

EncKeyGen

215

Best of [8]
Best of [15]
Set II
Set III

210

215
214

RotKeyGen
214

212
210

210
15

ColKeySwitch

20
log(1/n)
Precision
PubColKeySwitch

Figure 2: (From [7]) Comparison of the bootstrapping utility.
See Table 2 for the parameters. We plot the results for our best
performing parameter set against the state of the art. Nodes
are labeled with =, the number of plaintext slots, log(&)
⇠ is the residual homomorphic capacity (in bits) after the
bootstrapping, and the precision log(1/n) is de�ned as the
negative log of the mean error across all the slots.

2.2

Collective encryption-key generation.
It generates a public encryption-key pk for
˜ in a single round.
the secret-key sk,
Relinearization-key generation. It generates a public relinearization-key rlk for
˜ in two rounds.
the secret-key sk,
Rotation-key generation. Given an integer :, it generates a public rotation-key
rot: enabling homomorphic plaintext-slots
rotation by :, in a single round.
Collective Key-switching. Given a ci˜ 0 , it
phertext ct and a target secret-key sk
˜ to
computes the re-encryption of ct from sk
0
˜
sk , in a single round. A decryption proto˜ 0 = 0.
col is obtained from the special case sk
Collective Public-key-switching. Given
a ciphertext ct and a target public-key pk 0 ,
˜
it computes the re-encryption of ct from sk
0
to pk , in a single round.

Multiparty Homomorphic Encryption

MHE has a great potential as a generic secure multiparty computation (MPC) solution thanks to its low communication requirements
and versatility. However, whereas traditional Linear Shamir Secret
Sharing (LSSS)-based generic MPC protocols are implemented in
several, well-established libraries, MHE-based solutions have been
implemented mainly for speci�c computations. One of the main
purposes of the Lattigo library is to support the development of
MHE-based MPC protocols.
Lattigo implements the scheme of Mouchet et al. [19] for both
BFV and CKKS. We summarize its protocols from a high-level and
refer the reader to [19] for the scheme details. Let %1, ..., % # be
# parties holding their respective secret keys sk1, ...sk# and let
˜ = Õ# sk . This scheme comprises the following multiparty
sk
8=1 #
protocols:
As for several threshold schemes, the multiparty scheme emulates a single-key setting and preserves the structure of the ciphertexts and keys. Hence, apart from the above functionalities
(those that depend on the secret-key), the single-party scheme
operations can be directly used in a multi-party setting (and are
non-interactive).
The multiparty scheme of Mouchet et al. enables generic 2+2rounds MPC protocols (illustrated in Figure 3) in the passive-adversary,
dishonest-majority setting [19]. In the �rst 2 rounds, the parties run
a PubKeyGen protocol, which is a parallel composition of EncKeyGen, RelinKeyGen and RotKeyGen, to generate the necessary
public-key material. This can be done in an o�-line phase and only
once for a given set of parties and cryptographic parameters. In the
next round, the parties provide their inputs, encrypted under the
generated public-key. The evaluation of the circuit is done using
the usual homomorphic operations for the scheme. The last round
corresponds to the output phase: Depending on the setting, the

Figure 3: The MHE-based MPC protocol
parties use either the ColKeySwitch or the PubColKeySwitch to
re-encrypt or decrypt the �nal result. An interesting feature of the
MHE-MPC protocol is that its transcript is entirely public, so it
does not require private channels between the parties. Hence, in
addition to the traditional peer-to-peer system-model for MPC, the
MHE-based protocols can work in cloud-assisted models in which
the parties communicate solely with a central server.
Go is an ideal choice for implementing networked systems and
web-services, thanks to its natural concurrency model, rich API
and ease of deployment. Hence, building on these features using
the Lattigo library makes developing HE-based privacy-preserving
applications considerably easier.
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Table 3: BFV Timings in `B for 210  3  213 .

3

211, !

Op

3=

Encode
Decode
Encrypt
Decrypt
Add
Mul-Pt
Mul-Ct
Square
KeySwitch

29
29
803
110
7
129
1146
816
-

SEAL

=1

Lattigo

26
30
226
64
3
90
476
368
-

3=

212, !

SEAL

60
73
2085
358
28
482
3721
2693
775

=2

Lattigo

55
56
936
284
11
380
2065
1569
745

3=

213, !

SEAL

122
129
5711
1374
126
2084
14987
10918
3933

Table 4: CKKS Timings in `B for 210  3  213 .

=4

Op

Lattigo

123
112
2935
1251
46
1652
9123
7234
3781

Encode
Decode
Encrypt
Decrypt
Add
Mul-Pt
Mul-Ct
Square
Rescale
KeySwitch

3 = 211, ! = 1

3 = 212, ! = 2

3 = 213, ! = 4

SEAL

SEAL

SEAL

112
63
548
18
7
14
45
27
-

Lattigo

103
82
392
6
3
7
15
13
-

305
345
1816
71
28
52
187
124
203
807

Lattigo

247
174
1115
27
10
27
61
54
222
731

854
1385
5329
272
124
210
795
496
861
3927

Lattigo

668
382
3680
108
46
126
242
224
857
3619

SOFTWARE FEATURES

We provide an overview on the features that distinguish Lattigo
from other homomorphic encryption libraries. Whereas most stateof-the-art HE libraries use C++, Lattigo is written in Go.
The Go language. The Go language was designed for multicore, concurrent and networked systems, which makes it ideal for
implementing multiparty computation. It features a minimal set of
fundamental concepts and associated syntax, which makes learning Go easy. The Go run-time is highly e�cient and Go programs
can match and even outperform C++ programs, if the overhead of
garbage collection is taken into account. We found that, by implementing allocation-free API methods, this overhead is negligible.
The Go toolchain. As for most modern languages, Go provides
a complete toolchain for building programs. In addition to the compiler, this toolchain comprises a dependency resolver and integrates
unit-tests and benchmarks. This makes Lattigo easy to download,
compile, test and benchmark.
To simply explore the library and run the examples programs, the
easiest way is to clone the repository at github.com/ldsec/lattigo.
From the library root directory, example programs can be run using
the go run command. For example,
$ go run ./examples/dbfv/psi
runs the multiparty-BFV-based PSI example. Benchmarking and
testing Lattigo is equally easy:
$ go test ./...
(run all tests)
$ go test ./ckks
(ckks tests only)
$ go test -run=X -bench=. ./...
(run all benchmarks)
$ go test -run=X -bench=. ./ckks
(ckks bench only)
$ go test -run=X -bench=./Encrypt ./...
(encrypt only)
The Go toolchain also makes it easy to import Lattigo as a dependency. From within the directory of another Go module, running
$ go get github.com/ldsec/lattigo/v2
$ go test github.com/ldsec/lattigo/v2/...
installs the latest released version of Lattigo as a dependency and
runs its unit tests.
The downsides of Go. The Go compiler, while being constantly
improved, is not as mature as C++ compilers. We found that it does
not optimize arithmetic and does not use SIMD or vectorized instructions when available. Hence we implemented several low-level
optimizations, such as loop-unrolling and pointer arithmetic, to
obtain performance �gures comparable to C++. However, this complexity is not exposed to the user. The garbage collection introduces

Table 5: BFV Timings in <B for 214  3  216
Op
Encode
Decode
Encrypt
Decrypt
Add
Mul-Pt
Mul-Ct
Square
KeySwitch

3 = 214, ! = 8

3 = 215, ! = 15

SEAL

SEAL

0.2
0.2
18.5
5.6
0.4
8.8
65.7
48.4
24.3

Lattigo

0.2
0.2
10.5
5.3
0.2
7.4
44.9
35.0
24.1

0.5
0.6
65.4
23.5
1.7
34.1
400.3
306.8
147.0

Lattigo

0.5
0.6
39.2
22.4
1.0
32.1
205.7
155.8
154.5

3 = 216, ! = 31
SEAL

1.1
1.2
253.5
115.7
7.1
149.5
2822.6
2185.1
1183.8

Lattigo

1.2
1.3
153.0
95.6
4.5
133.2
1186.3
946.6
1235.5

Table 6: CKKS Timings in <B for 214  3  216
Op
Encode
Decode
Encrypt
Decrypt
Add
Mul-Pt
Mul-Ct
Square
Rescale
KeySwitch

3 = 214, ! = 8

3 = 215, ! = 15

SEAL

SEAL

3.2
6.4
19.0
1.1
0.4
0.8
3.1
2.1
3.6
23.4

Lattigo

1.9
0.8
13.0
0.4
0.2
0.5
1.1
0.9
3.4
22.8

14.3
31.7
71.6
4.7
1.7
3.1
12.0
8.4
14.6
146.5

Lattigo

6.3
3.1
50.0
2.3
0.9
2.2
4.6
4.0
13.8
143.5

3 = 216, ! = 31
SEAL

58.0
230.7
295.7
19.2
7.2
13.2
49.2
35.3
64.2
1178.5

Lattigo

22.9
6.5
211.4
9.1
4.5
9.1
19.4
17.1
65.7
1205.8

a slight overhead, which can however be reduced to negligible by
writing allocation-free code.

4

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

We provide performance benchmarks for the single-party and multiparty primitives implemented in Lattigo v2.1.0. We used SEAL
v3.6 [21] as a baseline for the single-party schemes. All experiments
were conducted single-threaded on an i5-6600k at 3.5 GHz with
32 GB of RAM running Windows 10. We used Go version 1.14.2
for building Lattigo and the MSVC++ compiler version 14.28 to
compile the SEAL library and its examples.
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Table 7: DBFV Timings [ms]: Total cost per party for generation (Gen), aggregation (Agg) and output (Out) local operations. Aggregated over the two rounds for the RelinKeyGen.

Parameters. We de�ne the benchmarked parameters as the
triplet {3, !, U }, where 3 is the ring degree, ! is the number of ciphertext moduli (prime factors of &) and U is the number of special
primes for the key-switching (prime factors of %). These are indeed
the most relevant factors when comparing the library performance,
as each individual modulus �ts within one machine limb. Both
Lattigo and SEAL propose several default parameter sets for 128bit security (according to the standardization document [3]) and
varying homomorphic capacity. However, SEAL does not yet support the use of multiple moduli in the extended-basis % (it enforces
U  1), so the default parameters proposed by Lattigo cannot be
directly compared. Hence, we performed our benchmarks with the
default parameters of SEAL. We generated custom parameters for
the ring degree 3 = 216 ; these parameters use 31 moduli, for an
equivalent log(&%) of 1782 bits. For all parameter sets, we used a
number of plaintext slots = = 3 for BFV and = = 3/2 for CKKS.
Results. Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 summarize the timings of local operations for BFV and CKKS in a single-key setting, along with the
corresponding baseline-system timings. We observe that, within
the scope of these benchmarks, it is possible to produce Go cryptographic code that matches the performance of C++.
The timings for the local operations for DBFV are presented in
Table 7 (the timings for DCKKS would be identical). These timings
re�ect the per-party cost of generating its share in the protocol
(Gen), the cost of aggregating two received shares (Agg) and the cost
of computing the protocol output from its transcript (Out). Table 8
reports the size of one share, which corresponds to the total amount
of data sent by one party in each protocol. For the RelinKeyGen
protocol, the values represent the aggregation between the two
rounds. Note that, thanks to the properties of the multiparty scheme,
none of these values actually depend on the number of parties # .
Indeed, the system-wide network load and number of calls to the
share aggregation operations (Agg) grows with # and depends
on the system model and network topology. We refer the reader
to [19] for an analysis of these costs in concrete instances of the
MHE-based MPC protocol.
The good performance of Lattigo can be attributed to the e�ciency of the package lattigo/ring, which heavily leverages on
low-level Go-friendly optimizations (e.g. Montgomery and pointer
arithmetic, lazy-reduction, loop unrolling) as well as scheme-speci�c
high-level algorithmic optimization (e.g, a novel BFV quantization,
operation-speci�c plaintext encoding).

5

Op
EncKeyGen

RelinKeyGen

RotKeyGen

ColKeySwitch

PubColKeySwitch

Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out

3 = 213
0.77
0.02
0.09
8.79
0.25
0.36
2.46
0.06
0.11
1.15
0.02
0.02
3.01
0.03
0.03

3 = 214
2.59
0.08
0.34
30.79
1.12
1.81
8.73
0.25
0.67
4.43
0.06
0.07
11.98
0.12
0.12

3 = 215
10.45
0.32
1.28
159.48
6.18
9.72
45.24
1.53
3.88
19.31
0.25
0.32
48.74
0.55
0.68

Table 8: DBFV Share Sizes [MB]: Total amount sent per party.
Aggregated over the two rounds for the RelinKeyGen.
Op
EncKeyGen
RelinKeyGen
RotKeyGen
ColKeySwitch
PubColKeySwitch

3 = 213
0.26
3.15
0.79
0.2
0.39

3 = 214
1.05
12.58
3.15
0.79
1.57

3 = 215
3.93
62.91
15.73
3.15
6.29

Lattigo was also used for implementing building blocks for MPC
protocols, such as a passively-secure oblivious linear function evaluation (OLE) protocol [6]. This protocol generalizes oblivious transfer
to linear functions, and its Lattigo implementation (on top of the
ring package) is able to evaluate more than 1 million OLEs per
second over the ring Z< , for a 120-bit < on standard hardware.
Large-scale multi-party applications. The main use-case of
Lattigo is the development of multi-party secure protocols where
the input con�dential data is partitioned among several entities.
These entities impose an access structure on the computation results, by leveraging the MHE solution enabled by Lattigo. The
achieved security guarantees are much stronger than traditional
federated learning approaches, which leak intermediate computation results. Lattigo has been used for implementing distributed
training and evaluation of several machine learning models, including generalized linear models [13] and feed-forward neural
networks [20]. The systems built with Lattigo are capable of ef�ciently scaling up to thousands of parties and achieve a high
training throughput, while closing the accuracy gap with respect to
centralized clear-text systems. Examples of its performance include
training a logistic regression model on a dataset of 1 million samples with 32 features distributed among 160 data providers in less
than three minutes [13], and training a 3-layer neural network on
the MNIST dataset with 784 features and 60,000 samples distributed
among 10 parties in less than 2 hours.

APPLICATIONS

Lattigo has been successfully used in the implementation of complex
application work�ows involving both client-server applications and
large-scale multiparty settings.
Client-server applications. A paradigmatic case of a secure
service that works on encrypted sensitive client data was proposed
in the 2019 iDash challenge [2], involving a problem of secure genotype imputation. Lattigo was used for developing one of the three
winning solutions, implementing a multinomial logistic regression
with CKKS-encrypted data, that performs a batch prediction (1,000
patients with 80,000 to-be-imputed variants each) in seconds, and
has memory requirements and prediction accuracy comparable to
clear-text state-of-the-art genotype imputation tools [17].
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DEMO

Real-CKKS. Although the CKKS scheme encrypts complex numbers, most of its applications only use the real part of the plaintexts.
Hence, only half of the homomorphic capacity is e�ectively used.
Kim and Song proposed a variant of CKKS that encrypts 3 real numbers [16]. This scheme is implemented in a development branch of
Lattigo.
Lattigo-Cloud/Lattigo-MP. Two generic network-layers implementing the MHE-based MPC protocol are currently in development. They provide the network and service layers for both the
cloud-based (client+server) and peer-to-peer (client) settings.

The �nal part of the presentation is a tutorial demonstrating the
use of Lattigo for building a simple Doodle-like web-application for
privacy-preserving scheduling. The code for this demo is available
at https://github.com/ldsec/lattigo-polls-demo.

6.1

Example Web-Application

In this application, we consider a web-service provider and ⇡ clients
willing to �nd an intersection in their availabilities, while revealing
only this intersection to the creator of the poll. We assume that
the clients will not cheat on their input and that the web-service
provider is honest-but-curious (passive adversaries). For the sake of
this demo, we assume that the creator of the poll does not collude
with the web-service provider and we instantiate it in single-key
setting. This assumption can be relaxed by using MHE.
The server is a Go program using the net/http package to
serve the web-application. It implements di�erent routes to create
the poll, collect the answers and �nally compute and serve the
result to the poll creator.
The client is a web browser that makes requests to the server
and presents the UI to the user. When loading the page, the client
fetches and runs a Go executable compiled in WebAssembly (Wasm).
This program exposes procedures that can be called through javascript,
and is used by the browser client to call Lattigo functions.
The protocol. A client creates a new poll by generating a new
key-triple (sk, pk, rlk) and sending a POST /createpoll request
containing pk and rlk). The participants can join this poll by retrieving the associated pk, encoding their availabilities as binary vector
pt (0 meaning unavailable and 1 meaning available for this option)
and sending a POST /<poll ID>/availability containing their
name and ct = Encryptpk (pt). Upon the poll closing by the creator,
the server computes the product between all submitted ciphertexts,
and serves the resulting ciphertext to the poll creator.

6.2
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Hands-On Tutorial

During the tutorial, we will review the Go code for the server and
client and their respective use of the Lattigo library. Thanks to Go’s
rich API and simplicity, the whole application requires less than
300 lines of Go code. We will also show how the client program
can be called by the client through Javascript. Finally, we will show
a complete polling scenario, from the client (browser window) and
server (terminal output) perspectives.

7

CONCLUSIONS & ON-GOING WORK

This demo presents the Lattigo library, a multiparty homomorphic
encryption library written in Go. Lattigo greatly facilitates the
development of new HE- and MHE-applications, by enabling the
use of these primitives in a modern language: Go. By considerably
reducing the development time of such applications, Lattigo can be
a catalyst in both the cryptography research and the adoption of
HE in real systems. Our ongoing work comprises:
Fully-Threshold MHE. When the number of parties # is large,
the risk of one party going o�ine for an indeterminate amount of
time can become an issue. By relaxing the threshold to ) -out-of-#
() < # ), this risk can be mitigated. Full-threshold variants of BFV
and CKKS are implemented in a development branch of Lattigo.
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